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PREFACE 

In this essay I examine the widely-held view that Stoicism, being su~sequent to 
Aristotle, must be explained as a development from Aristotelianism. I hope that I 
have shown this to be insecurely founded at the least. Paucity of information about 
the philosophers of the late fourth and early third centuries often makes it 
impossible to speak with certainty, but the evidence that we have seems to indicate 
that in general the Stoics neither read, nor learned the contents of, the works 
contained in our Corpus Aristotelicum. Some leading scholars have remarked 
upon the apparent neglect of these works after the time ofTheophrastus: lngemar 
DUring, Paul Moraux, and Fritz Wehrli spring to mind. It will appear that ~ven 
before that man's death they did not attract the attention of the Stoics. 

In the following pages some scholars of deservedly high reputation will be found 
occasionally to have slipped into errors more characteristic of lesser men. It has 
given me little pleasure to record these, and it is only right to express my great 
admiration for these authors. But I hope that it was useful to notice their mistakes 
because they provide a warning against the dangers involved in trusting to one's 
memory or accepting others' statements without verification from the ancient texts 
themselves. If such failings mar my own work, as they may well do, I do not seek to 
excuse them. 

In casting doubt on the influence of Aristotle, I do not wish to suggest that to 
compare the views of Aristotle and later philosophers is not a valuable enterprise. 
On the contrary, by directing attention to dissimilarities it may lead to a clearer 
apprehension of the intentions and the meaning, the strength and the weaknesses of 
the arguments used by both parties. This is urged by Myles Burnyeat, who read an 
earlier version of this essay and to whom I owe a heavy debt of gratitude for his 
corrections, his indication of omissions, his suggestions, and above all his 
continued interest and encouragement. I also gratefully acknowledge the help and 
encouragement that I have received from John Easterling and from David Sedley, 
who gave me many valuable detailed notes. None of these friends must be 
understood to be convinced by all that I here maintain. 

The financial assistance of Trinity College, Cambridge, facilitated the 
publication of this essay by the Cambridge Philological Society. It gives me great 
pleasure to record my thanks for my C'lllege's generous help. 

October 1984 F. H. SANDBACH 
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ABBREVIATIONS 

: Diels-Kranz, Fragmente der Vorsokratiker 
Diets, Doxographi Graeci 
Aristotle, Ethica Eudemia 
Aristotle, Ethica Nicomachea 
Jacoby, Fragmenta Graecorum Historicorum 
Liddell-Scott-Jones, A Greek-English Lexicon 
Aristotle (?), Magna Moralia 
Pauly-Wissowa, Rea/encyclopiidie der c/assischen 
Alterlwnswissenschaft 
Dittenberger, Syl/oge Inscriptionum Graecarum 
von Arnim, Stoicorwn Veterum Fragmenta 
Stephanus-Dindorf, Thesaurus Graecae linguae 

Any abbreviations for modern journals are those used by L'Annee philologique 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

· In The Stoics ( 1975), speaking of the influences on Zeno's philosophy, I wrote as 
follows: 'Many modern writers try to find a connection with Aristotle, but this I 
believe to be.a mistake, due to the tempting supposition that he loomed as large to 
the generation that succeeded him as he does to us. There is much to suggest that 
those works of his that are read to-day, works mostly not prepared for publication, 
sometimes barely intelligible notes, were for the most part not known until they 
were edited in the.·first century B. C. There may have been private copies made of 
some for pupils, but they do not in general seem to have been in the book-trade or to 
have been part of what philosophers might be expected to read '(21-2).1n this paper 
I shall expand and attempt to confirm this judgment. 

But first it may be desirable to recall the fact that Aristotle did write some works, 
now lost, of which some were dialogues, intended for a wider public than the 
students who were attached to his school. Later scholars, and probably Aristotle 
himself,' referred to these as 'exoteric'. By their very nature they were destined for 
'publication', a word of which the meaning is considered below. Many are known to 
have been much read. But it should be observed that 'exoteric' and 'published' are 
not synonymous: an accident might prevent the publication of a book intended to 
be popular; a work not completed or likely to have a very limited audience might 
nevertheless be 'published', that is made available. 

The surviving works, which constitute our Corpus Aristotelicum, are riot all of a 
kind, but many of them are clearly connected with courses of lectures given by 
Aristotle. Modern experience has made us familiar with the way in which lectures 
become books, and it may be right to see that process at work in some of his 
writings. Others may even have been composed with book-form in mind from the 
first. But they are all or almost all primarily intended for his pupils, and I shall refer 
to them as 'school-works'. 

Even a modern philosopher's influence may be exerted in two ways, by his 
writings and by word of mouth: he may have pupils or other associates who hear 
him talk and who may pass his views on again to their friends and acquaintances by 
word of mouth or to a wider circle by writing books or articles. To-day we are so 
accustomed to the book and our knowledge of the ancient philosophers is so 
predominantly derived from books that there is a temptation to think of them also 
as students of the writings of their predecessors. But in ancient Greece there was 
more talking and less reading. No-one doubts the decisive influence on the course of 
philosophy exerted by Socrates and by Carneades; yet neither of these men 
published a line. The immediate impact they made was by oral means; later those 
who had heard them committed some of their ideas to papyrus. 

But although some philosophers were not writers, it is improbable that any were 
not talkers. Certainly Aristotle must have used his voice as well as his pen. When we 
try to estimate his influence upon the Stoics, orally transmitted influence must not 
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be excluded. He was dead when Zeno came to Athens in 312/ 11 B.C., but pupils 
were still alive and active, notablyTheophrastus, who surv.ived at least until288j7 
B.C. They and indeed, if Aristotle gave public lectures;2 men who were not 
members of his circle may have reported his views. One must therefore bear in mind 
not only his writings, but also what may have been remembered of his t,hought. 

One must not assume, however, that interest in what he had been·expouriding 
during the dozen years he had been able to spend in Athens after 334 B. C. was as 
great as it deserved to be. His notorious connexions with Macedon made him 
unpopular, so much so that on the death of Alexander he was accused of impiety 
and felt it prudent to retire to Chalcis in Euboea, whence he was not to return.l 
Political considerations ought not to affect the attention paid to a philosopher; 
unfortunately they are not always neglected. Hence we may imagine that among his 
contemporaries desire to discover what he was saying was limited.4 Even among the 
Academics there is, for what it is worth, no sign that Speusippus or Xenocrates paid 
him any attention, although he himself criticised them.s 

Theophrastus, who had retired with Aristotle to Chalcis, returned about 317 to 
an Athens where a pro-Macedonian regime had been installed. He was granted 
permission to buy a house, pe;·haps near the Lyceum, like that of lsocrates 
(Vit.anon. 108-9), and there founded or re-founded the Peripateticschool.6 He may 
have talked about Aristotle, but his prime interest was in the prosecution of his own 
studies and no doubt in the encouragement of those of his pupils. 7There is no prior 
reason for supposing him to have arranged the publication of Aristotle's 
unpublished writings. M He was not the guardian of an orthodox tradition, but an 
independent thinker, who was critical of some Aristotelian ideas, particularly of the 
pervasive teleology. He had no cause for disseminating unfinished and sometimes 
unconvincing work by his master. On the other hand there can be no doubt that 
Aristotelian influence was prominent in his own teaching and writing. -

Fortunately there is no need here to examine the truth of the story that Neleus, to 
whom Theophrastus bequeathed 'all his books', carried them off to Scepsis in the 
Troad, where they lay unknown until re-discovered in the early part of the first 
century B. C., and that the legacy included the books of Aristotle, who had left them 
to Theophrastus.9 The enquiry is unnecessary because it may be argued that copies 
of all the original works of Aristotle must have been made, to be preserved in the 
library of the Peripatos.l 0 In the absence of a catalogue of that library, this must be 
a matter of faith, but it cannot be disproved. Yet Strabo and Plutarch believed 
( 13.1.54; Sui/a 26) that the later Peripatetics had access to only a few of Aristotle's 
writings and those (says Strabo) mainly the exoteric. II Of course these authors may 
have known only that the school-works were not consulted, and hastily inferred 
that they could not be. A book in a library is not necessarily a book that is read. 

But all this is irrelevant, because Zeno formed his philosophy at a time when 
Theophrastus was still alive and the books undoubtedly in his possession. The 
question to be asked is not whether the books were in Athens, but what evidence is 
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there that any of the works of our Corpus Aristotelicum were known, directly or 
indirectly, to the philosophers of the third century. B.C. outside the school of 
Theophrastus. 

That the exoteric and any other published works were available to them must be 
granted. Yet even here care is needed. The first public library in Athens was 
established by Ptolemy Philopator some time after 221 B. C. Before that a book had 
to be bought, or borrowed from a friend. There were booksellers, but little is known 
about what sto~k they carried. 'Publication' is a· word which may mislead. The 
situation at At he lis at the end of the fourth century must have been very unlike that 
which prevails to-day. An author or bookseller would advertise his wares by 
reading extracts aloud (Diog.Laert. 7.2). He may have had other copies ready for 
sale to customers, since an export trade in books (Xen. Anab. 7.5.14) implies 
speculative production in hope of buyers, as does Aristotle's report that the 
booksellers carried around many bundles of lsocratean forensic speeches 
(Dion.Hal. De Jsocrate 18). It may be guessed, however, that a bookseller would 
often possess but a single copy of a book, which he would cause to be reproduced 
only on receipt of an order. Further there were probably works of which their 
authors were willing or even eager to allow knowledge, but which were not included 
in any bookseller's stock. For the Alexandrians, writes E. G. Turner, Greek Papyri 
112, the word &K3ocn~. 'edition', 'means that the work in question was available for 
consultation and presumably for copying, "published" in the sense that its existence 
was known and that it was "issued" to readers'. It can also be presumed that an 
author might allow friends or pupils to copy writings which he did not consider 
suitable for 'publication', whatever his reason for not allowing free circulation.l2 

The conclusion must be that whereas 'publication' made access to a book 
possible, it did not necessarily make it easy. A fortiori access to an unpublished 
book would in theory be possible, .but in practice depend upon knowledge of it and 
its whereabouts, a desire to see it, and the willingness of its owner to make it 
available. 

A further caveat may be desirable. If copies of one work by some author were 
comparatively numerous, it does not follow that all were equally available, an 
obvious consideration but one that is sometimes disregarded. As F. Solmsen says, 
( 1981) I 04, 'the acquisition (or possession) of Plato's works by a head oft he school 
[i.e. by Arcesilaus, Diog.Laert. 4.32] would hardly be noteworthy unless copies of 
the complete works were either a rarity or uncommonly expensive'. 
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The question of Aristotelian influence· is bedevilled by the scantiness of the 
remains of the third-century philosophers, among whom Zeno. and Epicurus may· 
be included, although they began to teach in the ·fourth century. Yetit is important 
to see what evidence can be had from what little is preserved, and a beginning may 
be made by reviewing explicit mentions of Aristotle by non-Peripatetic authors, 
leaving those by Stoics to the end. 

Epicurus and the Epicureans 

(i) A fragment of Philodemus (Pap. Here. 1005) partially preserves a few words 
from a letter of Epicurus. They are often quoted, since they provide the only explicit 
evidence for knowledge of Aristotelian school-works outside the Peripatos in the 
earlier third century. In the latest printed edition, that of F. Sbordone, Phil9demi 
adversus [Sophistas] (Naples 1947) 75, reprinted by G. Arrighetti, Epicuro, opere 
435 (ed. 2, 473), they run 

o'i] ~aJ.,t[tv 
t\vat] mo [t]<;>[v] Kpdt1"J[T]9~ 
Kal 'Ap]unbmou ta<; n:t-
p\ 'ttvffiV tO )u fl/..chrovo<; 
5tatptP,] (£ [ <;], Ka\ 'Aptotott
i..ou<; t '] rlVClAUttKd ICCll 
tel. n:tp\] tpuotro~. ooam:p 
e(KMy]oJ.ltV. 

The sentence ended there and there is no clue to the context. Modern scholars 
have guessed what it was and their guesses are sometimes treated as facts. 

There is even less to go on than Sbordone's text suggests.ln. the first line o'(OaJ.ltV 
is a form Epicurus is not known to have used; if the reading oft he MS B is accepted, 
he has the correct AttictoJ.ltV at Ep. Herod. 60.2. Moreover Professor A. A. Long, 
who has kindly examined the papyrus for me, thinks that Sbordone's o belongs to a 
different layer. In line 2, although Arrighetti prints mo[t]o[v], he regards it as 'non 
troppo convincente'. Long could see before K nothing but traces of which he will say 
no more than that they are not incompatible with ntot6v. It is surprising that the 
final words are almost universally taken to mean 'Aristotle's Anab•tics and his 
Physics, so far as we make extracts from them'. The position of tt between 
'Aptotot&A.ouc; and &vai..uttKci implies that the following work must be by some 
other author. One might supplement not £KAE)'OJ.ltV but £ypc'.tq>oJ.lEV: 'Aristotle's 
Ana~J·tics and all that I have been writing about nature'. 

1 do not suggest this with any confidence, for tt is not a necessary supplement; it 
would be possible to write t]&vaA.utuca, i.e.ta &vaA.unKa, which may be what 
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scholars suppose themselves to translate. But it is clear from Sbordone's own 
drawing (72), from a rather less informative one in Herculanensium vo/uminum 
quae supersunt col/ectio altera, tomus primus (Naples 1862) 143, and from 
Professor ~ong's transcriptlJ 

... (,]KpULOO 
mro .. aane 

U'lt'AU'tO>VOa 

IWtaptatO'tE 5 
avaA.unx:mcat 

q>uaeroooaanep 
e .... OJlBV entSeu~ou 

that the supplement in line 6 is too short. To fill the space either A.ou<; ta t'], 
as W. Croenert has it in Kolotesund Menedemos(Leipzig 1906) 174, or A.ou<; te t] is 
needed. I see no inevitable reason for excluding the latter possibility, which would 
restrict the Aristotelian work mentioned to the A na(l'lics, perhaps even to one or 
the other of the Prior or Posterior. But assuming the former alternative to be 
correct, Epicurus knew of some work by Aristotle, which he calls ta m;p\] cpuoeror;. 
This is generally taken to be the Physics. But although Aristotle several times refers 
to the Physics by the words ta nep\ q>uoeror; he also uses the phrase to refer to de 
caelo (Met. 989 a 24).14ln Diogenes Laertius' list of Aristotle's books (see below p. 
ll) nepi ~puaero<; is in three volumes, and the title, if it does not indicate de cae/o I
III, may refer to a part of the Physics, probably 11-IV. So we already have two 
alternatives to inferring that Epicurus knew of the complete Physics; he may have 
known of a part or he may have known of de caelo. There is yet a fourth possibility, 
namely that he was indicating rrep't (jJLAOoocpi.a<;, a published work of which a large 
part was concerned with offering an alternative to Plato's Timaeus, and might 
therefore be said to be rcep\ q>uoeroc;. 

The conclusion must be that this scrap of Epicurus' letter proves very little and 
will not establish many of the claims that have been made for it.•s But there may of 
course be other evidence that will demonstrate his knowledge of school-works 
other than the Ana~J'Iics.'6 

In a letter 'to the philosophers in M itylene' (fr. 171 Usener, 94 Arrighetti', 102 
Arrighetti2), usually held to be authentic, Epicurus said that Aristotle, after eating 
his way through his patrimony, turned to soldiering and being unsuccessful at that 
came to drug-selling, and that then, Plato's peripatos having been thrown open, he 
introduced himself there and attended the discussions, being possessed of some 
natural ability, and little by little arrived at the state now under attention (e\r; t!lv 
9eropOUJ.lEV11V E~<tv> ~A.9ev) (Athenaeus 8.354 b, cf. Diog.Laert. 10.8, Aristocles 
apud Euseb. Praep.Ev. 15.2.791a). 17 Clearly Epicurus, although repeating 
irresponsible scandal about Aristotle's biography, knew that Aristotle had some 
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importance. But the exoteric works and current repute would be enough to account 
for that. The passage provides no evidence for knowledge of the school-works. But 
Epicurus knew something of Theophrastus, since he wrote at least two books 
against him (Piutarch adv. Co/oteni IIlO C), in the course ·of which he attacked his 
views on colour, perhapsde sensu 73-82.18 

Mentions of Aristotle by early Epicureans are recorded here and there .. 

(ii) Colotes 

According to Plutarch, adv. Co/otem 1115 A, Colotes, who was a pupil of 
Epicurus', wrote that Aristotle, Xenocrates, Theophrastus, and all the Peripatetics 
followed 'these doctrines of Plato'. 'These doctrines' appear to be the doctrine of 
Forms and the closely associated distinction between the unchanging obje~ts of 
intellect and the mutable world of sensation. Colotes' assertion, if correctly 
reported, is a travesty of truth, but not one that could have been made if the works 
of Aristotle and of Theophrastus had been widely known.l9 But perhaps he was 
misrepresented, for one would suppose that nepi qnA.ocrorpia<;, which attacked the 
doctrine of Forms, was still familiar at the time he wrote. Yet an echo of Colotes 
may be detected in Diogenes of Oenoanda, frag. 4 col. 1.13-11.8, • Aptcr-rotEAl'J<; ouv 
Ka\ o't tov autov -rti) 'Aptcrtoti:A.et f:JlPai vovn:<; m:pbtaTOV oMev f:nicrtl')t6v rpaow 
Eivm · pe1v yup ah;\ tu npay).tetta Kai St' o~utlltet t~<; {leucrero<; -rt'tv t'u.teti:pav 
EKq'IEUYElV avtD .. ll)l'l'lV.20 

The doctrine of Forms seems to have been ascribed to Aristotle by Cephisodorus 
also (see p. 9). 

(iii) Metrodorus 

Pap. Here. 1111 fr. 24 has 

t&v Mllt[poBropou o\]ov f:v [t0 n:po<; tov] Eu9urppo[va Kav tti)) n:po<; 'Ap[ 

This was supplemented by Croenert as 'Aptcrtoti:All (Kolotes und Menedemos24), 
but other possibilities exist, e.g. 'Apicrtrova (Koerte, probably too short) or 
'Apicrmmov. Even if 'Aptcrto<i:Al') is right, his exoteric works or his private life 
may be in question. 

(iv) Po~1•aenus 

Either Polyaenus or his pupil Hermarchus wrote a work npo<; 'Aptcrtoti:AllV 
(Diog. Laert. I 0.25). There is no clue to its contents or to what he knew of Aristotle. 

Timon (c.320-230) 

Diogenes Laertius quotes lines from Timon's Silloi about a large number of 
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philosophers, in fact about some 28. Usually they refer to some individual and 
recognisable characteristic. For example Heraclitus is ox.Ao.Ao\8opoc;, aivtKtt;c;. 
There are 4 lines about Plato, 5 about Zeno the Stoic, 2 about Cleanthes, 2 about 

: Epicurus. But about Aristotle all he quotes, presumably all he could find to quote, 
is (frag. 36 Diels) 

. oM ap .. Aptcrtotf:A.ouc; eiKCUOOUVl]c; &A.eyetvfjc; 
. Nor of Aristotle's painful (rivolity. · 

Nor is Aristotle aHuded to in any fragment ofTimon quoted by any other author. 
etKcttoouvl') is a hapax, translated by LSJ as 'thoughtlessness'. The adjective 
eiKa1oc; can mean 'purposeless' or 'random' or 'hasty' or 'useless'. None of these are 
ideas we should associate with the school works, nor for that matter with what we 
know of the exoteric. A tempting conclusion is that Timon did not know much 
about Aristotle (or about Theophrastus, who does not appear anywhere in his 
fragments).21 He may have been repeating a current opinion, based on ignorance 
and misrepresentation, since Timaeus, F. Gr. Hist. 566 F 156, called Aristotle 
epaouv, euxepij, nponetfj, 'rash, reckless, precipitate'. 

Other philosophers 

(i) Eubulides 

Eubulides, described as an er is tic or a dialectic, wrote a book attacking Aristotle. 
All that is known of its content is recorded by Aristocles in Eusebius, Praep.Ev. 
l5.2.791d, who alleges that Eubulides falsely ascribed to Aristotle some frigid 
verses about his marriage and friendship with Hermeias, and that he said Aristotle 
had offended Philip of Macedon, had not been present when Plato died, and had 
'destroyed' (3tacp8e1pcu) Plato's books.22 K. Daring, Die Megariker (Amsterdam 
1972) 105, would date this attack to a time before the death of Philip in 335, and 
although this is an uncertain conclusion, it is consistent with an unreliable tradition 
that Eubulides taught Demosthenes, whose senior he must have been imagined to 
be. In any case there is nothing in the story to suggest knowledge of any works of the 
Corpus.23 

(ii) Alexinus 

Alexin us, perhaps Eubulides' pupil, in his 'AnoJ.tVl')J.lOVEUJ.lUTU or Memoirs 
represented Alexander as rejecting Aristotle's views in a talk with his father Philip 
(Aristocles in Eusebius, Praep. Ev. 15.2.79lc). 

(iii) Sti/po 

Stilpo wrote a dialogue entitled 'Aptototf:A.l]<;; (Diog. Laert. 2.120), but this 
Aristotle may have been the Cyrenaic (or Cyrenaean), from whom he attracted two 
pupils (Diog.Laert. 2.ll3). 
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(iv) Lyco 

Lyco, a Pythagorean, retailed two items of slander about Aristotle's private life·, 
according to Aristocles in Eusebius, Praep.Ev. 15.2.792a,_ and reported that 74 
bronze casseroles were found in his boatwhen he crossed to Chaicis·(cf.Diog.Laert. 
5.16). 

Other writers 

It may be convenient to note mentions of Aristotle in other writers oft he relevant 
period, since if they showed knowledge of 'school~works', even more knowledge 
would be likely amont philosophers. 

(i) Timaeus 

Polybius 12.8.4 reports that Timaeus (F. Gr.Hist. 566 F 156) had stigmatised 
Aristotle as 9paa6v, euxepij, 1tpon-etij (above p. 7). He had also accused him of 
libelling the Locrians, saying that their colony was composed of runaway slaves, 
adulterers, and kidnappers. This seems to indicate Timaeus' knowledge of AoKp&v 
noA.m\u (fr. 547 Rose3), confirmed by Athenaeus 6.264c-d (F.Gr.Hist. 566 F 11). 
He had continued that these charges against the Locrians had been made with such 
an air of authority that one might have supposed Aristotle to have been a general 
who had recently defeated the Persians at the Cilician Gates in a pitched battle by 
his own power, not a hateful sophist (aoqnatt\~) who had been a late-comer to 
learning, having just closed his honoured medical practice and bounced his way 
into every court and camp, a glutton and gourmand also, l:1ti at611a q>EPO!lEVOV l:v 
1tam. Here there are elements of similarity with Epicurus' letter (above p. 5; 
medicine "' drug-selling; camp "' soldiering; late~coming to learning), but the 
divergences are so great that it is easier to see the two authors as independently 
drawing on current slander than Timaeus as based on Epicurus' remarks,24 It is a 
feature of popular attacks that the details vary, while the general line remains. We 
have here evidence of widespread misconception of Aristotle's life and works. 

(ii) Philochorus 

It has been suggested2S that Philochorus, the great antiquary who was a little 
younger than Theophrastus and who certainly discussed some biographical details 
concerning Aristotle (F. Gr.Hist. 328 F 223), knew the Meteorologica. 1f an 
antiquary had access to one of the school~works, is it not probable that it and others 
were known to contemporary philosophers? But before accepting that conclusion 
let us look at the facts. 

A speaker in Athenaeus 14.656a cites Philochorus as an authority for an 
Athenian practice when sacrificing to the Horai or Seasons. Philochorus' statement 
is given in oratio obliqua. The speaker then reverts to oratio recta with the 
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following sentences: E<p86v f:nomav ou q>acn ~dv oM' sq>t:\jlstv · -ro )lEV yap 
avaA.uotv ~OK€l EXEtV 'tOU ~€AtlOVO~, ro<; (jlljCJlV 'AptCJ'tOtSAlj<;, tO. ~E oma -r&v 
t<(l8ciiv ro)l6tspa Kat ~ljp6-rspa. 'They say that one should not give a subsequent 
roasting or a second boiling to boiled food. The latter practice is thought to cause 
dissolution _of the better ingredients, as Aristotle says, while roast is less digestible 
and dryer than boiled.' It is highly probable that the speaker has finished with 
Philochorus and is now talking in his own person. That was. the opinion of Jacoby, 
who does not in~lude these sentences among the fragments of Philochorus 
(F.Gr.Hist. 328 F 173). But let us suppose that they do after all continue the 
quotation from him and that some reason can be found for the change from oratio 
obliqua to recta. The place in Aristotle which Philochorus is alleged to cite is 
Meteor. 4.380 b 21. Anyone who looks it up may be surprised to find that there is 
nothing in that place about re-boiling or roasting boiled food, or about the 
dissolution of its better part, and that the only parallel is that Aristotle says ~to 
~TJp6tspa tO. &q>8a trov 6mrov, the opposite of Philochorus' report, if his it is. 
Clearly he or Athenaeus knew some work now lost, and what is ascribed to 
Aristotle may be no more than what is contained in the words to )lEV yap ... 
~sA.tiovo<;. So much for 'zitiert recht genau'. 

(iii) Cephisodorus 

Cephisodorus, a pupil of Isocrates, wrote four books in which he attacked 
Aristotle. Not much is known of their contents, but he rejected the collection of 
proverbs as being not worth while (Athenaeus 2.60e) and napot)liat a' is the I 38th 
title on Diogenes Laertius' list of Aristotle's writings. He seems to have assumed 
that Aristotle, whom he believed to follow the Platonic line in philosophy, held to 
the Doctrine of Forms (Numenius is reported by Eusebius, Praep. Ev. 14.6.732b, as 
saying: o\T]8s\c; Kat a IIMtrova 10v • AptcllOtEATJ q>tl..oooq>dv ... Kntl)yope1 
ap~ct)l€VO<; an:o tcOV H3srov, t€AWtWV s\<; taAA.ali o\>8' (ll)lCt u8st), and somewhere 
in these books he defended Isocrates. Aristotle mentions or alludes to Isocrates in 
the Rhetoric, most frequently in lll, a book which had an independent existence, is 
probably no. 87 in Diogenes' list, and was read by Plutarch or his source (Illinois 
Classical Studies 7 (1982) 229), but most of the mentions are favourable. 
Cephisodorus may have had some other reason for attacking Aristotle; he may for 
example have heard reported Aristotle's slightly malicious parody of a tragic line, 
aioxpov mro1tCiv, 'IooKpatlj (Menagius from Quintilian, Inst. Oral. 3.1.14: 
EevoKpatll) ~ 'f:av /..Ey£tV (Diog.L. 5.3). A rift between the two teachers of rhetoric 
is recorded by Cicero, orator 62.172, de off. 1.4 uterque suo studio delectatus 
contempsit alterum.26 

(iv) Theocritus of Chi os 

An epigram attributed to Theocritus of Chios, who was an active writer and 
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politician in the late fourth century, calls Aristotle KeV6qJpwv 'empty-headed' and 
attributes his leaving of the Academy to aKpatll~ yacrtp6~ (jlUot<;, 'his intemperate 
belly' (Aristocles in Eusebius, Praep. Ev. 15.2). Gourmandise was ascribed to him 
by Cephisodorus (tpU(jlt:pov Kat tEV9llv, Aristocles ibi~. 15.2.792a), Lyco and·· 
Timaeus also, cf. Epicurus' statement that he ate his way through his patrimony. 

(v) Marmor Parium 

The Marmor Parium of 264/3 B. C. (IG XII 5.444, F. Gr. Hist. 239) mentions 
many poets but few philosophers, three only: Socrates and Anaxagoras, who are 
introduced as being contemporaries of Euripides, and AristotleY The date of his 
death and the length of his life are given, the latter incorrectly. It may be doubted 
whether it would be right to see in this any recognition that he was outstanding as a 
philosopher. The composer of the inscription shows a strong interest in Alex~nder 
the Great, and one may suspect that Aristotle owes his mention to his reputation as 
tutor of the young prince. His death is coupled with that of Alexander's general 
Craterus. 

He is identified as 6 ooqHon)<;. One cannot say what the word's connotations 
were for the unknown author. Probably it indicated a teacher, one who taught for 
pay and who possessed some skill. At Athens it was not usually a complimentary 
term, being widely associated with disregard for truth or divorce from serious 
activities. Usage may not have been the same at Paros, but it could be significant 
that he is not called 6 (jltAOoOipoc;. Timaeus certainly intended the word to be 
derogatory (above p. 8). 

(vi) Other inscriptions 

In 330 B. C. the people of Delphi put up an inscription honouring Aristotle and 
his nephew Callisthenes for their work in cataloguing the winners and organisers at 
the Pythian games (Dittenberger, SIG 275). Modern archaeologists found it in a 
well. A plausible guess is that it was thrown in when anti- Macedonian feeling could 
find expression. There is some evidence that the honorific decree was rescinded in 
Aristotle's lifetime (Aelian, Varia Historia 14.1, Aristotle frag. 666 RoseJ). 

On the other hand the story in the Arabic translation of Ptolemy (DUring ( 1957) 
232-6) that the Athenians passed a decree in honour of Aristotle and set up his 
statue on the Acropolis deserves to be treated with scepticism. 

Diogenes Laertius' list of Aristotelian writings 

This list (5.22-7) may be considered here, since it probably represents what 
somebody in the third century B.C. considered to be works by Aristotle. It begins 
with a group the majority of which are exoterica·, i.e. popular, published works, that 
are mentioned in other sources. The remainder, over a hundred in number, include 
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remarkably few titles that can be identified with any of, or with any part of, the 
works of our Corpus Aristotelicum,2s the others are_ best seen as collections of 
material accumulated in the Peripatetic school and attributed to Aristotle, who 

. may indeed have instigated some of them. The identifiable works are these: 

36 Metaphysirs 6., m:pl trov noaaxrot; A.EyoJ.!svrov t] Ka'ta rrp6a8sotv a· 
40 Analydca Priora 
50 . Analytica Posteriora 
52 Topica, Me9ol:>ui:a a' P' y • 1:> • s' t;' ~' 11'. Par~s of the Topica are meant by 

55a, 58, 59, and 60. 
75 Politico, lloAtnKfi.<; aKpoaosror; ror; ~ 0eoq>paawu a. p. y' I). E' <;. ~. 11' 

74 'ta no/..mKa W (?<a>P') may mean Politics VII-VIII. 
78 Rhetorica I-ll nxv11<; P11't0ptKfir; a. p' 
87 Rhetorica 1II rrspt As~erot; a' ~' 
90 Physics 11-IV m:pl <pu6sror; a' W y' 
102 Hist. Animalium I-IX nspl lWV CQ)rov a. P' y. ()' E. <;' c. 11' e' 
107 Hist. Animalium X tmf:p wu J.lti ysvvav 
141 Categories 
142 De /nterpretatione 

The last two are out of place, sandwiched between 140 VOJ.lrov (voJl(J.lroV 
Hesychius) and 143 lloAt'ts1at 
27 nspl AptanKfi.<; a' P' may be Soph. El. 
38 ~8tKrova' P' y' ()' s' probablymeanspartofeithertheEudemianEthicsor 

the Nicomachean Ethics.29 
Zeller suggested, ( 1879) 11 2.52, that 39 nspl <J'tOtXEtrov a' p' y • referred to gen. et 

corr. with some other book, perhaps Meteor. 4. Aristotle himself refers to gen. et 
corr. B by the phrase 'ta nspl <JlotXBl(I}V at de sensu44! b 12 and deanima 423 b 29. 
Diogenes shows no sign of realising that this is an incomplete list, omitting most of 
the works in the catalogue drawn up by Andronicus in the first century B.C. That 
catalogue included most, at any rate, of the works of our Corpus. It may be inferred 
that Andronicus' list, and his edition if he made one, did not attract widespread 
publicity. 

The origin of Diogenes' list is much disputed. A clue may be found in the fact that 
it concludes by giving the number of o•\xot, or lines, in the whole collection. The 
person who had a motive for counting lines was the scribe, who was paid according 
to the length of the work. 30 It would appear then that the list is an index of copies 
made for some library. There are three libraries which may be considered, that of 
the Peripatos at Athens, that of Alexandria, and that ofPergamum.31 That of the 
Peripatos has had many votes, but one consideration appears to me to tell strongly 
against it. Diogenes gives lists with the total of ottXot not only for Aristotle and 
Theophrastus, but also for Speusippus and Xenocrates. It is probable that all four 
lists have the same origin, and it is not very likely that the Peripatos would in the 
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later third century have been interested in acquiring the complete works of those 
two Academic philosophers. 

The Alexandrian library, on the other hand, seems to hiwe made copies in a 
standard format of the books it received, and this practice would provide. a 
plausible origin of the stichometric totals. 32 The third-century Alexandrian scholar 
Hermippus is known to have made a list of the works of Theophrastus and it is 
therefore a not unlikely guess that Diogenes derived from him all four of these lists 
and that they were inventories of the Alexandrian library. That library must have 
tried to obtain Aristotelian works from Athens and, if this is a catalogue.of its 
holdings, it is surprising to find how little of the Corpus it had been able to secure 
when the list was made. One cannot be sure that the Peripatos made the whole of its 
stock available for copying, but if it did we have striking confirmation ofStrabo's 
story (13.1.54), accepted by Plutarch (Sui/a 26), that the Peripatetics had few of 
Aristotle's works and those mainly the exoteric. 

If the first candidate, the library of the Peripatos, is the true origin of Diogenes' 
list, that provides even better evidence of the paucity of Aristotle's works there 
preserved. But against this solution stands the improbability, mentioned above, of 
a wish by the Peripatetics to obtain copies of the writings of Speusippus and 
Xenocrates, or of their needing to copy the books falsely ascribed to Aristotle and 
Theophrastus, of which they presumably possessed the originals. It is, however, 
only fair to observe that it seems to have been the usual practice of the professional 
scribe to record the number of crtixo• at the end of each piece. It would therefore 
have been possible, although it would have served no practical purpose, to 
ascertain, by adding up, the total number of crttXot in a collection of rolls 
assembled from diverse sources. 

That the list is a catalogue of the library at Pergamum is a guess, which can 
neither be supported nor disproved. Another guess,33 that it is the record of the 
books which Aristotle left behind in Athens when he fled to Chalcis, seems to me an 
unlikely one. 

This review of possibilities suggests the probability to be that the list represents 
the stock of books ascribed to Aristotle in the library either of the Peripatos at 
Athens or, as seems to me more likely, of Alexandria. In either case it shows that 
only a few of the works of the Corpus were available in the library concerned. A 
book available is, of course, not necessarily a book consulted. 

Stoics 

Here references to Theophrastus and to the Peripatos, as well as those to 
Aristotle, will be included. It will appear that there is no external evidence of a 
connection between any early Stoic and a member of the Peripatos or of Stoic 
interest in Aristotle's school works. 
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(i) Zeno 

Zeno is reported to have studied with many other philosophers, Crates the Cynic, 
ttie Megarian Stilpo, Diodorus and Philo the 'dialectiCians', and Polemo,34 the 
head ·of the. Academy. He is also said to have heard Xenocrates for ten years 
(Diog.Laert. 7.2). This is chronologically impossible; ifXenocrates was not already 
dead when Zeno arrived in Athens, his death cannot have been far off.lS It is 
striking that no-oi14? mentions Theophrastus as one.ofthose.to whom Zeno listened 
or with whom he ~isputed. . 

The only reference to Aristotle ascribed to Zeno is in his report of how Crates the 
Cynic was once reading Aristotle's Protreplicus in a barber's shop and remarked 
that the barber was better equipped for philosophy than the autocrat addressed by 
Aristotle (Stob. Flor. 95, 21, SVF I 273). 

Plutarch twice tells an anecdote(Mor. 78 D, 545 F) according to which Zeno said 
with reference to Theophrastus' numerous audience 6 SKill vou J.lEV xopo~ J.llll~rov, 6 
a. EJ.!O<; OUJ.l<pffiVOtllpO<;, 'his choir is larger, mine more harmonious'. Anecdotes were 
often invented. If this one is true, it need imply no more than hearsay knowledge 
that students in the Peripatos pursued a variety of independent studies; it does 
nothing to suggest any recognition by Zeno that Theophrastus had anything to 
teach him. Doubtless the work ofTheophrastus contained elements of which Zeno 
could have made use. But what was most prominent in it would have offered no 
attraction, de_tailed scientific or quasi-scientific studies and an easy-going 
morality.J6 He began to form his philosophy under the influence of Crates and he 
may well have had some sympathy for the action, if the story is true, of another of 
that Cynic's pupils, namely Metrocles, who burned the lectures of Theophrastus, 
presumably his notes of them, on transferring his allegiance (Diog.Laert. 6.95). 

(ii) Aristo 

Aristo criticised Arcesilaus (SV F 1 343-6), the Megarians (SVF 1 351), and 
Alexinus (SVF 1 333); he mentioned Anaxagoras and Archelaus (SVF 1 353), 
Pyrrho and Diodorus (SVFI 343-4). A report (Diog.Laert. 7.162, SVFi333) that 
during a long illness of Zeno's he went over to Polemo may not deserve credit. 
There is no reference in what is known of him to Aristotle, Theophrastus, or any 
Peripatetic, except that he is said to have reported an epigrammatic appraisal by 
Theophrastus of Demosthenes and Demades (SVFI 381). Plutarch, or at least his 
MSS. (Demosthenes 10) ascribe this report to 6 Xio~ i.e. the Stoic, and to him also 
an estimate of the oratory of Demosthenes and Phocion made by their 
contemporary Polyeuctus. But this material suits the historical interests of the 
Peripatetic Aristo (Zeller 11 2.926) 6 K~;"io~. with whom the Stoic is sometimes 
confused, better than it does the exclusively moral Chian. It is therefore plausibly 
assigned to the former by W. Knogel (1933) 86-7. 
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(iii) Cleanthes 

If Diogenes Laertius can be believed (7.173), Cleanthes said that the men from 
the Peripatos were like lyres, which speak beautifully but do no.t hear them.selves. 
This probably means that they praised virtue but did not practise it. No detailed 
knowledge of Peripatetic ethics is required to account for this gibe. But he is 
represented as arguing on particular points against two philosophers who\vere not 
Peripatetics, Diodorus (SVF I 489) and Arcesilaus (S VF I 605). In Cicero, de nat. 
deorum 2.42 and 44, the Stoic Balbus twice quotes arguments which he ascribes to 
Aristotle. They are not to be found in the surviving works and were almost certainly 
taken from nep) qnA.oompl.at; (frag. 21 Ross, 23-4 RoseJ). They succeed a passage 
which is ascribed to Cleanthes, who may therefore have used and acknowledged 
Aristotle's arguments,37 On the other hand, the Aristotelian matter may have been 
attached by some later Stoic whom Cicero used, perhaps Posidonius,Js or even by 
Cicero himself(? cf. N. D. 2.95). · 

(iv) Dionysius of Herac/ea 

Dionysius of Heraclea, who studied under Heraclides Ponticus, Alexinus, and 
Menedemus before meeting Zeno (SVF I 422), perhaps referred to Theophrastus' 
KaAA.toeevlJt; flnep\ nevaou~ (Cic. Tusc. 3.21, SVF I 434, but is this a Ciceronian 
flosculus, not derived from Dionysius?). Callisthenes was a well-known published 
work. Cicero, Tusc. 5.25, writes 'uexatur idem Theophrastus et libris et scholis 
omnium philosophorum quod in Callisthene suo laudarit illam sententiam uitam 
regit fortuna non sapientia.' 

(v) Clu:vsippus 

To come to Chrysippus, Plutarch reports a cnhctsm (SVF Ill 24) of an 
Aristotelian opinion on justice that is not to be found in the Corpus. No doubt it 
was in some exoteric work, nepl <itKatOoUVTJt; according to Rose (fr. 86), Ross (fr. 
4) and P. Moraux ( 1957) 58, Opotpenm.:6~ according to Bignone I 373, and Walzer 
61-2. 

A Herculaneum papyrus, no. 1020, is certainly Stoic and possibly by Chrysippus; 
the only evidence for this authorship is that it uses his definition of philosophy 
(SVF 11 131). lt contains the words toutotc; of; ro[c; <p]a[oiv] (or <.0[~ <p]a[J.lsV]) 
OIWAOU9E1 Kat TO touc; [o]o<po[uc;] ave~a[n]at~touc; E\vat Kai &va).lapt~touc; 
Kat'AptototsA.lJv Kai mxvta npattetv eu. Aristotle does not say this in any 
surviving work. Ross prints it as fr. 4 of noA.tttKoc;, but adds 'haec verba forte 
paraphrasis sunt verborum in Pol. 1319 a 3, tou~ bnttK£1~ avaJ.taptJ1touc; ovta~.' 
But oi bttttK&1c; there are the upper classes, who in an ideal democracy will rule 
without doing injustice to their subjects; only in that sense will they be 
avaJ.!CtptTJ"Wt. The author of the papyrus, whoever he was, will not have been 
paraphrasing the Politics. 
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Chrysippus had some respect for Aristotle. In the third book of his m:pl 
otahKttKfi<;, to support the importance of dialectic,J9 he wrote that Plato and 
Aristotle and their followers down to Polemo and Strata, and Socrates above all, 
.seriously pursued the study of dialectic, and added that 'they have treated it so 
'carefully as b~ing among the greatest and most essential capacities, and it is not 
plausible that they should be so utterly mistaken when they were in general men 
such as we suppose them to be': OUt{!) a· atmi>v BltlJ.l.EAW<;·E\pl)K6trov roe; tv ta1c; 
~qiatatc; Buva).uicrt Kat avayKmotato.tc; o.utfic; ouhl)c;, ou meavov bt\ waotitov 

. Ota~O.ptaVElV autouc; tv to1c; oA.mc; ovto.c; o'(ouc; UltOVOOUJ.l.EV (Plut. M or. 1045 F~ 
1046 A; S V F 11 126). It is hard to say what knowledge, if any, of Aristotle's writings 
is implied by these words. Nor does Plutarch's next sentence cast much more light. 
He says that if all these philosophers wrote seriously about dialectic they must have 
been serious about 'beginning and goal and gods and justice', matters on which 
Chrysippus calls their talk blind, inconsistent, and marked by countless other 
errors. So far as Aristotle is concerned some knowledge of exoteric works is all that 
this requires. 

The meagreness of this harvest is marked by the contrast with the references 
made by Chrysippus to other philosophers, almost all of these being to specific 
points: Alexinus (SVFm 720), Antisthenes(SVFm 167), Arcesilaus (SVF11I6, 33, 
109), Democritus (SVFn489), Diodorus (SVFn954), Diogenes the Cynic(SVFu 
706), Empedocles (SVFn 884), Epicharmus (SVFn 762), Epicurus (SVFH978, 111 

709, 720), Menedemus (SVFH271, 111720), Philo (SVFil 13, 14 = p. 5.23 and p. 
7.6), Plato (SVFu763, m 157, 226,288, 313), Stilpo (SVF11 271). 

(vi) Antipater and Diogenes 

It may be significant of a new interest that the scanty information about the 
Stoics of the second century includes two references to Peripatetics. Antipater is 
said (Seneca, Ep. 87.38) to have refuted a sophism invented by Peripatetics but 
enjoying wide currency. Diogenes of Babylon went with the Peripatetic Critolaus 
on an embassy to Rome in 155 B. C. (Gellius, Noctes Atticae 6.14.8). He may be 
expected to have had some knowledge of contemporary Peripatetic views. If 
Diogenes Laertius 7.59, like 56~8, records his doctrine, he accepted Theophrastus' 
four 'virtues of style' and added a fifth, 'concision' (SVF m 214). See also n.70. 
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Ill. METHOD OF ESTIMATING INFLUENCE 

We have reviewed the explicit evidence for knowledge of Aristotle's writings and 
of his opinions among the philosophers of the third century B.C.4° It does not 
amount to much. Stoics were aware of one or two of the exoteric works, and 
Chrysippus knew something of his interest in dialectic. Epicurus had heard of the 
Ana/ytics (Prior or Posterior or both) and perhaps of part also of the Physics or of 
De Caelo; but that is not certain. 

This does not prove that philosophers did not read the school treatises or were 
unaware of their contents. No-one should argue that because something is not 
mentioned in our sources, it did not happen. Our information about the third 
century is so sparse that it would be injudicious to suppose the lack of explicit 
evidence to be enough to show that Aristotle was neglected. The place where the 
truth must be sought is in the views of the philosophers themselves in so far as we 
have them. It may turn out that, as many modern scholars have held, they show 
probable or even indubitable signs of his influence. But investigation of the 
problem what influence he had should not proceed on the assumption that 
influence must have existed and must be discovered. The external evidence does not 
give any reason to presume that he had any great importance, at least for the Stoics, 
who are my prime concern. Enquiry should proceed with an open mind. The 
question to be asked is not 'where in Aristotle's school treatises is some hint to be 
found that might have given rise to such-and-such a doctrine?', but 'is this doctrine 
most easily explained as being a development whether of Aristotle's words or of 
Aristotelian views?' 

Insufficiency of surviving evidence makes answering this latter question less easy. 
Aristotle's school-works are there to be read, but knowledge of his exoteric writings 
is imperfect. Information about the Stoics is limited and largely second-hand; were 
a book by Zeno to be discovered, it might prove to be studded with references to 
Aristotle, although I should be surprised if it was. The situation with regard to the 
Academy, including Xenocrates and Xenocrates' admirer Polemo, with whom 
Zeno studied, if our ancient authorities are to be believed, is even more 
unfavourable. If we possessed Xenocrates' extensive writings, as we possess 
Aristotle's school-works, it would be possible to represent him as the man who had 
shown the Stoics the way or by inducing dissent had caused them to think anew,just 
as Hahm (seep. 31) so represents Aristotle, arguing that when there is agreement 
between him and the Stoics they must have learned from him and that when there is 
disagreement reasons must be found that led them to renounce his opinions. 

These uncertainties make absolute dogmatic statements about the extent of 
Aristotelian influence perilous. But 1 hope to show, by examining what seem to me 
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the most important claims made for it, that they are for the most part either false or 
inconclusive. Not only has it to be remembered that. Aristotle was not the only 
philosopher of his day and not, the evidence suggests, the most highly regarded, so 

. that alternative sources ought to be considered, but something must also be 
·recognised that searchers for influence are tempted to overlook. That is the 
possibility that t~vo men can independently think in the same way or find the same 
solution of a problem. The most famous instance may be the almost simultaneous 
discovery of the calculus by Leibniz and Newton. But, to compare small things with 
great, even the fi'eld of classical studies provides· abundant evidence. Trivial 
examples are to be found in the way in which the same emendation of a corrupt text 
occurs to more than one scholar; more important is the partial anticipation of 
Jaeger's theory of Aristotle's development to be found in Case's article in the 
eleventh edition (1910) of the Encyclopaedia Britannica, an article which escaped 
the notice of British scholars, Jet alone that' of Jaeger. Obviously such independent 
coincidence of thought could not plausibly be invoked to explain all of many 
similarities; nevertheless it seems to me that there are instances where it provides an 
explanation at least as likely as that of influence.4t 

The examination which follows of possible Stoic dependence on Aristotle 
primarily attempts to answer the question what influence is to be detected, certain 
or probable. This gets entangled with the question how this influence could have 
been exerted. There are in general three possible ways, not mutually exclusive: the 
Stoics may have read works of the Corpus, 'school-works'; they may have read 
exoteric works; they may have known Aristotelian doctrine through the talk or the 
writings of Theophrastus or other members of the Peripatetic school. 1 shall argue 
that with some possible exceptions there is little case for seeing knowledge of any of 
the school-works. Some exoteric works on the other hand were known and it is 
plausible to see their influence here and there. There is, as has been seen, no external 
evidence of Stoic interest in Theophrastus or contemporary Peripatetics, and to my 
mind42 no cogent reason for thinking that any is to be found in the surviving 
material. 
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IV. LOGIC 

It is to-day generally agreed that the most important influence on Stoiclogic was 
that of the Megarians. D. N. Sedley has shown ((1977) 74-7) that this is inaccurate. 
The central figures to affect the Stoics, Diodorus and Philo, belonged to a distinct 
school known as the 'dialecticians', who have been confused in modern times with 
the Megarians. The first steps in the development of Stoic logic were taken byZeno 
and by Cleanthes, among whose work were books on dialectic, on propositions, 
and m:p'i. tp61t<ov, this perhaps on syllogistic modes. But next to nothing is known 
of what Zeno and Cleanthes actually did, and although Chrysippus doubtle~s 
incorporated some of their views, one can do no more than guess the extent of his 
indebtedness, and treat him as the maker of Stoic logic. 

The essential difference between Chrysippus and Aristotle is that his is a logic 
concerned with propositional syllogisms, whereas Aristotle examines the 
syllogisms of terms. Along with this goes a different technical vocabulary, that of 
the Stoics being probably derived from the 'dialecticians'. For example, they do not 
use the same words as he does for'premise' and 'conclusion'. Aristotle was aware of 
propositional syllogisms but uninterested, and Theophrastus and Eudemus appear 
to have investigated them without any great commitment. 4J There is no reason for 
supposing their work to have provided the stimulus for Stoic logic.44 

(i) 

But it may be asked whether Aristotle's logical works did anything to determine 
the form taken by Chrysippean logic. lt has been seen that Epicurus had heard of 
the 'Analytics' (above p. 4), which strongly suggests that one or other or both could 
be obtained, and that is to some extent supported by their appearance in Diogenes 
Laertius'list of Aristotelian writings (above p. 11). Hence it would not be surprising 
if Chrysippus were acquainted with that work at first or second hand. 45 

The phrase 'or second hand' must be emphasised. Ideas that originated with 
Aristotle passed on without a doubt to Eudemus and Theophrastus; they may have 
reached Diodorus and the dialecticians; they may have been used in viva voce 
discussions of logical problems. There was therefore more than one route by which 
Aristotelian influence could have reached Chrysippus. Perhaps this makes more 
plausible the conclusion that similarities are not accidental. 

Aristotle's treatment in the Prior Ana~l'fics of the syllogism of terms made, so far 
as we know, two great advances. He recognised that the validity of an argument 
rested solely on its form, irrespective of its premises or its conclusion, and he 
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systematically examined all the forms that a valid argument (to which he gave the 
name of'syllogism') could take. His use of the letters ABr to represent the variable 
terms of a syllogism, not exemplifying instances, e.g. king, good, wise, etc., makes it 
.clear that form is all-important. All this is to be found in Chrysippus' logic, with the 
inessential difference that he represented the variables, which for him were 

·propositions, ·not terms, not by letters (the p and q of modern logicians) but by 
ordinal numerals, 'the first', 'the second', 'the third'. It is possible that he was 
following Aristotle's example (cf. J. B. Gould (1970) 82), perhaps even probable. 

·Yet he had a systematic mind, and the use of blank symbols to represent variables is 
perhaps something that he or a predecessor, Megarian or 'dialectician', could have 
thought of for himself. 

Another possible Aristotelian influence may be found in the Topics. 'The titles of 
Chrysippus' logical works', writes A. A. Long(l978) 111-12, 'prove that he wrote at 
enormous length on techniques of argument and the handling of sophisms; in this 
respect he may be regarded as one oft he heirs of Aristotle's Topica.'Theevidence of 
Diogenes Laertius' list shows that the Topics were not unknown before the first 
century B.C. and it would therefore not be surprising, in view of Aristotle's 
satisfaction with them, expressed at 184 b, if he did cause them to be 'published' at 
Athens.46 But the disappearance of Chrysippus' works makes it impossible to say 
whether the Topics did in fact exert an influence on him, and if so, how much. 

(ii) 

Another feature of Stoic logic that may have been instigated by Aristotle is the 
investigation of crru.una, which were so far as is known first examined in Analytica 
Priora B 27. The subject is interestingly discussed by M. F. Burnyeat (1982) 193-
238. Aristotle concludes that a OfiJ.uftov is a proposition that indicates something. 
Whether the indication establishes or does not establish its consequence can be 
discovered by reducing the argument to syllogistic form. If that is a valid form, the 
crru.te1ov is true and may be called a <€KJ.niptov. Burnyeat makes it clear that 
Aristotle recognised that an invalid inference does not necessarily have a false 
conclusion and is not to be summarily rejected. A sign may not provide proof, yet it 
is universally regarded as yielding a possibility or even a probability. 

Whether the Stoics, whose opinions are set out by Sextus, adv. M. 8.244-256,47 

started from Aristotle seems to me uncertain. Like him they thought a crrJJ.H:1ov to 
be a proposition, defining it as 'a proposition in the antecedent clause of a valid 
conditional sentence revelatory of the consequent'. But this omits two useful 
elements to be found in Aristotle, the fact that OJlJ.lti.a occur in other syntactical 
forms than conditional sentences and the distinction between those that constitute 
proof and those that do not. Yet the disregard may have been deliberate, in the 
quest for precision, the desire to give the word an exact meaning. 

A second likeness is that Aristotle gives as an example of a conclusive Of1J.lt1ov 'to 
show that a woman is pregnant by the fact that she has milk' (An. Prior. 70 a 14).48 
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In Sextus' account of the Stoic position the first example of the 'revelatory sign' is 'if 
this woman has milk in her breasts, she has become pregnant'(acfv. M.8.252). This 
similarity may be significant. But OlJJ.lC:1a attracted the attention of orators and 
doctors as well as philosophers. There is no doubt that some pf what Aristotle says· 
is not peculiar to him. For example, at 70 b 2 he writes 'they say that the tEKJ.l~P.lOV 
is what causes knowledge (to e\of:vat 1totouv), and his distinction between: 
conclusive and inconclusive OlJJ.lE1a is to be found in Rhet. ad Alexandrum 1430 .b 
36 1tOtE181: tffiv OlJJ.l&trov to JlEV o'leo8at too' siSEvat. In An. Prior. the example of 
milk and pregnancy is introduced as ifit were familiar, and in Sextus it is associated 
with other examples from medicine. Perhaps the Stoics had it from a non" 
Aristotelian source. 

(iii) 

In the first book of nspl PlJ'tOpuct1c; Chrysippus defended certain kinds of 
obscurity and solecism (SVF 11 298). This may have been deliberate opposition to 
Theophrastus, for whom clarity and good Greek were the first two virtues of style. 
Their importance had already been recognised by Aristotle, Rhetoric 3 1404 b l, 
1407 a 19. 

(iv} 

Simplicius ( Categ. 387.17 Kalbfleisch, SVF 11 172} says that the more eminent 
commentators (o't KAetv6tepot tffiv t~TJYTJtffiv) are at pains to show that, whereas 
the Stoics prided themselves on their development of logic, not least with regard to 
contraries, Aristotle had, in a single volume entitled On Opposites (llEpt (tffiv) 
dV'nKSlJ.lEVrov), provided all their starting-points. Simplicius continues by implying 
that the Stoics were not original, but merely developed Aristotle's teaching (Kata 
1tOoac; tlKOAOU8lJoav, EKelVOU tac; lupop).lCt<; autoic; OE<lcmc6to<; EV •41 nep\ 'tOOV 
&vttKE\).lEV(l)V aunpa).ljlatl ac; e~etpyftoavto EV tote; aut&v PtPAlOt<;, 388.22} and 
then gives some instances of how they accepted it and even more of how they 
distorted it. He several times refers to the opinions of Chrysippus. 

Zeller II 2.742 identifies Aristotle's llepl (or nep\ t&v) avttKet).lf:vrov, the only 
title used by Simplicius (387.21, 387.27, 388.23, 389.5, 390.20, 407.20, 409.30, 
410.27), with llepl tvavtirov (Diogenes' Index no.30). P. Moraux, however(I951) 
52-3), arguing that already in the second century A.D. Alexander of Aphrodisias 
could not lay his hands on Dep\ t:vavttrov (in Metaph. 250.17-20 Hayduck), 
maintains that llepi. tffiv &vttKEtl-lilvrov, never heard of elsewhere, was a late forgery 
designed to convict the Stoics of plagiarism.49 This seems to me a possibility not to 
be overlooked, but equally not to be accepted as certain. 

Simplicius appears not himself to have seen the Aristotelian or pseudo
Aristotelian work to which he refers, but to draw his knowledge from 'the 
commentators', by whom he probably means Iamblichus and authorities quoted by 
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Iamblichus, whom he represents as having examined the book (403.7, 407.20). 
These commentators, believing it to be by Aristotle and so finding the Stoics to 
have been anticipated, probably assumed rather than knew that they had derived 
their views from him. They may have been right, but even if the work was genuine 
ihe similarities which Simplicius records are not enough to establish this.so Any two 
.men who begin to think about opposition are bound to discover the distinction 
between contraries and contradictions, nor would it be surprising if they 
independently examined the usage of the word <nEPllaL<; (deprivation), which 
.approached the sense of 'negation'.st 

That the Stoics were not dependent on Aristotle is suggested by a difference of 
vocabulary. Whereas Aristotle in his surviving works uses Ctvtlteeij.l&Va as an 
inclusive term, subdivided into l:vavtia, 'contraries' and &vtupao&lc;, 
'contradictories', the Stoics had no inclusive term and by avnte&ij.l&Va mean 
'contradictories". Pohlenz, Die Stoa 11 28, says that the Stoics 'transferred' 
Aristotle's term to their new usage. Why should they thus mutilate his scheme? 

(v) 

Central to Stoic epistemology is the word q>avtaoia, traditionally translated as 
'presentation'. It is as much at home in psychology, a branch of physics- the soul is 
a material substance - as in logic, but it may conveniently be treated here. In its 
basic use the word denotes what happens when a man becomes aware by way of his 
senses of some external object. There is a change in the soul, which Zeno compared 
to the imprint of a seal on wax, and the man knows not only of this change but that 
it is a representation of an object which affected his sense~organs. The q>av-raoia is 
therefore a combination of a sense·impression and of a judgment about that 
impression. 

This has some similarity to Plato's analysis of q>avtaota at So ph. 264 b 2, where it 
is said to be a combination of aio0l')otc; (sensation) and M~a Uudgment), cf. Tim. 
52a. But the similarity is superficial because Plato's q>avtaa\a is not the same kind 
of judgment as that involved in the Stoic analysis. Plato thinks of a <pavtao\a or 
'appearance' such as 't~at man appears to be Theodorus', which he explains as an 
impression made by that man plus a judgment that the impression corresponds to 
one's memory or concept of Theodorus. The Stoic judgment is about the 
correspondence of the impression to its origin. 

Yet too much may be made of this distinction. Although the simplest and original 
kind of Stoic q>avtao1a merely tells the recipient that there is an object with certain 
characteristics, the more developed kind is more informative; one perceives not 
merely a coiled object but a snake or a rope; this depends on past experience 
through which have come the concepts of 'snake' and 'rope' ( Pyrrh. Hyp. 1.227). 
The q>avtaa\a 'that is a snake' is similar to the q>avtaoia 'that is Theodorus' (Plato, 
Theaet. 193b, where the word q>avtao\a is not used.) 
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But for Plato a'ioSfjat<,;, the act of sensation, preceded <puvwoiu, which was 
predominantly the judgment supervening on it; and for Plato it could not be either 
true or false ( Theaet. 184-7). For the Stoics c:pavtaciia preceded a'i~Srjol<;, .which 
was always true, being the perception of something really there. These . are. 
significantly different views. 

Like the Stoics, Aristotle, who explicitly rejected the Platonic analysis(deanima 
428 a 25), stated that ai.oS~oetc; were always true ( 428 a 11). But he· differed by 
making <pavraoiul subsequent to them, as Plato had done (429 a 1). He differed 
also by restricting the truth of a\o9~ow;, as the more accurate statement at 427 b 12 
shows, to sensations of the proper objects of the senses. In spite of these differences, 
it must be asked whether there are elements in the Aristotelian account that may 
have influenced the Stoics. 

At the end of his discussion (429 a 2-6) Aristotle concludes that c:puv•o:oio: is a 
change that occurs as the effect of an act of sensation and, since vision is sensation 
par excellence, <pavto:oia has its name from light (arro tou <paouc;), since we cannot 
see without light (aveu <pronSc;). According to Aetius 4.12.1 (SV F 11 54) Chrysippus 
said that <pavmoia was named from light (arro toi} <pro•6c;) because just as light 
declares itself and what is in it, so c:pavtaoia declares itself and what has made it. All 
that is common to these two passages is the derivation of <pO:VTuoia from <paoc; or 
c:proc;. That is to our eyes so fantastic that one is tempted to imagine that two men 
could not have entertained it independently. Yet most Greeks took this kind of 
'etymology' seriously: the sounds of a word, symbolised by its letters, contained 
hints of its meaning. The Stoics did not disdain it, e.g. SVFnl41, 914, 1090, 1094, 
1098, Herodian, gramm. graec. 3.1.108.9. Chrysippus wrote eleven books on the 
subject (SV Fll 16) and it would be no cause for surprise if he invented his origin for 
c:pavraoia. After all, c:proc; is more appropriate than any other common word 
beginning with <p and there is no reason why Aristotle, or someone from whom he 
adopted the idea, should not also have seen c:proc; when he looked for a word relevant 
to <pavtaoia. 

Aristotle's discussions of <pavto:oia, which are mainly in the third chapter of de 
anima 3, are not very clear.~2 M. Schofield ( 1978) 128-30 argues that this is because 
he made the word apply to a range of connected psychological phenomena; what is 
true of one of these may not be true of another. <l>avtaol.a often means 
'imagination', the conventional translation, but it does not always. Schofield 
emphasises (I 06-23) the way in which Aristotle's interpretation corresponds to the 
use of <paiv£10:t with a cautious, non-committal, or sceptical force. There is no trace 
of this in the Stoics' treatment of the word. Their conception of c:pavtaoia starts 
from a positive origin; it gives a man information about the external world. 

Aristotle and the Stoics may be seen to disagree in another way. Aristotle is 
concerned to establish a difference between sensation and subsequent <pav.aoia (cf. 
Schofield 104), whereas for the Stoics qJuvwoia is the first step in the process of 
sensation. 
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Another disagreement is provided by their use of the word <p6.vtao~a. In 
Aristotle it is the object of imagination and involved in· all thought (de anima43l a 
17); for the Stoics it is an illusion, such as are experienced by the insane(SVFn54), 

;provided by :ro <pavraom::6v; it is a change in the psyche with no external origin. 
Aristotle m~ant s,omething else by -ro <pavtaoruc6v, namely the faculty of forming 
<p<tVt<tOl<tl, 

There is so much difference between the whole approach as well as the results of 
the Aristotelian and Stoic treatment of <pavrao\a that_ I am unwilling to accept any 

·likelihood of influence. Rather I would see the Stoics as wrestling in their own way 
with the problems raised by Plato over what was to be understood by the words 
a'(o911otc;; and <pavtaoia.sJ 
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V. ETHICS 

Comparatively little effort has been made to detect Aristotelian influence in Stoic 
ethics, although it is often asserted, 54 but there are some attempts which deserve 
attention. I will take first the most important, that of A. A. Long (1968) 72-85, 
'Aristotle's legacy to Stoic ethics'. Long prudently refrained from asserting that 
Zeno knew Aristotle's surviving ethical works, the Nicomachean Ethics or the 
Eudemian Ethics, but thought that 'he must have been generally acquainted with 
his views.' I have argued that though this may be true, it is not to be taken for 
granted. The question to be asked is not How could the Stoic position have arisen 
from a knowledge of Aristotle?, but Is there anything in the Stoic position that is 
most easily explained as the result of knowledge of Aristotle? 

(i) 

Long found three areas where he thought that Aristotle did exert an influence. 
The first concerns the relation of what Aristotle calls -ra tK-roc; dya8ti, external good 
things, to virtue and to happiness. Among the external good things Aristotle 
reckons friends, wealth, political power, good birth, good children, beauty (EN 
1099 a 31-b 3). Some of these he regards as necessary or very useful for the 
performance of virtuous actions and the attainment of £Mettl.lOVLO. or happiness;55 

others 'disfigure blessedness' if they are absent. As the discussion proceeds it 
appears that it is ap~:tf) that is responsible for happiness, but that there are degrees 
of happiness. Its higher grades require the possession of external goods, mainly to 
facilitate virtuous action, which will be limited without them, but partly as a kind of 
cosmetic. 

For the Stoics the external good things are not good at all, for they restrict the 
word ayo.86v to what is morally good. But most have value for leading a 'natural' 
life, the life appropriate to our human nature. Similarly there are things which are 
disadvantageous.· Virtue consists in making the right selections and rejections 
among these externals; the appropriate action to obtain or to avoid them will follow 
automatically. Whether they are in fact obtained or avoided is logically irrelevant 
to the virtue of the man who makes the selection, and irrelevant to his happiness, 
which is assured by his virtue. Moreover virtue and ~1appiness are absolute terms; 
no man can be more virtuous or happier than another; there is no such thing as 
imperfect virtue or imperfect happiness. The existence of external things that have a 
value for human life is a necessary condition for virtue, providing the field within 
which it operates. To possess them, however, is not a requisite for virtue nor an aid 
to happiness. 
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Long found it 'hard not to see the Stoics consciously going beyond Aristotle 
here.' One can agree that if they knew of Aristotle's discussion, they will have 
thought that they had devised a better solution than his to the problem how virtue 

:and external. things were related to happiness. But it is not to be assumed that they 
knew it: he was n.ot the inventor of the problem. Even if they were aware of the way 

· in which he had· treated it, their own solution does not seem to be in any way 
dependent on his. or suggested by his. 

The problem what made happiness had long been discussed when Aristotle 
· wrote, as he makes dear at several places. At EN 1098 b 23 he says that some think it 
to be virtue, some practical wisdom, some a form of theoretical wisdom, some a 
combination of one or all of these things with pleasure, while others associate 
external prosperity. The view of Xenocrates was that virtue alone created 
happiness, but could not do so or do so fully in the absence of some external good 
things (Cic. Fin. 4.49, Clement, Strom. 2.133b). Ofthis Aristotle's appears to be a 
refinement. Starting from the presumption that none of the proffered solutions is 
entirely wrong, he argues that external things, although they are of themselves 
incapable of bringing about happiness, do contribute to it in two ways: the 
possession of some is a necessary pre-condition of the virtue that does bring 
happiness, while the possession of others makes for greater happiness. 

The Stoics start from a different point. For them virtue is the only thing of which 
the possession is relevant to happiness; this was something they had from the 
Cynics. But virtue is an empty word if all external things are indifferent, if there is 
no reason why one should be preferred to another. Zeno met this difficulty by 
giving value or its opposite to the external things, so that it became reasonable to 
have and to exercise preferences. Moral action consisted in having the right 
preferences and it brought happiness. The actual acquisition or possession of 
external things, however valuable they might be, did not increase that happiness. 
This solution springs from the dogma that 'good' means 'morally good'. This was 
not something with which Aristotle was concerned and what he says cannot have 
been helpful to Zeno in his attempt to solve a different problem. 

On one point, and an important one, Aristotle differed from Xenocrates. He 
insisted (<>twpep&t ()' 'icrc:o~ ou 11lKp6v, EN 1098 b 31) that happiness was not a static 
condition (E~t<;) but an activity (tvepyeta). Long suggests (76) that the Stoics 
consciously replaced Aristotle's view, that happiness is an activity, by their own, 
that it is a state that does not admit of degrees (5ui9&crt<;). Is it not more likely that 
they simply took over the Academic view that it was a condition? Plato, Philebus 
lid, talks of a E~t~ 'JIOXfl~ Ka't Bui9&crt~ that can make a man's whole life happy; 
Speusippus' definition of happiness made it a E~t~ (Clement, Strom. 2.133.4); and 
the same thing is implied by Xenocrates' word Ktflcrt<; (Clement, Strom. 2.133.5). 
There is no hint that the Stoics criticised Aristotle's arguments intended to show 
that happiness is an activity, as they might well have done if they had known them. 
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(ii) 

The second area in which Long saw influence was that of the c:~nditions for 
acting virtuously and the way in which a man becomes virtuous. 

It is familiar that for the Stoics an act is a good act only if it is pe~formec:l by a 
good man, that is to say the disposition oft he agent makes it good. An identical a·ct, · 
if done by a bad man, is not a good act. Aristotle follows normal language: an act is 
called good if it is the act a good man would do but it is virtuously done only if the 
agent acts from a virtuous disposition. For example, a just act is justly done only by 
a just man. The conditions for acting virtuously are that one should act (EN 1105 a 
31) 

l. e\oro~, knowing what one is doing; 
2. xpoatpOl)~evo~ Ka\ npoatpOUJ.lEVo~ 3t' etuta, choosing the act and 

choosing it for its own sake; 
3. f3~>Pairo~ Ka\ ci~etaKtvt1tro~ ex.rov, from a firm and unalterable state. 

Long said that the Stoics 'accepted all these conditions'. He supposed that by 
e\oroc; Aristotle indicated 'practical knowledge' (<ppovl')<Hc;) of the right goals and 
how they are to be achieved, and he noted that Zeno was thought to have equated 
imtcH~J.ll'J, in terms of which the Stoics defined &pen], with <pp6Vl1<H<; (SVFI201). 
But Aristotle's meaning is not that ofZeno, for after setting out his three conditions 
he continues 'These are not reckoned in as conditions of the possession of the arts, 
except the bare knowledge; but as a condition of the possession of the virtues 
knowledge has little or no weight' (Ross's translation). His contrast may be 
illustrated by an example: if one knows how to spell, one has the art of spelling, but 
if one knows how to be generous one does not thereby possess the virtue of 
generosity. 56 Yet one cannot possess the virtue without knowing how it is exercised. 

For Zeno to possess <ppovl')<H<; is to possess all the virtues; he is.still dominated by 
the Socratic view, against which Aristotle here revolts, that if a man knows what is 
right he cannot refrain from doing it. Further the virtuous man always acts 
virtuously, so that <ppOVIl<Hc; alone is adequate to characterise what is virtuously 
done; there is no need for more conditions. 

To turn to the second condition, Mv xpoatpOUJ.tEvoc;, it is not certain that the 
early Stoics used the word xpompeia9cns7 and clearly they did not use Aristotle's 
analysis (EN I Ill b 4ff.), as Long himself noted. Without doubt they believed that 
viituously-done action was deliberate action, which is all that Aristotle could 
expect his hearers to understand by the word at this earlier passage ( 1105 a 31-2). 
But the Stoics did not need Aristotle to teach them this obvious fact. 

The inflexibility of character which Aristotle expressed by the words P~>Pairoc; 
and UJ.lETCXKlV~troc; corresponds to the inflexibility of judgment which the Stoics 
expressed by the words f3EPato<; and UJ.lETamrotoc;, e.,g. in the description of &pEt~ 
as A.oyo<; 6J.toA.oyouJ.tEVO<; Ka\ f3Ef3ato<; Ka\ UJ.Ieta1ttrotoc; (SVF I 50). There is a 
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similarity here, but no need to call in Aristotle to explain it. Rather the Academy 
lies behind both. Plato in the Republic insists on the PsPat6t11~ that must be 
possessed by the fully virtuous guardian (503c and 537c). The word UJ.H:tantroto~ is 
.·also used by_ him: he speaks at Tim. 29b of Myot JlOYtJ.!Ol Ka\ UJ1ttcimrotot. At 
Topica 139. b· 32, Aristotle cdticises the phrases &J.!tt(mtroto~ E:ntcstt'IJ.!ll and yfj 
n9t'Jv11 as being obscure metaphors; n9l'JV11 is known to be a Platonic metaphor 
(Tim .. 49a) although applied not to earth but to the ~Receptacle', perhaps the other 
was also used in the Academy. Certainly the word aJlt'tcintcoro~ is used in all three 
definitions of E:ma~~llll given in the pseudo-Platonic "Opot 414 b.ss 

It may also be granted to Long that the Stoics and Aristotle return 
approximately the same answer to the question how virtue is to be obtained. For 
Aristotle it is acquired by doing virtuous deeds, i.e. by acting as a virtuous man 
would do, but without having his established disposition. Similarly for the Stoics 
the road to virtue is the performance of 'appropriate actions', Ka9l'JKovta, which 
are externally the same as virtuous actions, Katop9roJ1ata, but are not performed 
with the complete and unshakable understanding of what is consonant with nature 
that distinguishes the virtuous man. But the common element in these views is 
Platonic: at Rep.444c we read that 'todojust acts engenders justice in a man, and to 
do unjust ones injustice.' Here again it is unnecessary to introduce Aristotle to 
account for Zeno.s9 

(iii) 

There is perhaps more force in Long's third topic, the Aristotelian and Stoic 
treatments of pleasure, although I remain less than convinced. While he very clearly 
brought out the many differences between them, he found one notably similarity 
which he took to be evidence of Aristotelian influence. 

Diogenes Laertius 7.85, SVFIIJ 178, gives it as doctrine of the Stoa that it is false 
to claim that the first impulse of animals is towards pleasure. 'They say that 
pleasure, if it is felt, is a consequence or after growth when nature has ofitself sought 
after and found what fits in with the animal's constitution. In this manner animals 
become lively and plants thrive.' 8 Of: i..i:youat 'tiVE~, npo~ flOOVtlV y1.vta9at 'ttlV 
nprotllV OPJltlV 'tOt~ ~cpot~. 'Jif:UOO~ anO!pa1vouatv ·l:myi:VV11J11X yap <paatv, Ei. apa 
t:at'tv, t'Joovt'lv e'tvat, orav ai.mi Ka9' abtt'lv ti <puatc; knt~llttiaaaa •a t:vapJ..to~ovta 
•n ouatciatl anoMPu. ov 'tponov a<pti..apuvstat 'tU ~<Pa Kat 9aAA&l ta <put<i. This 
must recall a sentence of Aristotle's EN 1174 b 31, which has become famous: 
't&Af:lOl of: ·~v t:vi:pyttuV ~ ~oov~. oux ro~ ~ S~lC;; £vunapxouoa &AA.. roe; 
l:mytVOJ.!&Vov n "tEAo~. o'tov 'toic; UKJ1al.otc; ~ ilipa. 'Pleasure completes the activity, 
not being immanent in it like its £~1~,61 but a supervening perfection, like the bloom 
of youth on men in their prime.' 

Clearly there is some similarity here62 and one cannot quite confidently deny 
Aristotelian influence on the Stoic view, which may have originated with 
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Chrysippus,6J whose book on Ends (in _life) is cited at the beginning of Diogenes' 
chapter. Nevertheless there are differences not to be overlooked. The concepts of 
'perfecting' and 'activity' are absent from the Stoic s~atement. . · · 

The absence of 'perfection' is not to be wondered at. The .essence of the Stoic 
position is that pleasure is not a ti:A.oc;, something which can be aimed at, but im 
automatic consequence of having attained one's aim. Associated with 'this is 
another difference. While for Aristotle pleasure accompanies an activity, for the 
Stoic it seems to be a sequel, something that follows the state of having acquired 
what suits one's constitution.M 

There are also historical reasons for hesitating to accept an Aristotelian origin for 
the doctrine that pleasure is an buyevvru.w. Clear evidence of knowledge of EN 
outside the Peripatetic school before the first century B.C. is lacking.6s Secondly, 
the concept of pleasure as an bnytv6J.H:v6v n ti:A.oc; is not to be found either in 
Magna Moralia or in Arius Didymus' abstract of Peripatetic ethics,66 It is unlikely 
therefore to have been part of the school's tradition, so enabling Chrysippus to 
learn it from there. 

(iv) 

D. Tsekourakis, Studies in the Terminology of early Stoicethics(l974), says in 
his preface that 'it is striking how many Stoic ethical terms are found in Aristotle, 
while they are not met earlier', but the book does little or nothing to substantiate 
this claim, which I do not think can be substantiated. The only words Tsekourakis 
adduces are Kctt6p8ro~a. Kctt6p8rocnc;, Kct9t1Kst, and Kct9i)Kov, which he says 'do 
not occur in Plato at all, while they are not uncommon in Aristotle.' Kctt6p0ro~a. 
occurs in the Aristotelian Corpus only at M M 1199 a 13 and then not in the Stoic 
sense, ta yap avsu TOU A6you 'tOU Kpivovtoc; ylVo~sva. KcttopOro~ata SUtUXtl~ctta 
l;onv. Kctt6p0romc; also occurs once, at Rhet. B 1380 b 4. Katop9ouv itself is not 
uncommon (but there are at least 10 instances in Plato), generally in its current 
sense of 'to be successful' (cf. the verse quoted by Demosthenes 18.290, ~TJ3Ev 
6.~tapts1v tot\ O,;ffiv Kct\ navta KcttopOouv) and well illustrated by EE 1247 a 4, 
lhppov~;c; yap ovtEc; Kctto pOoum noA.M. Tsekourakis thinks ( 45) that the Stoic use is 
in a way prefigured by EN 1107 a 14, where Aristotle says of theft, murder etc. oiSK 
f:onv ouv OUOE1tOTE 7tEp\ ctll'tU Kcttopeouv, UAA. aE\ a~aptslv. 'In a way' are the 
important words here; he does not claim that the Stoics derived their usage from 
this passage. Kct6t1Kst, Kct0i)Kov do occur several times in Aristotle, but never in the 
context of morality. As Tsekoui:akis himself admits (45), for anticipations of the 
Stoic use we must go to Xenophon. My conclJJsion is that there is no reason for 
supposing that the Stoics derived any of their ethical vocabulary from Aristotle. 

(v) 

The first chapter of J. M. Rist's Stoic Philosophy, 'Aristotle and the Stoic good', 
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remarks on certain similarities between the Nicomachean Ethics and Stoic doctrine 
and also contrasts their divergences. He concludes (20-l.): 'we have tried to show ... 
that the very originality of the Stoics is best understood in terms of an attempt to 
resolve certain {in their view) half-truths in the Aristotelian account ... many of 
these positions arise from an attempt to pursue the logical consequences of 
Aristotelian "theories.' 

In fact the chapter makes little attempt, certainly no organised attempt, to show. 
these conclusions .to be true. It is not always easy to determine exactly what Rist 
wishes to maintain,· but I hope that I do not do him ah injustice by saying that his 
treatment appears to me to suffer from two fundamental weaknesses which rob it of 
force: the first is that he overlooks the possibility that similarities between Aristotle 
and the Stoics may be due to a common origin in the Academy or in widely-held 
notions or even to coincidence: the other is that he takes divergence to mean that the 
Stoics arrived at their position by criticising Aristotle; he does not reflect that 
similar reasoning would show that since they differed from Polemo in the same 
respects they must have started from criticisms of him. 

The questions that Rist regards as seen by the Stoics to have been unanswered or 
unsatisfactorily answered by Aristotle are the following: It it right to call both 
happiness and things which can promote happiness 'good'? Do we need external 
'goods' for the moral life? What place is there for choice in the good man's actions, 
when he cannot do anything but what is right? Can wisdom and happiness be lost? 
It was not necessary to read the Nicomachean Ethics before asking onesetf these 
questions. 

(vi) 

The attempt of H. von Arnim (1926) 157-61, and F. Dirlmeier (1937) 47-75, to 
find a basis in Theophrastus for the important Stoic concept of o\KEtrocrtc; is 
adequately rejected by M. Pohlenz (1940) 1-47, C.O. Brink (1956) 123-45, andS. G. 
Pembroke (1971) 132-7. Support for their conclusion can be found in the long 
discussion, in reference to Arius Didymus, by P. Moraux (1973) 1 316-50. 

A. von Fragstein ( 1974) 68 writes 'es ist offensichtlich, dass die stoische 
Affektlehre in Hinblick auf Aristoteles' lla6l"J-schrift [i.e. the lost work no. 61 in 
Diogenes Laertius' list] entwickelt wurde.' This will be found less obvious by those 
not gifted with a miraculous knowledge of the contents of this work. 

Another author who finds an Aristotelian origin for the Stoic doctrines 
concerning xa611 is A. C. Lloyd (1978) 233-46. He begins by declaring that the Stoic 
psychology of action and their treatment of emotions (by which word he 
understands what would better be called 'passions') 'arise from Aristotle'. He points 
out certain similarities and differences, but he never puts the question whether they 
are most easily accounted for by supposing Stoic knowledge of the Aristotelian 
position. Indeed at one point (238) he writes 'Far from explaining the major 
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difficulties of the Stoic account Aristotle's account only brings them to the 
forefront.' 

Similarly M. Forschner ( 1981) 134 begins his account of the Stoic theory of:lt(:%91') 
by saying that it is only intelligible as a result of a critical treatment of Aristotle's 
theory. He then calls attention to several differences, but makes no attempt to shl;>w 
that they were caused by intentional rejection of the Aristotelian position. 

I believe that all attempts to see Stoic ethics as a development from Aristotelian 
or Peripatetic thought have been unsuccessful. Zeno's forerunners were the men of 
the Academy, whose opinions were of course often shared by Aristotle. Naturally I 
do not deny that he received his initial impulse from the tradition about Socrates 
and from the Cynics. But these did not provide a systematic philosophy. The 
connexions of Stoic ethics with views held in the Academy are well brought out by 
H. J. Kramer (1971) 220-30. Cf. also K. von Fritz, R£xxt2527-9, and Z. Stewart 
( 1976) 276, 'the influence of Platonism was immense at the beginning as at the end 
of the heyday of Stoicism.' 
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VI. PHYSICS 

The belief that the early Stoics formed their philosophy in reaction to the views of 
Aristotle is widespread and allusions to it en passant are common. But it is in the 
field of physics above all that his influence is seen. N odoubt this is in part due to the 
authority of Zeller (Ill I. 364-70), who saw little trace of Aristotle in Stoic ethics, 
which he regarded as most indebted to the Academy, but was moved in respect of 
physics by the arguments of H. Siebeck, Untersuchungen zur Philosophie der 
Griechen2 (Freiburg 1888, ed. I 1873), 'Die Umbildung der peripatetischen 
Naturphilosophie in die der Stoiker', 181-252. Siebeck took it for granted that the 
Stoics knew many of the principal Aristotelian doctrines, not necessarily by direct 
acquaintance with the school-works. Several passages suggest rather that he 
thought of the Peripatetic school, and in particular of Theophrastus, as 
intermediaries, and as intermediaries who had already made some modifications, 
which were accepted or extended by the Stoics (e.g. 182, 218, 223, 229). He was 
aware of the exoteric work TI~-:p\ qnf..oooq>iw; and of the Academy, but gives no sign 
of recognising their possible importance. 

The authors of two valuable books, E. Brehier, Chrysippe et /'ancien stoicisme 
(Paris 1910, revised edition 1951) and M. Pohlenz, Die Stoa(Gottingen 1948), both 
take it for granted that the early Stoics knew the work of Aristotle and 
Theophrastus. For example, the former says that they 'disregarded' the Aristotelian 
distinction between the higher and sublunary spheres (142), the latter that Zeno will 
certainly have known Theophrastus' criticism of the Aristotelian theory of motion, 
but went his own way (I 68). This ready assumption of Stoic knowledge of the 
Peripatetics lies behind many of these scholars' statements. Yet when it is said that 
Zeno or Chrysippus 'followed' Aristotle, the word may be ambiguous. It may mean 
no more than that these philosophers expressed the same view as he had previously 
expressed; but one may suspect that the intention is that the reader should 
understand them to have known and accepted Aristotle's view. Sometimes this is 
clear, as when Brehier says that they 'faithfully followed' Aristotle in having a 
central earth, then water, then air, and then aether ( 149). It will be noted below (p. 
43) that the scheme was an old one and that the Stoics followed the Timaeus more 
closely than de cae/o. The most important modern author systematically to explore 
the supposed Aristotelian influence is D. E. Hahm, whose useful and learned work 
The Origins of Sioic Cosmology (Ohio 1977), confined to this one aspect of Stoic 
philosophy, but written by a man deeply versed in the ancient sources and familiar 
with modern scholarship, proceeds on the assumption that Zeno and Chrysippus 
were as interested in Aristotle and Theophrastus as are scholars of today, and that 
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they read widely and attentively in the works of the Aristotelian Corpus.67 Hefully 
recognises, however, that they were exposed, or inay have been exposed, to other 
influences. . . 

The first systematic open attack on belief in Aristotelian influence came from W. 
Wiersma in Mnemosyne n.s. 3. 11 (1943) 191-216, 'Die PhysikdesStoikers Zenon'. 
He accepted that traces of Peripatetic influence were to be found everywhere in 
Chrysippus' physics, although he did not identify them; but he argued that Zeno 
made no reference to many essential doctrines to be found in the school-works and 
that he will have known nothing of Aristotle but the published exoteric writings. 
The only Aristotelian material Wiersma recognised was the view that soul was a 
kind of fire, llVEUf.lct, a 'breath', and even this he thought perhaps not to have been a 
direct borrowing. There are weaknesses in his argument. We are ill-informed about 
Zeno, and much that our sources ascribe to Chrysippus may have originated with 
the school's founder; accordingly if Chrysippus shows Aristotle's influence, that 
influence may originally have been exerted on Zeno. Further some details are not 
convincing. Nevertheless the article is valuable. 

Wiersma had in some ways been preceded by J. Moreau (1939), who while 
admitting that the Stoics' definitions of matter echoed Aristotelian formulas (160) 
saw their cosmology as essentially a development of Platonic concerns (158-186). 
The Platonic and Academic origins of Stoic physics were again emphasised by H. J. 
Krlimer ( 1971) 75-131, whose book unfortunately seems not to have been known to 
Hahm. 

(i) Preliminary considerations 

Following Xenocrates (fr.l) the Stoics divided philosophy into logic, ethics, and 
physics, by the last meaning not our modern subject but an enquiry into the world 
of nature. Aristotle had spread his studies of nature over a very wide field: he was 
interested not only in establishing general principles, as in Physics and de 
generatione et corruptione, but also in description of the universe, as in de caelo, 
and of weather processes in Meteorologica, and in the collection of facts, as in 
Historia animalium. His pupil Theophrastus set down a mass of botanical 
observations and engaged in factual research on other subjects. Although 
Xenocrates, of whom Zeno's teacher Polemo was an ardent admirer, did not 
neglect 'physics', there can be no doubt that of all the philosophers in the second 
half of the fourth century Aristotle and his followers were those with the most active 
and detailed interest in the subjects covered by that word. Accordingly it would not 
be surprising if the early Stoics, Zeno, Cleanthes, and Chrysippus, enquired into 
their views and were influenced by them. Many scholars, as has been seen, have 
been convinced that there was a wide-ranging influence. 
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It may be desirable to repeat here what was said in a sporadic manner at the 
beginning of this essay. Aristotelian views may have been available, and his 
influence exerted, in more than one way. The early Stoics may have known his 
.opinions froJTI tradition in the Peripatetic school, a tradition which may have been 
oral or based on Aristotle's \\;ritings or a combination of both. They may have met 

·his views as re·ported and criticised by members of other schools. Finally, they may 
them~elves have read Aristotle's writings. For my pStrt, I arri sceptical about many 
of the claims to detect Aristotelian influence, however it was exerted. But in 
·particular I shall argue that, with a very few possible e'xceptions, what evidence we 
have does not suggest that the early Stoics had any acquaintance with the books 
that constitute our Aristotelian Corpus. The passages which have been adduced to 
support the opposite view are, I believe, quite insufficient. It will be convenient to 
begin by examining what Pohlenz (1947) 1142 treats as his prime witness for Stoic 
knowledge of the school-works. 

Aristotle in gen. et corr. 328 a 26 wrote that a drop of wine could not be mixed 
with 10,000 xoe<; (about 7,000 gallons) of water, but would be overpowered and 
disappear: O"t((ACX"(IJ.O<; olVOlJ IJ.Upiot<; xoeucnv uBato<; ou IJ.lYWtCll . AU&tal yap tO 
e'oo<;. Chrysippus, says Pohlenz, replied (SVF11480) that there was no reason why 
one drop of wine should not mingle with the whole sea, ouosv cmEX&tv lj)UIJ.&vo<; 
OlVOlJ OtaACl'YJ.lOV EVCl K&paocn t'~V ea>.attav, 'one of the numerous proofs that the 
Stoa knew the school-works of Aristotle also and studied them keenly.' Note how 
Chrysippus becomes the Stoa. And what are Pohlenz's 'numerous' proofs of keen 
study? He never adduces any others. 

Now if we turn to the passage of Plutarch which reports this statement of 
Chrysippus (comm. not. 1078 C-E) we find that he represents it not as a criticism of 
Aristotle but as the acceptance of a paradox originally enunciated by Arcesilaus. In 
his lectures Arcesilaus had often made fun of the Stoic doctrine ofKpiicn<; Ot' oA.rov, 
according to which a small body could completely penetrate a larger one while 
retaining its identity, by saying that if a human leg were cut off and then decayed 
and were thrown into the sea, the fleet of Antigonus could sail through it. Plutarch 
continues that one could go further and imagine the fleets of the Greeks and the 
Persians of the second Persian war fighting a battle in that leg; then, noting that this 
requires the previous putrefaction of the leg, he goes on to say that a single ladleful 
or drop will, without any change of nature ( al>T69ev), reach the Atlantic when it has 
fallen into the Aegean. (The word he used for ladle (K(m9ot;) predominantly means 
a wine-ladle and he clearly means a ladleful or a drop of wine, in contrast with the 
leg, which ceases to be a leg before it can be mixed with the sea.)68 This, he 
concludes, was accepted by Chrysippus, who wrote that there is no reason why a 
single drop of wine should not mingle with the sea, and that the drop will in fact 
extend through the whole universe. 

Chrysippus was, before becoming a Stoic, a pupil of Arcesilaus and his follower 
Lacydes (Diog. Laert.7. 184}; he will no doubt have heard the jest about the 
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amputated leg. That jest was open to the humourless objection that it would not be 
the leg itself through which the fleet sailed or in which the battle wasfought, but the 
product of the leg's decay. This reply could be avoided bysubstitutinga measure of 
wine for the leg, a substitution which may well have been made by Lacydes or some 
other Academic. Chrysippus would then have no ground for resisting the 
conclusion that the smallest measure of wine could extend through not merely a 
part of the Aegean, but through the whole of the Mediterranean. He showed that he· 
accepted it gladly by carrying it to its logical extremity: a drop of wine could be co
extensive with the universe. I see no more reason than did Plutarch for introducing 
Aristotle to account for Chrysippus; there is a simple straightforward line of 
development from Arcesilaus.69 

Even if we had never heard of Arcesilaus' jest, there would be no need to bring 
Aristotle in. The most familiar form of Kpiiot<; is that of wine and water, an 
everyday event in Greece. How can one suppose that Chrysippus, wishing to' 
express forcibly the idea that difference of volume was no obstacle to the complete 
blending of two ingredients, would not have thought of saying that a drop of wine 
would blend with the ocean, the greatest known mass of water, unless he had read in 
gen. el corr. that a drop of wine would be killed, so to speak, if mixed with some six 
or seven thousand gallons of water?70 

In this instance one can confidently deny that any influence, direct or indirect, 
came from Aristotle. More frequently there is some similarity between Aristotle 
and the Stoics, without there being enough likeness to make knowledge of the 
school-work probable. But, as has been seen, there were other r~utes through which 
his views could become known;71 they could have been transmitted through 
Theophrastus and the Peripatetics or attacked by the Academy, although the 
likelihood of influence's being exerted in these ways is not enhanced by the absence 
of any explicit evidence of Stoic contact with the Peripatos or of Academic interest 
in it, but the possibility is there and must be reckoned with. Yet one should not 
immediately assume that, because Aristotle's views could have been known to the 
Stoics, they also were known. The first question to ask is whether the Stoic position 
requires Aristotelian influence to explain it at all or whether some other 
explanation may be perfectly adequate. 

To record all the points where Stoic physics have been supposed to have 
originated from or to criticise Aristotle would be difficult and certainly tedious. The 
following discussion will be confined to questions where the supposition has some 
element of plausibility. 

(ii) Principles and Elements 

Zeno accepted the usual Greek view that there were four elements (owtxEia), 
earth, water, air, and fire. In the modern world, before the discovery of isotopes, 
elements were thought of as identical substances: one molecule of carbon was 
exactly like another. The Stoics thought otherwise; different kinds of fire are 
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enumerated,72 and similarly 'earth', 'air', and 'water' must each have covered a 
range of like but distinguishable substances. An element could be accounted for by 
t\VO 'principles' (&pxai), its 'matter' (u/..1']), which of itself had no qualities, and that 
:whichprodu~ed qualities in the matter. Zeno seems to have approached the subject 
not from a consi<;teration of the elements in themselves but by looking at the whole 
universe: 

They hold that there are two principles of the whole of things, that which acts 
and that which is acted upon. That which is acted upon is the substance 
without quatlties, matter (i>Al']); that which acts is the logos in it, God. He, 
being eternal, fashions (<ll']~toupye1) everything throughout all matter. Zeno 
sets out this doctrine in his book On Substance. (Diog. Laert.7. 134, SVFl 
85). 

Another passage (Diog. Laert.7. 150, SVF 1 87) adds that the substance of the 
universe is eternal and suffers neither increase nor decrease, unlike that of each of 
the individual things which constitute it. 

Unqualified matter is a mental construct; all matter is in fact qualified, because it 
is acted upon by the logos in it. That word is hard to translate. One may try 
'formula', that is a definition of what it is that makes this particular piece of matter 
what we call 'water', and this other what we call 'fire'. Similarly there are formulas 
which define what it is that makes blood blood and milk milk, a snail a snail, a man 
a man, and Socrates Socrates. But it is more important that the word logos has as 
one of its meanings 'reason'. The world in which we live is a rational construction, 
so the Stoics believed, the work of intelligence. That is why its formula can be 
identified with God. 

Aristotle made much use of the analysis of objects into matter or material (u/..11) 
and form (el8o~). A statue is made by imposition of form on the material bronze; 
bronze is a form imposed on the material copper and tin; copper a form imposed on 
the elements. IJ1 this way by stripping offlayers ofform or qualities one could arrive 
in thought at the concept of unqualified material, anotoc; u/..1']. It has been denied 
that Aristotle did in fact make use of this concept, most recently" by W. Charlton 
(1970) 129-45, but this has not been widely accepted. The phrase aJtotoc; UAJ] does 
not occur in his writings, it is true, but there may be passages which imply the 
conception. n That it was from Aristotle that Zeno acquired the concept of 
unqualified matter has often been supposed, and the supposition is lent plausibility 
by the fact that Aristotle is the first philosopher known to have used UA1'] as a 
technical term. Yet one must observe that Zeno's belief that the two principles 
necessary to explain the cosmos were God and matter is in its totality more like 
what we know of the Academy of his time than it is to Aristotle's logical method. 

Xenocrates took as his first principles the One, which he also called Zeus and 
Mind,74 and the Ever-flowing, which later doxographers identified with matter 
(Aetius 1.3.23, Diets Dox. 288). Another passage of Aetius (1.7.30, Diets 304) 
ascribes to Xenocrates a belief in two gods, the One, which he also called Zeus and 
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mind, his primary god (6 n:proto~ 9eo~},_ and an~ther, which was the soul of the 
universe. The continuation ofthe passage is mutilated, but contains the phrase 
'immanently pass through the material elements' (evott;Ketv .. toi<; uA.tK:oi~ 
crtotxeiot~). and ends with 'supplying the Stoics with these ideas, 75 he paraphrased 
the earlier part from Plato' (tal>ta xopl)yt;cra~ toi~ l:tonKoi~ ta n:potepa 
J.tEtan:&q>paK&v n:apa TIM.trovo~). 

The only other ancient author to suggest an origin of Zeno's two principles, 
which became orthodox Stoic doctrine, is Aristocles, who in the second century 
A. D. could write of the Stoics that 'they say that the elementary stuff of things is 
fire, as Heraclitus did, and that its principles are matter and God, like Plato' (SV Ft 
98}. It is now generally believed that the doctrine of fire as the elementary stuff was 
not learned from Heraclitus, but supported by appeal to him. In the same way the 
alleged similarity between Plato and the Stoics does not necessarily imply that they 
learned from him. Moreover it is not true that Plato recognised matter and God as 
principles of fire or of the sensible world in general, or indeed that he had the 
concept of matter, later expressed by the word UAll. 

Nevertheless later Platonists believed that he had the concept, so interpreting the 
Timaeus. 16 There Plato had pictured a divine craftsman (ollJ.ttoupyo~). who made 
reflections of Forms appear in a Receptacle 'itself devoid of qualities.' This 
Receptacle was in Plato's thought more like space than matter; yet it was not just 
empty space, for it contained 'disorganised movements.' Plato did not call it 
'matter', but the later Platonists made the identification, and had the excuse that he 
had compared it to the gold which is the material(u/.11) out of which various objects 
can be fashioned. 77 The identification is at least as early as Aristotle, who writes that 
'Plato says in the Timaeus that matter and space are one and the same' (Physics 
4.209 b ll, cf. 210 a 1). It is possible that this is his own misinterpretation,'s in his 
own language, of what Plato said. On the other hand he may repeat a line already 
taken in the Academy, where from the first the Timaeus had been the subject of 
study and discussion; if so, the word (u/.11) may already have been used there as a 
technical term. 79 

However that may be, Zeno's approach differs from that of Aristotle in two 
respects. The first is that his two principles are starting-points for his cosmology; he 
sees them as the basic constituents of the universe. For Aristotle the concepts of 
matter and form are tools for logical analysis. The other is that Aristotle's pair, 
form and matter, are not enough to explain anything; an agent is needed, an 
'efficient' cause, which in his view will act with a purpose, the 'final' cause. The 
principle which Zeno pairs with matter is an active rational force, which will create 
qualities in matter. Now it may be that he arrived at his principles BA.l) + Myo~ or 
9e6~ by considering the inadequacy of the Aristotelian BA.ll + e\ao~. but it is 
noteworthy that, as we have seen, a very similar pair to his was familiar in the 
Academy; it seems more likely that he developed his thought from that precedent 
than from a criticism of Aristotle. 
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A more difficult question is whether it was from Aristotle that he derived the use 
of the word 6A.rt as a technical term. The Stoics did not adopt the word EiSo<; in its 
Aristotelian sense80 (nor did Epicurus); did they take over i>A.l') from him or was it 
already usec! in the Academy? There seems to be no clear answer.BI 

In these circumstances we' should resign ourselves to confessing that we can with 
confidence neither assert nor deny that Zeno was directly influenced or even 
influenced at all -by Aristotle's distinction of UAll and e\Sci<;. But if there was any 
influence, it was unimportant in comparison with that of the Platonic tradition in 
the Academy.s2 - -

(iii) Activity and Passivity 

Zeno's two principles, A.oyo<; and uA.rt, were contrasted as active and passive, to 
:n:otouv and to naoxov. Aristotle makes much use of the opposition between :n:ou::1v 
and :n:aoxetv, and this has been seen as confirming his influence on Zeno.83 He even 
associates :n:aoxEtv with uA.11 at gen. an. 724 b. 7 notEpov <.0<; uA.11v Ka\ :n:aoxov il m<; 
e\M<; n Kat :n:owf>v. But the pairing of these words was an old tool of thought, 
several times used by Plato (Rep. 436b, Parm. 138b, Theaet. l56a, 159a, Soph. 
247d, cf. Epinomis 982b). A passage in Aetius, referring to Pythagoras, may be 
particularly relevant: cmeUSEt 8' atncp trov apxrov ~ J-IEV ~:n:\ to :n:OtflttKov a'lnov 
Ka\ d8tK6v, onep E:ot\ voil<; 6 8£6<;, ti ot tn\ to :n:a8f1nK6v n Ka\ l>A.tK6v, on:Ep 
tcn\v 6 opato<; KOOflO<; (1.3.8, Diets 281). This interpretation of Pythagoras is 
thought by H. J. Kramer ( 1971) 119-21 to be of Academic origin (he ascribes it to 
Xenocrates). If that is right, we have here something close to, and very possibly the 
inspiration of, the doctrine of Zeno, who is known to have written a book entitled 
nueayoptd. To say, as Brehier does (115), that the pair 'active' and 'passive' were 
'very certainly borrowed from Aristotle' is characteristic of a blinkered approach 
that has been too frequent. 

(iv) Elements and their qualities 

Aristotle was exercised by the difficulty of imagining how one element could 
change into another. If the first was not to cease to exist and the second not to come 
into being from nothing, there must be some continuing factor common to both. He 
could not find that in unqualified matter, for that has no real existence: all matter is 
qualified. He solved the conundrum by ascribing two qualities to each element: fire 
was hot and dry, air hot and fluid (wet), water cold and (fluid) wet, earth cold and 
dry. Thus fire may become air by the substitution of wetness for dryness, while heat 
remains; air becomes water by the substitution of cold for heat, while wetness 
remains, and the disappearance of wetness turns water to earth. There were also 
more complicated forms of transmutation: for example, air and earth, if combined, 
might by each dropping one quality become either cold and wet or hot and dry, that 
is to say water or fire. 
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The Stoics did not use this complicated scheme~ They assigned one quality to 
each element, hotness to fire, coldness to air, wetness to water, and dryness to earth. 
Critics who believe them to have studied Aristotle represent this .as a deliberate 
simplification of his doctrine.s.4 If they are right in their: assumption, their 
conclusion is necessary. But there is no other evidence to support it. There is no hint 
that the Stoics gave any reasons for not accepting Aristotle's scheme, ortha·t they 
were aware of any problem involved in the change of one element into another. For 
them the question of continuity did not arise, because god is always present in 
matter and responsible for the changes which bodies, including the elements, 
undergo. 

At the same time the Stoic scheme of four elements each characterised by one 
quality does not require the Aristotelian scheme to beget it. The four elements were 
familiar to Greek thought, and it was an easy step to associate with each element 
one of the four qualities which were traditionally the primary ones. Fire was 
obviously hot and water wet. Even in England earth may appear to be naturally dry; 
in sun-baked Greece there would be no question. By elimination air must be cold, 
although this is not so evidently true, in spite of the arguments adduced by 
Plutarch, de primofrigido 948D-949F, and Aristotle had even thought it hot (and 
wet). 

It is therefore unnecessary to look for any predecessor, let alone Aristotle, for the 
Stoic association of one quality with each element. Anyone could have done that 
without any prompting. Yet the Stoics were not in fact pioneers; the doctor 
Philistion, who belongs to the first half of the fourth century and who visited the 
Academy (seep. 47 below), is recorded as having done the same (frag. 4): eivcn of: 
Kat h:aoTOU (se. OTOlXetOU) OUVUJ.lEl«;, TOU J.lEV nupoc; TO 9epJ.lOV, tOU of: ti£poc; TO 
'Jiuxp6v, tOt> o£ uoaToc; To uyp6v, Tfjc; of: yflc; To ~11pov. 

(v) Nature 

Zeno defined physis, 'nature', as 'a craftsmanlike fire, proceeding methodically to 
creation' (niip tEXVtKov 680 paoH;ov e\c; ytvsotv, SVF1 171). It is not immediately 
obvious to the modern mind what he intended to denote by the wordphysis. He did 
not have in view merely what we call the Jiving world, the world of the naturalist; he 
was concerned with the whole world, the subject of the natura/sciences. This he saw 
not as a static object but as a changing construction, and he gave the name of 
'nature' to the dynamic force which brought it into being and directed all its 
processes. This 'nature' is sometimes called that of the universe (~ trov oA.rov) or 
common nature(~ Kotvl) q>uotc;), as distinguished from the nature of the individual 
things that are the parts that compose the universe (tl bti J.lEpouc;). But the 
distinction is not an opposition; the fire that organises the universe also organises 
each of its parts. 

Although this is a new conception, Hahm and others see in it elements that have 
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been derived from Aristotle. First, the idea that nature resembles a craftsman is 
typically Aristotelian. Secondly Aristotle treats nature as the source of movement 
(Phys. 2.192 b 8ff.), whereas Plato had ascribed movement to self-moving soul. 
Hence 'we can say that the dynamic character of nature in Zeno's definition owes its 
existence to Ari.stotle's conception of nature as a principle of movement' (Hahm 
206). Similady E. Grumach 47, writes 'hence Aristotl~< defines q>um~ as the 
immanent purpose that subdues and shapes matter from inside. Thus the Stoic 
conception of nature goes back in its essential determination to Aristotle, and is 
only possible by way of the Aristotelian.'85 

One cannot deny the possibility of influence, but one may deny its necessity, at 
any rate by way of the 'school-books'. Already in the Protrepticus Aristotle had 
associated nature and craft, fll).u:hm yap m) tJiv tEXVflV ti q>uat<; an· autn tJiv 
q>umv (frag. 11 Ross, Jaeger (1923) 75-6). This was always his view of their relation, 
and it should be noted that for Zeno it was not the same; for him craft is not 
something that imitates nature, but something that is possessed by nature. The 
same fragment of the Protrepticus treats nature as a primary cause; ~<Pcov yap Ka\ 
qmtoov aiti.a !pUOl~ and ta flEV yap EOLKEV autfl Mvaaeat Ol. autfj~ 1') !pUOl<; 
bttt£AE1v Ka\ Pof19Ei.w; oMev OE1a9m. It would be possible, then, to see in the 
Protrepticus, of which Zeno is known to have been aware (see above p. 13), the 
ground in which there grew p.is conception of nature as a directing force with the 
skills of a craftsman. It is not necessary, therefore, to suppose him to have also been 
acquainted with the school-works. 

But we must also enquire whether any Aristotelian influence is needed to account 
for the Stoic conception. That conception has a notable connection with 
Platonism. Zeno's definition of nature was used by the Stoics to describe God, who 
was according to Aetius I, 7, 33, SVF 11 1027, nup TE;(VtKov 60cj) Jlaoi~ov &ni 
ytvEatV KOOJ.lOU. That is to say cosmic, universalipuat<;, what makes all things grow 
as they do, is identical with God, the architect and builder of the universe. God was 
also the soul of the universe (SVF1 532 (Cleanthes), 11 604 (Chrysippus), 111 216. 32 
(Diogenes)). Now Plato had made soul the source of movement (finally in Laws 
892-899), and for the Stoics God, being soul, was the source of movement. For 
Plato soul was a self-moved mover. Aristotle was unable to accept that concept 
(Physics VIII); for him everything that moved must be moved by something else. 
He found himself led by the necessity of avoiding an infinite regress to posit as the 
ultimate source of motion an unmoved mover that caused movement by being an 
object of desire. There is among the Stoics no trace of awareness of this dispute. 
They found no difficulty in conceiving God as a self-moved mover.86 

It having been thus established that the Stoic conception of nature agrees in one 
respect with Platonic rather than Aristotelian thought, the question must be faced 
whether Platonic influence alone would be adequate to account for it. There are 
two features which may be seen to demand an Aristotelian origin, the similarity of 
nature and craft implied in the definition of q>uat<; as nup TE;(VtK6v, and the 
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dynamic character of nature. So far as the latter point goes, it is impossible to find 
in Plato (or for that matter in the ipsissima verba of any of the pre-Socratics) any 
direct statement that attributes such a characterto nature. Indeed if qnkin:;, as being 
opposed to tEXVTJ, is to be identified with <UXTJ, Plato would deny that it is a ruling 
force in the universe (Lall's 889). Yet it was common Greek practice to say that· 
things happened tpucret, 'by nature'87 and the word was associated· with ·y£vsou;, 
'becoming'. Plato argued that nature and its products were the offspring of craft 
and intelligence (€K tBXVTJ<; ... Kat vou, Laws 892b). By 'nature' he meant the basic 
physical entities of the universe, entities to which soul, and therefore tBXVTJ, were 
prior. 

No evidence shows how, or even whether, these ideas were developed in the 
Academy. But perhaps Zeno's position can be seen as directly derived from them. 
He did not share Plato's belief that soul was something immaterial; for him it was a 
corporeal thing; soul could not be prior to matter. The material universe could not 
then be derived from soul or soul's qualities, craft and intelligence. But if what Plato 
had separated were to be amalgamated, then tpuotc; would not be directed bytBXVTJ, 
but itself possess -r&xvTJ; it would be t&XVtKoc;. It would itself possess vouc;, itself be 
the source of change.ss 

It may be worth notice that the adjective t&XVtK6c;, found in the definition of 
tpumc; as nup tEXVtK6v, occurs almost 40 times in Plato, usually implying 
knowledge how to make something or to bring something about. It is therefore very 
apposite in the Stoic definition of 'nature'; tpumc; knows how to change the 
universe. Aristotle's view that 'TEXVTJ imitates tpuotc; is on the other hand not 
relevant. Incidentally that view plays little part elsewhere in Stoic philosophy or 
Stoic literature;s9 it does not appear in anything that is there said specifically about 
<EXVTJ. I should not wish to deny the possibility of Aristotelian influence, but I 
remain sceptical of its necessity or even of its probability. 

(vi) Categories9o 

The name 'categories' is applied by modern writers to four terms used by Stoic 
philosophers: unoK&lJ.l&Vov 'substrate', notov 'qualified thing', moc; i:zov 'thing in a 
certain state', np6c; 'tl nroc; exov 'thing in a relative state'. The word K!l'tr}yopta is 
never applied to them in any ancient text, and it is therefore improbable that it was 
used by the Stoics themselves. 91 But this Stoic quartet was seen by Simplicius as a 
rival to Aristotle's ten categories,n and modern scholars who have taken it to be an 
intended improvement on his scheme9l think it appropriate to use the name 
'categories' of the Stoic terms also. Whether that is misleading must now be 
considered. 

The four terms are not associated in any text earlier than Plotinus (Enn. 6.1.25, 
S V F 11 371 ), who treats them as an exhaustive division. The only other author to 
associate them is Simplicius in categ. 66. 32 Kalbfleisch, SVFn369, who ascribes 
the division to the Stoics. But it may be implied by Plutarch, comm. not. 1083 E 
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t£crcrapa ye rrotoucrtv {moKElf.H:va Jtepl haotov; this is of course a hostile and 
incorrect interpretation of Stoic doctrine. 

A few scholars have remained sceptical of any connection between the 
Aristotelian. categories and the Stoic 'categories'. For example S. Sambursky 
( 1959) 17 nptes t,hat the Stoic categories have 'hardly anything in common with the 
Aristotelian Classification' and that they belong to physics, not to logic, cf. Brehier 
( 1957) 132; Pohlenz ( 1947) 11 39: 'Die gn.indsatzliche Verschiedenheit zwischen der 
stoischen Vierteilung der YEVTJ TOU ovtoc; und der aristotelischen Kategorienlehre 
wird meist verkannt'. Gould (1970) 107 writes 'this material does not provide 
sufficient evidence for ascribing to Chrysippus a docrrine of categories. Rather does 
he seem to have employed them occasionally without giving them any special 
significance'. With them I agree and would add some further considerations. 

The first term, UJtOKElf.lf.Vov, 'substrate', would seem to be an 'odd man out' in the 
group, as Plot in us argues (Enn. 6.1.25, S VFil 373). Whereas the other terms refer 
to corporeal objects, primarily it refers, so it is said, to a constituent, a no we; UATJ, of 
such objects, which does not exist as such but is always in fact qualified. 
Secondarily it refers to real things, like the bronze of a statue. This distinction 
between two kinds of unoKf.lJlf.VOV comes from Dexippus in categ. 23 25 Busse 
(SVF 11 374) = Porphyry quoted in Simplicius in categ. 48. 11 Kalbfleisch, who 
ascribes it to 'the Stoics and the older philosophers'. If this is to be believed, it must 
be on Porphyry's word. The distinction is not found elsewhere. . 

It is in fact remarkable how little evidence there is for the use in Stoic sources of 
the word l.moKf.if.levov to mean 'substrate',94 although another meaning is found. 
The word is not used at all by Epictetus.ln M arcus Aurelius it is fairly frequent, but 
always in the sense of 'external object', 'object of attention' (5.10.3, 6.4, 6.23.1, 
7 .29.5, 8.22.1, 8.24, 9.3.5, 10.18, ll.l7, 12.20.5). Sextus, talking of the Stoics, uses 
the phrase To i:Ktoc; unoKeif.1evov, 'the external object' (adv. M. 8.12, SVFu 166, cf. 
ibid. 9.353, SVF 11 80 and Ga1en in SVFll 79). It occurs similarly in non-Stoic 
contexts, Sextus, PH 1.54, 48, cf. Lucian, quomodo historia 43. Chrysippus used 
the word urtoKf.iJ.J.evov in the same way, SVFill466 ora.v f.l~ 6f.1oia.c; ta unoKeiw:va 
qmvra.cria.c; 1totij. Whatever it means in the title of a book by Chrysippus, flep\ rrov 
ICO.ta tO \moKf.lJlf.VOV roplOf..levrov tKq>oprov (SVF 11 14), it is not 'substrate'. The 
only other instance I have found in SVF is in a verbatim quotation, never to my 
mind explained, from Chrysippus, where the sense 'substrate' is generally accepted 
and seems probable (Philo de aetemitate mundi 48-9, SVF 11 397)95. 

The three other terms are all used by Aristotle, but one need not see him as a 
pioneer. They were quite possibly part of the Academy's philosophic vocabulary. 
nm6v is one of Aristotle's categories, unlike {moKeif.levov, but the indefinite 1tot6c; 
is not uncommon in Plato, e.g. Theaet. 182a 7, TO of: 1tOlOUV 1tOt6v 'tl, aA.A.' ou 
Jtot6t'l'}ta.. In the seventh Letter at 343b 8, there is a contrast between Jtot6v and ov 
that recalls the Stoic distinction between 1tot6c; and oucria: ouo1v Ovt(J)V, 'tOU 'tE 

ovroc; Ka.\ rou 1to106 nvoc;,•although Plato's ov is not that of the Stoics. The phrase 
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n:po<; nmo<; f:;u:tv is thrice repeated in the Ct}legories(8 a 32 .• b I, b3); Aristotle has it 
also at least at EN 110 I b 13 •<P nm6v n Et vat Ka't npo<; 'T 1 n:o)<; E;(EL v and Physics 7. 
247 a 2), but he introduces it as if it were familiar, and indeed uses it in the same way 
in the To pica (142 a 28, 146 b 4), and one may guess that it was a term. known in the· 
Academy and that Zeno learned it there. The third term, mo<; EXEtv, does not occur. 
in the Categories and is (I think) not common in Aristotle; the only instances given 
in Bonitz's Index have the reverse order of words, EXt:IV n:wc;; (Pol. 1302 a 23}, 
f:x6vrrov nroc;; (Met. 1048 a 18), but it omits n:wc;; exovra (EN 1105 a 28), n:ro<; EX(t)V 
(EN 1105 a 31), and possibly others. 

(vii) Void 

I include this subject with hesitation, since l find it hard to see any plausibility in 
the supposition of Aristotelian influence. But the fact that the Stoics did not so far 
as is known concern themselves with his claim that void is impossible may indicate 
that they did not know it. 

The Stoics maintained that there was infinite void, or empty space, outside the 
cosmos. That there was some void was made necessary by their doctrine of periodic 
world-conflagrations. Fire occupies more space than an equivalent amount of any 
of the other elements which are then transmuted to it. Accordingly, when the world 
is all fire it must take up more room than when it is, as now, a mixture of the four 
elements; there must be room into which it can expand. That the void stretched 
away limitlessly96 was established by an argument used by Plato's Pythagorean 
friend Archytas (SVFt1535; DK 47A 24): if a man be imagined at the edge of the 
cosmos, can he push his arm outside it? if he can, there must be space to receive it; if 
he cannot, there must be some resistant body that occupies space outside; he may 
then, whichever is true, be placed in imagination at the outer edge of the space thus 
established; again he thrusts out his arm, and so on ad infinitum. Archytas' use of 
the argument was reported by Eudemus in his Physics(fr. 30), and a sharper version 
of it, spear substituted for arm, appears in Lucretius (I. 968), who (pace Bailey) may 
well have had it from Epicurus. It is more likely that the argument was one in 
current circulation than that the Stoics, or Zeno if he used it, had it from Eudemus, 
who rejected it and gave grounds for the rejection. 

Aristotle argued against the existence of void anywhere, and at two places 
reasons are given by him for rejecting the idea of a void outside the cosmos. (I) At 
de cai?!o 1.279 a 11-18 he says that a void is a place in which a body could be, but he 
has shown that there can never be any body outside the cosmos. Therefore there can 
be no void either. This argument assumes the truth of his belief that what is possible 
must sometimes occur. (2) At Physics 3. 203 b 28-30 he says that 'if there is void and 
infinite space [outside the cosmos], there must also be body; in things that are 
eternal there is no difference between possibility and existence'. 

There is no sign that the Stoics paid any attention to these passages, and even if 
they knew them, they would have regarded them as having no force, since they 
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neither believed the cosmos to be eternal in its present form nor accepted the view of 
possibility that Aristotle adopted.97 Hahm, however, is not deterred. He constructs 
from Aristotelian premises an argument which Aristotle would doubtless have 
accepted, al~hough he did not use it. Two bodies are required to define place, a 
container and a contained; since there never is any body outside the cosmos, there 
can be no place and so no void, which is defined as place deprived of body. Hahm 
maintains (I 05) that Chrysippus consciously avoided this difficulty by not defining 
void in terms of place; for him void was 'what can be occupied, but is not occupied, 
by something that exists, i.e. something corporeal { s V Fll 535, cf. 505, 543)'. This is 
more ingenious than convincing. In ordinary usage 1'6no<; is not space but the 
position of some thing; accordingly Chrysippus, and for all we know Zeno, would 
be under no temptation to use the word in defining void. 

(viii) Cosmology 

The Stoic cosmos, in the sense of OtaKOOf.llJ<H<;, had a sphere of earth around its 
centre, surrounded by hollow spheres of water, air, and aether (a form of fire), in 
that order. This was an obvious and traditional description, already given by 
Empedocles and probably assumed by Plato in the Timaeus(F. M. Cornford ( 1937) 
246, 265). It was also Aristotle's model, except that he had five spheres, for beyond 
that of fire was one of an unnamed element which, unlike the other four, had a 
circular, not a rectilinear, motion.9s Is there any reason for believing that he 
affected the Stoics? 

Their outmost sphere revolved, like his; this was perhaps a natural concept, the 
rotating sphere of fire accounting for the visible rotation of the fiery sun and stars. 
But Plato had gone further, making circular motion an attribute of the world-soul, 
which communicated it to the whole cosmos. The Stoics, like Aristotle, contrasted 
the rectilinear motion toward or away from the centre characteristic of air, water, 
and earth with the circular motion of the aether in their case, of the unnamed fifth 
element in his. It seems very possible that they adopted his scheme with a slight 
simplification. But they need not have known de caelo. The scheme was already in 
n£pl qHAOOO!j>l«<; (frag. l9b and 21 Ross, 20 and 24 Rosel). 

Zeno, who was followed in this by Chrysippus, explained the stability of the 
cosmos by an argument that earth and water moved towards its centre because they 
were heavy, while air and fire, although weightless and therefore given to mount 
upwards and occupy a place towards the circumference, were also drawn towards 
the centre. This is reported by Stobaeus, Eel. 1.19.4, taken from Arius Didymus (fr. 
phys. 23 Diels, SVF 199): 'Zeno's view. The parts of every thing that in the cosmos 
has come into being with its own peculiar condition have their motion towards the 
centre of the whole thing' [i.e. every identifiable object is cohesive], 'and similarly 
with the parts of the cosmos itself. Therefore it is rightly said that all the parts of the 
cosmos have their motion towards the centre of the cosmos, and particularly those 
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that have weight. The same thing is respon~ible for the cosmos's being stationary in 
the boundless void and for the earth's being similarly stationary in the cosmos, 
established in an equally-balanced manner around its centre. Butb()dy·does not 
necessarily have weight; air and fire are weightless ( apapfj). But these also are in 
some way drawn ( td vw9at Diels: yl vea9at M SS: Kt ve1a9at M eineke) to the centre 
of the whole spnere of the cosmos, yet they accumulate towards its circumference, 
since they naturally mount upwards through having no weight. In the same way 
they deny that the cosmos itself has weight, because its whole composition is of 
elements that have weight and others that are weightless (apapfj). They hold that 
the earth of itself has weight, but in view of its position, because it occupies the 
middle ground (and the motion of bodies of this kind is towards the centre) it 
remains in that place'. 

Hahm writes (113) 'it is surely obvious that the fundamental concepts in Zeno's 
argument, namely weight, weightlessness, natural movement and cosmic places are 
derived from Aristotle'. This claim must be examined. One indication he neglects, 
perhaps rightly thinking it of little value: the word apapqc; first occurs in surviving 
literature at de caelo l. 277 b 19 and there with regard to the position of the elements 
in the cosmic sphere; it is also to be found at Met. 1004. b 14. The possibility of 
Zeno's having learnt the word from Aristotle cannot be excluded, but the 
coincidence would have more force if they had both used the word deliberately, 
making it something other'than a synonym of Koi:iq>oc; 'light'. But there is no sign of 
this; later Stoics used Koiiq>oc; of air and fire without hesitation (SVFn571, 473, 
555). 

It is to be noticed that, as Hahm himself points out, Aristotle uses the 
'fundamental concepts' otherwise than Zeno. He starts from the natural positions 
of the elements; those cause their natural movements, as each tries to reach its 
natural place; and weight is caused by the tendency of earth always to move 
downwards and of water to move downwards if in air. For the Stoics the relations 
are reversed. It is weight that causes the centripetal motion, and it is the centripetal 
motion that brings about the position of the elements. It is conceivable that they 
arrived at their view by a deliberate rearrangement of the Aristotelian concepts, but 
hardly necessary. The idea that weight would cause a centripetal motion was all that 
was needed to give rise to Zeno's scheme. 

Now Hahm argues that it was Aristotle who first made weight an absolute quality 
of things, so that Zeno must have been dependent upon him (133 n.60). It is true 
that for Plato heaviness, a better translation of papoc; than 'weight', was in 
Cornford's words (266) the name of 'an affection we feel, rather than of any 
property independently existing in the bodies outside'. It is also true that for 
Democritus weight was, in the view of many scholars, not an absolute quality of 
atoms but first contributed to them by their movement in the vortex. But the careful 
discussion of D. O'Brien ( 1979) 40 l-26, shows that the majority of the evidence is 
against that view.99 In earlier literature the words papuc; and papoc; are 
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predominantly used of things which are a burden on something else. But that does 
not mean that the writers did not think the thing that was papu to be heavy in itself. 
That is the common-sense view against which Plato's relativism may be seen as a 
philosopher's protest. So when Parmenides wrote a'L8f:ptov n:up, ~mov ov J.!EY' 
~Aaq>pov and VUKT' uoa~. 7tuKLVOV OEJ.la<;, EllPPL8Et; 'tE (OK 28 B 8.56-9) he did not 
mean that in the iilusory world of seeming fire and night seemed to seeni light and 
heavy, but that they seemed to be light and heavy.l do not think therefore that Zeno. 
had to read de cae/o before he could find absolute qualities in lightness and 
heaviness. · 

What may be more plausibly ascribed to Aristotelian influence is the Stoic belief 
that KOUq>oc; is absolutely opposed to papuc;. A thing that is light is not less heavy 
than one that is weighty; it is not heavy at all, it has a natural movement upwards, 
whereas what is weighty or heavy has a natural movement downwards. This is the 
Aristotelian view in de cae/o,JOo which he distinguishes from that of previous 
thinkers, of whom some had believed that everything had weight (de caelo 4. 311 b 
16 o'iovmi nvec; Jtavt' EXELV p&poc;); for them 'light' must have meant 'less heavy'. 

The second opinion ascribed by Arius, perhaps to Zeno, certainly to the Stoics, 
according to which the cosmos has no weight, as being compounded of weighty and 
weightless elements, must have been intended to support its immobility in the 
infinite void. It was so used by Chrysippus (SVFn555, Achilles, lsagoge4): 'just as 
the cosmos would be carried downwards if heavy, so upwards iflight; but it remains 
where it is because it has what is heavy equal to what is light'. 

What is for our purposes most striking about this argumen(IOI is that it assumes 
the effect of weight to be movement downwards in the void, whereas in the earlier 
part of what Arius ascribed to Zeno its effect was movement towards the centre of 
the cosmos, and that was considered to be adequate reason for the immobility of the 
cosmos in the void. Adequate it would have been, if there was no up and down in the 
void. Weight causing a downward movement, down being towards the centre oft he 
cosmos and up away from it, its only effect would be movement towards the centre, 
and the forces resulting from the surrounding sphere would be in equilibrium. 

But the centripetal effect of weight is not logically incompatible with its also 
causing a fall downwards through the void. An object might in theory 
simultaneously fall towards the centre of the cosmos and down in the void along 
with the cosmos as a whole. The Stoics seem to have held that the cosmos did not in 
fact fall because it was, taken as a whole, weightless. The earth, however, was 
weighty; why should it not fall through the void, while fire and air rose? The answer 
would be that the cosmos was a unity, a living being held together by the airs which 
penetrated it, so that its heavy and light parts would no more come apart than 
would the limbs of a man thrown into the sea. 

This would have been a satisfactory reply were it not that the Stoics held that in 
the infinite void there is no up and down. Plutarch wrote: 'It is frequently asserted 
by Chrysippus that outside of the universe there is infinite void and that what is 
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infinite has no beginning, middle, or end; and this the Stoics use especially to 
annihilate the downward motion which Epicurus says the atom has of itself, their 
contention being that in an infinite there is no differen~e (Statpopac;) by which to 
distinguish one part as being up and the other down' (Stoic. Rep. 1054 B~C, trans: 
Cherniss, S V F 11 539). Now this is very similar to something in Aristotle. In arguing 
that motion in a void was impossible, he had said ( Phys. 2 I 5 a 8-10) that 'inasmuch 
as it is boundless, there will be no up or down or centre, and inasmuch as it is void, 
there will be no difference between up and down (for just as no difference exists in 
nothing, so there is none in void)': u J.lSV yap Cln:etpov, oUSi:v &amt avro ouoi: K<hro 
oooi: J.1EOOV, u Si: K&VOV, ol>B&v Stat:popov TO avro 1'0U J((lt(l) (roam:p yap TOU JHlOevo~ 
ol>BEJ.tta l::ar\ Stat:popa, olhro Kai <ou K&vou). This was part of his case against the 
existence of void. The possibility must be admitted that Chrysippus was stimulated 
by this one sentence in an argument that otherwise carried no conviction with him, 
although in view of our incomplete information it would be hard to feel confident 
that Aristotle was the first philosopher to make the point. 

When Chrysippus employed the argument that the cosmos did not fall because it 
was weightless, was he unaware that it was invalid as using the terms 'up' and 
'down', inapplicable to the infinite void? If so, perhaps he had not yet met and 
adopted the view expressed by Aristotle that there was no up and down in the void. 
Or was he using an ad hominem argument against anyonelo2 who did not go along 
with that view? Perhaps he said 'if there is 'up' and 'down' in the void, as Epicurus 
maintains, the cosmos will nevertheless not fall, as he thinks'. One must find it 
improbable that he used the argument of weightlessness, inconsistent as it is with 
his normal doctrine that in the void there is no up and down, in knowledge of that 
doctrine, as if the argument were sound.l03 

(ix) The Soul 

There is no sign that the Stoics were aware of the revolutionary theory of 
Aristotle's de animo, which made the soul (psyche) 'the first actuality of a natural 
body with organs and possessing life'.I04 At first sight their own view, which made it 
a material thing, a 'breath', described as a compound of air and fire, is diametrically 
opposed. Yet pneuma was for Aristotle something without which there would be no 
life, no psyche. So far as we know, it was he who invented the idea of aullt:puwv 
n:v&l>J.la, 'connate breath', something found in all living creatures and distinct from 
the breath of respiration, which is absent from e.g. insects and the embryos of 
mammals. The phrase occurs not infrequently in his biological writings. 

The same two words were used by Chrysippus at the beginning of a verbatim 
extract from the first section of his llsp\ 'l'uxf\c; (Galen, P/ac. Hipp. et Pial. 5.251, 
S VF 11 885): ~ \jluxi)n:v&uJ.lo tatt auj.l<purov tiJ.tivauvExec; rcavri. rq> aroj.latt, Btf\teov 
ear' iiv it rf\c; ~Qlll~ sunvota n:apt; tv -rep oroj..latt. 'Our soul is a connate breath, 
continuous with the whole of the body,1os through which it passes so long as the fair 
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breathl06 of life is present in the body'. Here then Chrysippus used Aristotle's phrase 
O'UJ.u:putov nv&UJ.l<X. He may have inherited it from Zeno, from whom he certainly 
had the idea of a connate breath.I07 Did the idea and the name both come from 
Aristotle? If Aristotle was the first to speak of a mJJ,Hj)utov nv&iJJ,ta, it would seem 
mere obstinacy to deny his'influence on the Stoics, and Wiersma admits, ( 1943) 
199-200, that Zeno owed the notion of pneuma to him.•os Although the functions of 
the Aristotelian 'innate breath' are much more limited than those of the Stoic, there 
is in common th~ basic feature of being distinct from the breath of respiration. Yet 
the differences are large. For the Stoics it is the soul~ for Aristotle only the tool of 
the soul. For them it is responsible for movement, sensation, and thought; for him 
for movement only. For them it is absolutely warm; for him something that can give 
warmth, but that can also cool overheated blood. In view of these differences one 
may at least canvass the possibility that both were independently influenced by 
theories proposed by doctors. 

The close association of medicine and philosophy has often been remarked. The 
latter part of the Timaeus evidences Plato's debt to the doctors. The eminent 
Sicilian physician Philistion seems to have visited the Academy (Diog. Laert. 8.86, 
[Plato] Ep. 314e, and possibly Epicrates, frag. 10 Kock}. W.'Jaeger has shown in 
Diok/es von Karystos (1938) that Diocles, so famous in Athens as to be called a 
younger Hippocrates, exhibits connexions with the thought of Aristotle, whose 
pupil he believed him to have been. Although there is no evidence of personal 
contact between an early Stoic and a famous doctor, Diocles' pupil Praxagoras was 
roughly Zeno's contemporary, although perhaps a few years older, and influential 
in Athens,IIO Praxagoras seems to have identified the soul with a pneuma that 
stretched through the body. No fragment states this explicitly, but it seems a 
reasonable inference. F. Steckerl (1958) 21 writes 'for Praxagoras the soul, 
obviously, was nothing other than the pneuma or even better the pneuma in the 
heart'. By this he must mean that the controlling element of the soul was in the heart 
(cf. frag.62, 'the natural function of the heart is thinking', cf. frag.72), from which 
the pneuma that, as he maintained, filled the arteries carried instructions. 

Unfortunately there is no evidence that any of these doctors used the phrase 
OUJ,lq>Utov nvEiJJ,ta. According to Galen, de trem. palp. conv. 6 (7.14 Ktihn) 
Praxagoras was one of innumerable doctors OO'ot tO e€pJ,lOV OUK EJ,lq>UtOV &/../... 
eniKtr}tov &i.vm VOJlU;ouatv. Since the nveuJ,tet of animals is warm, this may imply 
that it is not aUJ.tq>UTOV. Ill Galen, it is true, ascribes to him a belief in EJ,lq>UTO~ 
e€pJ,taa1a at de nat. fac. 2.8, but Steckerl argues that to be a mistake. 

Although Philistion and Diocles did believe in an innate warmth, the phrase 
OUJ,lq>Utov nveuJ,ta does not occur in any of the fragments of Philistion or Diocles, 
yet there is nothing to indicate that they did not accept the idea. They even said that 
breathing was tfjc; EJ,lq>Utou 9epJ,taa\ac; avciljlo~ic; ne;, Galen, de usu respir. ( l.l.ii, 
4.471 Kiihn).ll2 W. Jaeger (1938) 215-6 argues that the absence of the phrase may be 
no more than accident; he feels that 'one does not get the impression that Aristotle is 
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introducing for the first time ideas that were later to be so much used; he seems to 
suppose them to be current among his hearers.' Whatever the justification for 
Jaeger's feeling and whatever the similarity ofZeno's views to medical thought, the 
fact remains that Aristotle is the only man actually known to ha ye used the phrase. 
c:nijl<pu-rov nw:uJ.Jct before him. Whether we must see direct or indirect influence or. 
even none at all is a question on which it will be prudent to keep an open mind,lll 

(x) Cosmobiology 

Under the heading of cosmobiology Hahm discusses the Stoic belief that the 
cosmos, as a living being, has a 'I'UXtl. a 'soul'. This was in the Platonic tradition, 
and like Plato (cf. Sextus Empiricus, adv. M.9. 104-7, SVFI 110-1) Zeno held this 
'life-force' to be rational. He also argued that it was possessed of sensation (SVFI 
114), which was for a Stoic inextricably connected with reason. Whether Plato 
ascribed sensation to his world-soul is not an altogether easy question. He seems 
never to do so in so many words, and Aristotle confidently writes of him at de anima 
407 a 3 -rl')v yap 'tOU 1tctV'tO~ (se. \f.IUxl')v) Sf)A.ov on 'tOlctll'trJV €lVctl po6A.e-rm OLOV 
no-r· ~anv 6 KaA.ouw:vo~ vou~· ou yap Sl') o\6v y' ~ a\a9rJnKt1. Some, e.g. Hicks 
ad loc., think that sensation arose only when bits of soul were embodied in man or 
beast, but Cornford 96 is of other opinion: 'But the World's soul is not pure 
intelligence; being united with a perceptible body, it may be imagined as having 
internal feelings, which would be covered by the word aisthesis'. When Zeno called 
the world-soul sentient he must have thought of such 'internal feelings', for it too is 
united with a perceptible body. 

We are better informed about Cleanthes, although it cannot be known how much 
of his treatment was in fact inherited from Zeno.lt may have been he who borrowed 
two arguments from Aristotle's nepl. qnA.oampict<; (see above p.l4), although this is 
not certain. 114 Are there other traces of Aristotelian influence? Hahm is unable to 
find much, except for one claim. He believes that Cicero, N. D.2.23-44, is in large 
part derived from Cleanthes, who is twice appealed to as a witness. This is probably 
right. A basic thread in the Stoic Balbus' discourse here is that God, who is the 
world's soul and is fire and warmth, has three consequences parallel to those of soul 
in man: he is responsible for the world's maintenance, for its sensation, and for its 
intelligence. Hahm ( 146) sees a remarkable coincidence here with Aristotle's 
distinction between the nutritive, perceptive, and rational faculties of the soul. 
Although according to Balbus the soul 'holds together' and 'preserves' the world 
rather than 'nourishes' it, preservation as well as nutrition is for Aristotle part oft he 
work of -ro 9pentuc6v (de anima 416 b ll-19), and for Balbus 'feeding' of the 
microcosm is parallel to preservation of the macrocosm. So there is no difference 
here. Where there is a difference is in the fact that Cleanthes identifies soul with fire, 
whereas Aristotle insists that fire is the tool of soul in its nutritive aspect, and gives it 
no role at all in the sensitive and intellectual aspects. So if Cleanthes was affected by 
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Aristotle, he accepted only what suited him and disregarded the rest. That may be 
thought no improbability. 

Accordingly, Aristotelian influence on Cleanthes must be kept in mind as 
.possible. But that does not mean that it is a necessity. Other possibilities must be 
·considered. Sensation and intelligence as activities of the world-soul were inherited 
· from Zenoi did' Cleanthes need Aristotle's psychology before adding that it 
maintained the world? When the 'lfUXtl leaves the. body of an animal, the body 
decays; it was natural therefore to think that the 'lfUXJl maintains the animal's body 

·(cf. Plato, Phaedo 87d-e). Analogy would easily suggest that the world-soul 
performed the same function for the world. There is no need to bring Aristotle in. 

Perhaps Zeno already made the world-soul hold the cosmos together and it is 
mere chance that our sources do not mention it. If so, considerations of the same 
kind apply. The sensation and the intelligence of the world-soul were legacies from 
Plato; maintenance by it of the world would be an easy addition. Aristotelian 
influence on him cannot be excluded, nor is it necessary. 

(xi) Cosmic cycle 

At first sight the Stoic belief that the world goes through an eternally repeated 
cycle, by which it turns completely to fire in a conflagration and is quenched into 
water and from that water spring the elements to constitute another world identical 
with the preceding one in form and change and events, appears to be a 
contradiction of the Aristotelian world, which is eternal in structure and subject to 
irregularity only in the sublunary regions. Hahm, however, argues (190-5) that the 
Stoics were affected not only by the Pythagorean doctrine of cyclical recurrence 
and by the conflagration which they, like Aristotle, read into the sayings of 
Heraclitus, but also by Aristotle's decaelo 1. 279 b 17-280a 34, where he reviews the 
question of the eternity of the cosmos. Aristotle there concedes that the cosmos may 
be eternal, even if subject to cyclical change; its body (crroJ.la) will exist 
continuously, but its dispositions (Bta9i:crw;) will perish (280 a 11-23). He seems to 
regard this as a view that is logically possible, although untrue of the universe as it 
is. Something similar was the view that the Stoics accepted as a true account, but 
did they arrive at it independently or by reading AristoHe or hearing his opinion? 

Hahm thinks that they 'appropriated Aristotle's theory completely' ( 193) ... 'with 
only slight changes in some of the terminology'. The supposed change is perhaps 
not so slight. They did not distinguish, as did his theory, between an eternal cosmos 
and perishing dispositions of the cosmos, but said that KO<TJ.lO~ had two or more 
senses: in one sense, -ro l;~ arcc:icr11~ oucrl.a~ iBiroc; n:ot6v, it was eternal, in another, 
heaven and earth and all that lies between, it was perishable (SVFI1526, 527). What 
was eternal in Aristotle's theoretically-possible scheme was the material, the body 
of the cosmos; in theirs it was the principle or force that made the cosmos what it 
uniquely was, what we call god or Zeus, who is the \()l.roc; n:otoc; of the cosmos (SVF 
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11 396, 1064 Plut. comm. not. 1077 D-~). On the other hand I cannot see in 
Aristotle's words anything ignorance of which would have hindered the formation 
of the Stoic doctrine. 

Hahm finds significance in the fact that the Stoics frequently used the words 
CiwKoa).leiv and OtaKOcrJ.ll]<H<; of the passing order created in the cosmos, since.·· 
Aristotle used the phrase OtE ).lEV o{hroc:; 6re of: EKt:ivroc:; OW.tl8Etat Kal 
15taKeK6a).ll]tat (de caelo 1.280 a 20). But it is easier to suppose both to have taken 
the word from current usage than that the Stoics learnt it from Aristotle. They had 
an excellent precedent in Anaxagoras, who had written (DK 59 B 12) Kat 6no1a 
B~lBAAEV eaeo8at Kat 6noia Tjv acrcra vuv ~.Ill EOtl, Kat oaa vuv tan Ka\ onoia 
Eatat, navta OlEKOO).ll]O€ vouc:;. Aristotle himself uses otaKOOJ.lrJOl<; in Metaph. A 
986 a 6 as if it were a familiar word. The variant 15u:lKOa).lo<; is in Parmenides (DK 28 
B 8.60) and was used as a title for works by Leucippus and Democritus. 

(xii) Time 

Stoic views of time, when discussed at all, have usually been seen as developed 
from the Aristotelian. Its The derivation has some plausibility, but is less secure than 
its proponents imagine. We possess in Physics 4. 217b-219b Aristotle's careful 
argument, which leads him to the conclusion that time is 'the measure and number 
of movement with regard to earlier and later'. From Zeno we have simply his 
conclusion that time was 'the interval of movement' (S V F 193). We can only guess 
how he arrived at it.ll6 S. Sambursky suggested ((1959) 101) that he substituted 
'interval of movement' (ou1atl]).la Ktvtiaeroc:;) for 'number of movement' (&pt8).lo<; 
Ktvticreroc:;) because of Strata's criticism of the Aristotelian phrase, based among 
other things on the observation that number is discrete, while time is continuous 
(Simplicius, in Physica 788.36-790.29 Diels). This is of course possible, but another 
possibility is at least as likely, namely that Zeno proceeded from discussions in the 
Academy, which may have originated in the treatment of time in the Timaeus, 
where it had been seen as something caused by the movements of the heavenly 
bodies. Interest in time there is confirmed by Speusippus' definition of it as to tv 
Ktvtiaet noa6v, 'the quantity contained in movement', (Plutarch, Quaest. Plat. 
1007 A, SVFil 515). Strata himself went back to this, saying that time was trov E:v 
KtV~aet Ka\ tiPEJ.llr;l rroa6v (frag. 78 Wehrli, Aetius 1.22.4). 

Speusippus' definition already almost contains the two concepts of Zeno's. 
Movement is common to both, and Zeno's 'interval' or 'dimension' involves 
Speusippus' 'quantity'. But both definitions suffer from ambiguity because they do 
not specify the field in which measurement is to take place. Time is not the measure 
of movement in space. Aristotle had avoided this ambiguity by including in his 
definition the words 'with regard to earlier and later'. If Zeno had taken his start 
from Aristotle, surely he would have retained this essential addition. 

Chrysippus argued that since time was infinitely divisible what we call present 
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time consists in fact of time that has passed and time that is to come (SVFll 509). 
Strictly speaking there is no such thing as present time·(J.IllEitva Ken' cmapno~tOV 
tveotaV(tl xpovov, SVF 11 509; &w:oni'ita Si: J.l~ &\vat xpovov, SVF 11 519).' 17 

: This view h;1s a great similarity to the conclusions reached by Aristotle in Physics 
4, that there js no,smallest uriit of time (220 a 31) and that 'now' is not a time but a 
·moving point or boundary between two stretches of time (222 a 33-b2., 219 b l 0-
12.). Chrysippus may have borrowed Aristotle's conclusfons with or without 
acknowledgment. But this is an instance where it would be by no means improbable 
for two thinkers to arrive at the same result independently. It may be significant 
that there is no evidence that Chrysippus identified 'now' as a point or boundary: 
this may merely mean that we are ill-informed. But according to our sources he 
simply denied the existence of present time, a less subtle procedure. 

Dr Sedley has drawn my attention to Plato, Parmenides 152c and 156c as 
passages from which the idea of an instantaneous present as a moving borderline 
between past and future could have been developed. lt has also been made clear by 
N. C. Denyer(l98l) 34 that Diodorus Cronus was the origin ofSextus, adv. Math. 
10.119, where it is argued that if present time is (infinitely) divisible, it will be 
divided wholly into past and future. If Chrysippus needed prompting, one may 
think it more likely that he was stimulated by Diodorus, with whose arguments he 
elsewhere concerned himself and with whom Zeno had studied, than by Aristotle's 
Physics. Diodorus may of course have known Aristotle's treatment of the subject; 
he may have been in Athens during Aristotle's last years (Sedley (1977) 80). Sedley 
also believes Diodorus to have read Aristotle's Physics VI (ibid. 86). If this is right, 
he may also have read Physics IV; but he may have heard reports of Aristotle's 
teaching, or even heard some of his lectures. But that is a matter for speculation. 
Aristotle is the first philosopher known to have maintained the infinite divisibility 
of time; but even if he was also in fact the first, it does not follow that others did not 
independently discuss its possibility and consequences. 

(xiii) The road from Sensation to Reason 

There is a striking similarity between the Stoic account of the formation of 
conceptions and of reason and that given by Aristotle in Posterior Ana~J'(ics 
2.19.99b35-l00a9. Aetius 4.11, under the rubric 'How sensation and the conception 
and internal thought arise', writes: 

The Stoic statement: when man is born he has the controlling part of his soul 
like a sheet of paper suitable for writing on. On this he gets each of his 
conceptions inscribed. The first way of inscription is by way of his sensations. 
For sensing something, e.g. white, men have a memory of it when it has gone. 
And when there are many memories of the same kind, then we say we have 
experience. For experience is a number of presentations of the same kind. But 
of conceptions some arise naturally in the aforesaid ways and without 
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contrivance, while others come thrqugh our instruction and attention. The 
latter have no name but that of conceptions (8vvotat), the former are also 
called preconceptions (npo/..t1ww;). But reason, by virtue of which we are 
called rational, is said to be made up from the preconceptions in the first seven . 
years (SVF 11 83).tts · 

The parallel passage in Aristotle is as follows (99 b 36): 

Animals have the power of sensation. In some there is persistence of the object 
of sensation, in others not. In those where there is none there is no knowledge 
beyond sensation, either absolutely or in those instances where there is no 
persistence. Where it does occur, it is possible for them when having a 
sensation to retain something in their soul. There are many animals of this 
sort, but they differ in that in some of them reason arises from the persistence 
of such things, and in others it does not. So from sensation comes memory, as 
we say, and from frequently occurring memory of the same thing experience; 
many memories make one experience. From experience or from [does this 
mean And from or that is from?] every universal that has become established 
in the soul, (the one beside the many, whatever is identical in all those things), 
comes the origin of skill (•f:X.Vl'}) and knowledge (tlno•!lJ.HJ).II9 

The similarity between Aristotle and the Stoics is plain and it may be right to 
suppose that they developed what he had begun, whether they were aware of it 
directly or indirectly. We have seen that the Analytics may have been available: 
Epicurus had heard of them at the least and they are in Diogenes Laertius' 
(?Hermippus') list of Aristotle's works. But there was another work, and a well
known one, from which the Stoics may have learned Aristotle's views. The story of 
the development from sensation to knowledge is told with the same stages in the 
first chapter of Metaphysics A, 980a 27-981 a 2. Now this chapter contains matter 
from the Protrepticus (Jaeger (1923) 68-72), notably 980 a 21-26 and 981 b 13-982 a 
2. Although it cannot be shown that the scheme of development was to be found 
there also, that seems at least possible. 
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VII. DISREGARD OF PECULIARLY ARISTOTELIAN IDEAS 

A general consideration can be dealt with briefly but is of great weight. The 
Stoics show no awareness of a number of conceptions that were important to 
Aristotle. They neither use them nor attack them nor even allude to them. It is 
tempting to conclude that they did not know them. Perhaps too little attention has 
been paid to this unconcern because Stoics were far too long widely thought of as 
philosophically uninteresting: it was no matter for surprise if they did not attend 
with care to the wisdom of their great predecessor. In the last generation attitudes 
have changed: there is general recognition that the early Stoics were intellectually 
serious and it has become easier to believe that disregard of important Aristotelian 
views was due to ignorance rather than to idle dismissal. 

Some of these have already been mentioned: the two qualities of each element (p. 
37), the impossibility of void (p. 42), the soul as actuality of the body (p. 46). 

Of the others the most striking is the pair Mvu~.n~ and tvf:pyeta. They seem never 
to be opposed in a Stoic context. The word tv&py&u:x is found in some passages 
dealing with Stoicism, but there is no evidence that it was used by early Stoics. It is 
found in Epictetus and fairly frequently in Marcus Aurelius, but always with the 
meaning 'act' or 'activity', never 'actuality'. The authors who use it when speaking 
of Stoicism are Arius Didymus, Plutarch, Clement of Alexandria, Alexander of 
Aphrodisias, Origenes, and Simplicius. All of these may be using Aristotelian 
language, with which they were familiar, to expound Stoic doctrine. However that 
may be, the opposition between tvf:pyeta and MvctJ.W; never appears. Consistently 
with this the word Mvu~u~ itself never seems to carry the meaning 'potentiality'; 
rather it means a 'force', an 'active power', as when Zeno called fate MvctJ.u~ 
KlV'Il'CtKij 1fj~ u/..11~ (SVFI 176). Consonant also with this ignorance of the idea of 
potentiality and actuality is the absence of the word tvn:Hxetct from the Stoic 
vocabulary. The word may have been invented by Aristotle, who uses it not 
infrequently in Physics and Metaphysics. 

Essential to Aristotelian meteorology was the novel view that the earth gave off 
not one kind but two kinds of exhalation; to the unmistakable exhalations from 
water were added dry exhalations from other sources. Exhalations from water play 
their part in Stoic meteorology, but nothing is heard of the dry ones. If they were 
known about, did they not deserve a mention, even if not accepted? During's note, 
(1966) 386, that the word avaeuJ.ltam~. often used in accounts of Stoic meteorology 
and psychology, first occurs in Aristotle and may have been his invention, seems to 
me to be unimportant. The verb ava9uJ.nO.oeat, later to be common, is also first 
found in Aristotle, but it would be hasty to suppose that he invented it, or that 
Chrysippus learned it from him (SVFII 579). 
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There is no mention of Aristotle's distinction between the irregular sublunary 
and regular supralunary regions~ 

Noteworthy is the fact that no use or mention is made of the doctrine that virtues 
are means between extremes. To accommodate this would not have been difficult, . 
but it would have been a complication that did not strengthen Stoic ethical theory.·· 
The absence of any mention may lack significance, but that is not so easy to believe 
in view of the central position of ethics in the Stoic philosophy. 

Some words were assigned meanings other than those given them by Aristotle. In 
some cases it may be that Aristotle was the innovator and the Stoics preserved an 
earlier use or developed it in their own way. 

Nothing shows whether avttKElJ.IEVa in Aristotle's sense of opposites preceded 
the Stoic meaning 'contradictories'; here however Aristotle's threefold distinction 
of opposites, contraries, and contradictories is clearer than the Stoic scheme and 
one sees no reason for their abandoning the distinction if they knew it (above p. 21). 

Plato could use the words f:~t<; and ouxe~:mc; as synonyms, Laws 792d, cf. 
Phi/ebus lid. Aristotle distinguished E~tc; as an enduring state, oui8~:mc; as a 
transient condition ( Categ. 8 b 27-9 a 13), and his use of oui8~:mc; usually accords 
with this, although he slips back at EN 1107 b 16 to making the words synonymous. 
The Stoics also distinguished the words, but in a different way. For them a E~tc; 
admitted of degrees, a otci8wtc; did not. Simplicius, in categ. 237, 27 Kalbfleisch 
makes this very plain, rejecting the view held by some that f:~tc; was transient, 
oui8Emc; enduring. Transience and duration were accidental properties of many, 
but by no means of all, E~Etc; and ow8f:crEtc;. It is impossible to say whether the 
Stoics were ignorant of Aristotle's distinction or knew it, but thought their own 
more useful and less vulnerable to criticism of the Sorites type. 

Discordance over <pavtao'w, <pcivtaoJ.Ia, and <pavtaottK6v was noted above (pp. 
22-3). 
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VIII. CONCLUSION 

An eminent scholar, A. Momigliano, wrote (730) that Syme is inconceivable 
without Namier as a predecessor ('ohne Namier als Vorgiinger ist Syme nicht zu 
den ken'). In the Ti~1es Literary Supplement of28 Ja~uary 1977, p. 99, Fergus Millar 
stated that when Syme wrote The Roman Republic he had not read Namier. If there 
·are similarities between them, this leaves two alternatives: either Syme knew from 
talk among historians the principles of historiography associated with Namier's 
name, or he independently employed some oft he same principles and so is, after all, 
conceivable without Namier. The considerations here involved are applicable to 
our enquiry. 

Many writers have maintained that some Stoic doctrines can only have arisen in 
reply to Aristotle's or as a development of them, and some have believed that early 
Stoics made a close study of his school-works. The investigations of the foregoing 
sections discourage such a belief and support the view that the school-works were, 
with· few exceptions, unknown to them. There are, however, similarities with 
passages in the school-works and these must be explained. One possibility is that 
the same ideas were also expressed in an exoteric work and that a Stoic philosopher 
read them there. But there are two other alternatives. The Stoics may have heard 
reports of Aristotle's teaching, whether explicitly acknowledged as being his or 
given as accepted Peripatetic doctrine; on the other hand, they may independently 
have thought in the same way as he had done, whether each reached the same 
conclusion or each adopted some idea that had already been proposed. 

The striking absence of explicit evidence that the early Stoics took an interest in 
the work of Aristotle or of his following in the Peripatos makes me the readier to 
accept independent thought as the explanation of similarities. The similarities, 
moreover, are often only partial and accompanied by divergences. Those who wish 
to see Aristotelian influence may explain these differences as changes necessitated 
by unalterable Stoic dogma or as the results of a desire for simplification. They can 
equally well be understood as the natural consequences of the independent reaction 
of two men to the same problems. 

No one will doubt that Stoicism was formed as an amalgam of original thought 
and of material which its founders learned from earlier and contemporary 
philosophers. Unfortunately any attempt to separate these factors is condemned to 
a great measure of uncertainty because we are so inadequately informed about what 
was available to the early Stoics. It is probable that they could read Aristotle's 
Protrepticus, Eudemus, On Justice, and On Philosophy, perhaps other exoteric 
works. But of the contents of these books there is very inadequate information, and 
it can only be guessed how much attention they received. This ignorance is not the 
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only handicap to hinder anyone who wishes to estimate the possible contribution of 
Aristotle's thought to the development of Stoicism; we also know all. too little about 
other philosophers whose influence ought to be taken into accoun.t. Zeno. was 
undoubtedly much affected by the Platonic tradition of the Academy. But what 
may he have learned from Polemo, with whom he is reported to have ·studied? 
Polemo is now remembered for his unexcitingcontributionsto ethics, but he.is said 
to have greatly admired Xenocrates, whom he was always mentioning(Diog. Laert. 
4.19). Xenocrates had a very wide range of interest and it would not be surprising if" 
Polemo passed on some of his views, whatever they may have been. 120 

We ought constantly to remind ourselves how much is not known about the 
intellectual life immediately preceding and contemporary with the rise of Stoicism; 
we should not forget the precarious nature of many conclusions about the Stoics' 
sources. In the concluding paragraph of his study of Diodorus ((1977) 104) D. N. 
Sedley writes that 'those ancient philosophical systems which we rank supreme. 
from our own peculiar historical perspective, further blinkered by the scanty 
survival of their competitors, by no means dominated the conversation of the 
young men who thronged the philosophical schools of Athens in the first fifty years 
of the Hellenistic era'. 

Visitors to the Vatican galleries may see a magnificent painting by Raphael 
entitled The School of Athens, familiar through frequent reproduction. Amid a 
great concourse the composition picks out two figures in the centre. They are in 
earnest conversation as they come forward to descend a short flight of steps. One is 
a vigorous old man, the other in the prime of life; the first is Plato, the idealist, who 
points to heaven, Aristotle is the other, the realist, who turns his hand firmly 
downwards. It is a beautiful picture, but not a historical one. The modern world 
sees the two men as equals, outstanding stars in the heavens of ancient philosophy. 
Some of us may be Platonists, others Aristotelians, but common sense joins the pair 
in a class that has no other members. That is not the way in which they were 
regarded by their contemporaries and their immediate successors. For the 
generality of what may be called the intellectual public Aristotle was a welcome 
target for scandal and his views largely unknown or misrepresented. There is no 
proof that even philosophers recognised his greatness. Almost no sign, perhaps no 
sign, survives that the men of the Academy were affected by him; not Xenocrates, 
not Polemo, not the innovator Arcesilaus. It is a matter of dispute how much 
Epicureans and Stoics knew of him, but whether through ignorance or deliberate 
rejection they see-m simply to have disregarded many of his most dearly-held 
opinions and valuable innovations. 

To prove a negative is often difficult or impossible, especially if the evidence is 
limited. Often the best that can be done is to argue that the negative is, although not 
proven, still probable. The concern of this paper has been to set out the support for 
what I believe to be a probable negative thesis, namely that Aristotle was not a 
significant influence on early, that is on third-century, Stoicism. New evidence, it 
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must be admitted, might change the picture. Recovery of one ofZeno's writings, of 
which hardly a line now survives, might reveal that he made many explicit or 
otherwise indisputable references to Aristotle. But as things stand, it seems to me 
that such indications as there are point only rarely to Aristotle as the probable, let 
alone the certain, 9rigin of Stoic doctrines. However that may be, I hold even more 
strongly that it is ·a mistake to proceed on the a priori assumptions that the Stoics 

. must have known _the opinions expressed in his school-works, must have· 
understood his importance sub specie aeternitatis, an.d must therefore have been 
Influenced by him. 
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PANAETIUS AND POSIDONIUS 

Although these authors did not contribute to Stoic orthodoxy, there may be 
some interest in enquiring into the influence exerted on them by Aristotle. Both 
worked in Rhodes, to which island, two centuries earlier, Eudemus had moved 
from Athens, taking with him a copy of at least the first six books of Aristotle's 
Physics, and perhaps of other school-works (cf. 3). This suggests a possibility that 
some of these works were available in Rhodes and may have been read by these 
Stoics. Panaetius is said to have been icrxupro~ <pt/..on),choov Kal <pt),aptcrtotf:ATJ~ 
(Stoic. Ind. Here. 61) and of Posidonius Strabo says (2.3.8) :n:o/..u yap ecrn to 
a\noA.oyucov nap' ai.rr~ Ka\ to aptcrTOn:A.I~ov. D. J. Allan writes ((1975) 249)· 
'there is no good reason for doubting that both were acquainted with Aristotle's 
treatises' .121 

Yet with one exception there is in fact very little positive reason for believing 
either to have been acquainted with anything but some of the exoteric works and 
what the tradition of the Peripatetic school represented as Aristotle's views. That 
conclusion was reached by 0. Regenbogen ( 1940) 1374. The lack of evidence may 
be due to chance and the inadequacy of our records. But for what it is worth such 
information as we have does not suggest knowledge of any work of the Corpus 
except Meteorologica, the first three books of which were very probably used by 
Posidonius. 

Panaetius 

Why did the author of the Index Stoicorum call Panaetius 'a lover of Aristotle'? 
The phrase does not necessarily imply any knowledge of the works of the Corpus, 
any more than does Cicero's statement (Fin. 4.79) semperque habuit in ore 
Platonem, Aristotelem. Xenocratem, Theophrastum, Dicaearchwn. It would be 
quite enough if Panaetius admired some exoteric works which were in general 
circulation. The remains of Panaetius, incomplete and unrepresentative as they are, 
provide no evidence of knowledge of the school-works. One may suspect too that 
the love of Aristotle was manifested by an interest in the teaching of later 
Peripatetics, since the Index continues that 'he even made some modification in 
Zeno's doctrines because of the -Academy and the Peripatos', d[A.A.a] Kat nape[ 
v&a]oo[K]e trov Zl']voov[&loo]v [nota t~]v'AKaOTJ~tav [Kat Tov flsp\]na"tOv. On the 
other hand it is noteworthy that M. van Straaten ( 1946) finds Peripatetic influence 
at two points only, acceptance of the eternity of the world-order (78) and (more 
doubtfully and perhaps less plausibly122) the conception of virtues as the 
development of innate instincts (171). Similarly N. Tatakis (1931) almost without 
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exception mentions Aristotle only to contrast him with Panaetius. M. Pohlenz, 
( 1947) I 195, says that Panaetius could allow the spirit of a Plato or an Aristotle to 
affect him, and {I 197) that he took over empirical material from Aristotle; but the 
only instance.he gives is the likeness of Cicero, N. D. 2.125-7, which he ascribes to 
Panaetius, to passages in Ps.~Aristotle Hist.An. IX; the ascription is uncertain at 
the least, see van.Straaten 251-2. 

An<;>ther inconclusive attempt to show knO\yledge by Panaetius of an 
Aristotelian school7work is that of F.A. Steinmetz (1967) 50-I. He maintains that 
Cicero made use in.writing de amicitia not only ofTlieophrastus nepi qnA.ia~ but 
also of some work in which Panaetius drew upon the discussion of qnA.\a in EN 8 
and 9. That Cicero used Theophrastus' nep\ qnA.\ac; is a solid island in the sea of 
Quellenkritik, since it is affirmed by Aulus Gellius (1.3.11) who, or whose 
authority, had the advantage of being able to compare the two books in detail. But 
direct knowledge by Panaetius of EN cannot be assumed; he too could read 
Theophrastus' nept qnA.\ac;, which may have repeated elements of Aristotle's views, 
whether they were to be found in EN 8 and 9 or in EE1 or remembered by tradition. 

Posidonius 

The words of Strabo 2.3.8 are often cited by modern scholars: noA.u yap ton to 
al ttoA.oyucov nap' a&tc(l Kat to & ptoton:A.\~ov· one p EKKA.t vouot v o't t)}.l6te pot8u1 
t~v f:n\KpU\jftV t<Ov aln<Ov. 'There is in him much enquiry into causes, that is much 
in the manner of Aristotle, from which men of our philosophy abstain because 
causes are hidden from us'. Exactly what he intended by to &ptototel..\~ov is 
uncertain: at the one extreme he could be saying that Posidonius conducted much 
enquiry into causes in the manner of Aristotle, at the other that Posidonius took 
over material from Aristotle. My own guess is that Strabo wished to represent him 
as consciously following Aristotle's lead in trying to find the causes of things.I2J But 
that does not show him to have been familiar with the works of the Corpus. He 
could have found the interest in causation either displayed in Aristotelian or 
pseudo-Aristotelian works that are now lost or indeed simply preserved in the 
Peripatetic tradition. Thus Diogenes Laertius says (4.32) of Aristotle that 'In the 
sphere of natural science there was no one who had greater concern to investigate 
causes, so that he explained the causes of even the most trivial things. For this 
reason he even wrote not a few books of Memoirs (or Notes) on Nature':'t.v te to1~ 
q>uc:nKo1c; a\no/..oytKrotatoc; 1taVtrov tyf:vew J.u1A.tota, OSon: Ka\ xept t<Ov 
tA.azl.otrov ta~ aitia~ (mo~i\Sovat, 8t6rrep Kat o&K 61..iya PtPI..ia ouvf:ypallfe 
!j)UOtKcOV a1tOJ.lVfJJ.lOV€U~Ult(l)V {01tOJ.lVl1J.lUt(l)V Cobet). These books are probably to 
be identified with the q>uotKa xpoPA.tiJ.lata used by Plutarch and Aulus Gellius(3.6) 
and the q>UmKa in 36 volumes recorded in Diogenes' list of Aristotle's writings. 
Aristotle may have had a hand in them, but there must have been contributions 
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from members of the school. Strabo's words then provide no evidence for direct 
knowledge of works that survive today. Elsewhere, however, he may testify to 
Posidonius' acquaintance with one work of the Corpus. . · . 

That work is Aristotle's Meteoro/ogica.l24 Strabo 2.2.2 (F 49 Edelstein-Kidd) . 
says that he reported and criticised Aristotle on the terrestrial zori.es. 'Aristotle's · 
view is to be found in Meteor. 2. 362 a 32ff. Hence the following passage probably 
shows that Posidonius knew and accepted the Aristotelian explanation of haloes 
(iHeteor. 3, 372 b 12ff.), not merely that Alexander believed him to have been 
influenced by Aristotle. iJ !lE V yap • Aptoro-rf:A.ou~ M!; a m:p\ T~~ UAffi ro~ btl 
Keq>aA.airov wtal>nJ, btlJKoA.o69lJoe oi: al.'mp Kctl IIooetorovLO~ n:avtrovaxeoov 1:6>v 
aA.Arov ou !Cct'l:a UVCtiCActOlV O.A.M Kata KAOOI.;t~ 0\j/EffiV cthlffiJ.lEVffiV (Alexander, in 
Meteorologica, pp. 142.21-143.11 Hayduck, Fl33 E-K). 

Three other passages do not prove, but suggest knowledge of Meteorologica. (I) 
The scholia on Aratus, Phaenomena 1091, F 131 a E-K, give the views on comets of 
the Pythagoreans, Democritus, Anaxagoras, and Posidonius. Just before the last a 
personal observation made by Aristotle and recorded in Meteor. I. 343 b 12ff. is 
cited; it may have been quoted by Posidonius. (2) The same scholia, on line 881, F 
121 E-K, give Posidonius' explanation of mock suns. At the end of this Aristotle's 
different explanation (Meteor. 3.377 a 29ff.) is briefly stated; the scholiast may have 
derived it from Posidonius. (3) Strabo 4.1.7, F 229 E-K, talking of the so-called 
'Stony Plain' west of Massilia, concludes· AptoTOteAlJ~ J.lEV ouv q>lJOLV un:o 
oetoJ.lrov trov KaA.ou!lf:vrov j3paotrov tKm:oovta~ tou~ Ai9ou~ El<; t~v tmq>aw:tav 
ouvoA.\.oOetv e\~ ta Ko1Aa trov x.rop\.rov· Ilooetorovto~ 8L. Once again, it is likely 
that Strabo's information about Aristotle was derived from Posidonius. Edelstein
Kidd refer to Meteor.2. 368 b 28 and that may be right. Aristotle, however, does not 
there use the name J3paot~~ or say anything about slipping into hollows. All he says 
is on:ou 0' iiv "(EVl]'taL '{OlOU'tO~ OElOJ.lO~, E:n:utoA.Cil;et 1tA~9o~ A.terov ciSonep trov EV 
AlKVOl~ avappaHOJ.!&vrov and that this happened m:p\ ·~v AtyuottK~V xropctv. 
Perhaps Posidonius, who appears to have associated Ligurians with the Stony 
Plain, if responsible for Strabo's information about Aristotle, himself drew it from 
Meteorologica, adding details which he believed Aristotle, had he so wished, might 
have inserted;t2s it may be more likely that his source was not the Meteorologica, 
but the lost Problemata Physica.t26 

On the other hand the juxtaposition of Aristotle and Posidonius in Plutarch, de 
facie 932 B, F 125 E-K, is not to be explained as due to quotation from the latter. 
The J'-'!eteorologica is not involved, but the Problemata, of which Plutarch makes 
extensive use elsewhere.t27 The careful analysis by H. Gorgemanns (1970) 140-6, 
148 shows that it was Plutarch himself who combined Aristotle and Posidonius. 

Posidonius believed that Apellicon had bought, as well as a number of other 
libraries, that of Aristotle, that is to say the library taken, according to Strabo and 
Plutarch, by Neleus to Scepsis (Athenaeus 4.2l4d, F 153.150 Edelstein-Kidd). He 
shows no sign of knowledge of what its contents were or of what had become of it; 
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hence one cannot safely argue, as has been done, 12s that because he mentions no 
novelty it contained nothing that was previously unknown. 

Apart from the references, certain, probable, or possible, to Meteorologicajust 
discussed there are four passages in which Posidonius is said to have referred to 
Aristotle; in none is. the reference clearly to a school-work. (1) Strabo 3.3.3, F 220 E
K, reports critiCism of Aristotle for his views on Spanish tides; these are certainly 
-not in . the Corpus; (2) Strabo 17.1.5, F 222 E-K., reports a statement that 
Callisthenes' view th~t the rising of the Nile was caus~d by summer rains had its 
source in Aristotle (cf. frags. 246,247 Rose, from m:pl -rfjc; TOU N&iA.ou l'tvapacrE~). 
(3) Strabo 1.2.21, F 137 a E-K, reports a denial that any recognised authority on 
winds, e.g. Aristotle, Timosthenes, or the astronomer Bion, regarded theN orth and 
South winds as pre-eminent. The reference is perhaps to Ps-Aristotle llept -rrov 
<nu.u:i(J)V (frag. 250 Rose). (4) Athenaeus 5.214a, F 253.119 E-K, cites Posidonius 
verbatim: the 'Peripatetic' Athenian at once got rid of the sensible citizens, napa 
ta 'Aptcrtotf:A.ouc;; Ka.l 0wq>pacrtou My~am. The view that states are best directed 
by 'sensible' men may derive ultimately from Aristotle's and Theophrastus' Politics, 
but it was probably standard Peripatetic doctrine, accepted as that of the founders. 

Three passages state that Posidonius followed Aristotle with regard to some 
specific point. It is possible that he acknowledged a debt to his predecessor. On the 
other hand the writer may simply have assumed that the later philosopher must 
have been influenced by the earlier.129 One cannot therefore treat these passages as 
secure evidence for knowledge of Aristotle. 

(I) Simplicius, in Aristotelica Physica 193 b 23,291.21-292.31 Diels, F 18 E-K: 6 
~e. AAt~av3poc;; q>lA07t6V(J)<; AE~lV nva tOU r&J.llVOU napatlelJOlV tK tijc; tnttOJ.lfjc;; 
trov lloaet3(J)VlOU M&tE(J)pOA.oytKIDV S~l"JY~O"E(J)<; ta<; U<JlOPJ.lCt<; cmo. Aptatotf:A.ouc;; 
A.apoucrav ... OUt(J)c;; J.lEV ouv KO.t 6 rtJ.ttvoc;; i)tot 6 1tapa t(i"l n:J.ltVCJ) llocr&t3rovtoc;; 
tf'lv ~t(((popav 'ffj<; 't& <JlUcrtof..oy'i.ac; Kat 'ffj<; O.crtpoA.oy'i.at; napa3t3(J)crtV uno 
't"OU 'Aptcrtotf:A.ouc;; "tac; uq>opJ.lCt<; A.apo>v. Posidonius, assuming that it is he, not 
Geminus, who is responsible, provides a long discussion of the differences between 
6 q>ucrtK6c;; and the astronomer. Aristotle in the Physics distinguishes the two, but 
says only a few words about astronomy; he is principally concerned to contrast the 
<j)UcrtK6c;; with the mathematician. There is no close similarity between the two 
treatments,IJO lt is unnecessary to suppose that Posidonius, who was interested in 
astronomy, needed stimulus from Aristotle to attempt to define its sphere. (2) 
Simplicius, in Aristotelis de cae/o 310 b I, 700.5-8 Heiberg, F 93a E-K: l:iAI..oc; ~E 
OUto~ 6 tp6noc; Kat aA.A.oc; tK&ivot;, Kae' ov 't"Ct j.!EV papf:a Kat 'JIUXPCt UAI")<; Myov 
E)(&t v, ta 3i: Kouq>a Kat eepJ.la e'i~ouc;; <roe;;> at')'f6c;; 'f& • AptcJto'fEATj<; &v a AA. me; A.eyet 
Kat0~:6q>pacrto~ tv 'tcp nepltrov cr"t"Otxel.rov y~:vf:ae(J)~· Kat nocret3rovtoc; 6l:-rrotKoc;; 
napa tOUt(J)V t..aprov navmx.ou X.Pli"ca.t. Some scholars assert this passage to show 
that Posidonius was acquainted with de generatione et corruptione. But Aristotle 
does not say this at 335a 5, to which Theiler refers, nor anywhere else in gen. et corr. 
2.8 adduced by Heiberg, followed by Edelstein-Kidd. I do not know where he does, 
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if anywhere. Professor Kidd remarks to me that the stateme.nt about Posidonius is 
also puzzling since for a Stoic the formative elements are fire and air, and air, 
although light, is cold, a view to which he seems elsewhere to have adhered (F 94. E-: 
K). Simplicius may of course be right in supposing that Posidonius borrowed this 
thought from Aristotle and Theophrastus, but he may have done no more than· 
draw his own inference from the similarities he detected. (3) Galen, Plac.Hipp. et 
Plat. 131 5.481, 462.12 M, F 144 E-K, F 183 E-K, says that Posidonius 'followed' 
Plato and Aristotle to a greater extent than he did Chrysippus in distinguishing 
calculation, spirit, and appetite. Again, Posidonius may have cited Plato and 
Aristotle as authorities, but he may have done no more than use a tripartition 
familiar in philosophical circles. m 

In three other passages Galen notes an identity of view between Posidonius and 
Aristotle, without necessarily implying influence: Plac. Hipp. et Plat. 4.343, 432.9-
15 M; 5.493, 476.2-6 M; 6.515, 501.7-14 M; F 142 E-K, F 145 E-K, F 146 E-K.lnall . 
three he observes that Aristotle and Posidonius both speak of ouva).l&t<;, not parts, 
of the soul. 

Finally there is a passage in which it is not clear whether the reference to Aristotle 
is Galen's own (so Laffranque 399) or that ofPosidonius, as Professor Kidd tells me 
he is inclined to believe. P/ac. Hipp. et Plat. 5.464, 443 M, F 169: 1C«\ yap ot'J~ea\ l'O 
a\).la otwpep&tv tv -role; ~q)otc;; q>llai 9&pJ.16tlll't Ka\ 'lfUXP6tlll'l ~ea\ mix&t ~ea\ 
AE7tl'Otr)'n Kal aAA.mc;;, fPllCJi, Otaq>opa1c;; OUK oA.iymc; U7tEp rov'AptOl'Ol'EAll<; tlt\ 
nA.&1a'tov <>uiA.9&v. TJJ.1&1c; o& Ka'tC1 tov oiKe1ov Kcttpov br\ npot1Kovn Tip A6ycp 
J.lVllJ.lOVEUOOl!&V ctUtcOV, flVIKct QV Kcti atrtCt<; tac;;'lmroKpcitouc; tE Ka\ llMtrovoc;; 
PtlCJ&tc; 7t&p\ tOUt(I}V napaypaq>OlJ.lEV. tv o& '-r{j) 1tctp6vtt npoc; l'OU<; 1t&p\ l'OV 
Xp60t1t1tOV 6 A6yoc; EVEO'tllKE J.lOI l!tlte aAA.o 'tl ytyvrooKOvtac;; 'tOOV Kata 'tCt naell 
J.l t19. roe; a\ tOU CJOOl!a'toc; Kpciastc; o\ K&iac; f:auta1c;; tpyciCovtat -rac;; naGllttKac; 
KlVtlCJ&t<;. OUtOJ yap 6 nomaorovtoc; OVOj.lU~El V e'iro9&v .• AptototEAll<; (){; aVttKpuc;; 
t'iSll (De Lacy: t'iOll MSS) KaA.&1 trov ~q)wv· anacrac;; tac;; totautac; ti;c; 1¥UXiic;; 
KataotUCJEl~, l;~llY£1l'at a& Ka9' ovnva l'ponov tn\ ta1<; otaq>&pouactt<; Kpao&al 
auv'iataVta\. 

The reference may be to De Partibus Animalium 647 b 30-648 a 13 and 650 b 19-
651 a 19.It may be relevant that the only works of the Corpus quoted by Athenaeu~ 
(although he mentions the Nicomachean Ethics) are Historia Animalium and De 
Partibus Animalium. This suggests that the latter, like the former, were known 
before the work of Andronicus. But the passage of Galen is not one which allows 
any certain inferences about Posidonius' knowledge of Aristotle. 

The conclusion must be that there is no positive evidence that Posidonius knew 
any of the school-works, except perhaps the Meteorologica. 
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APPENDIX 

Ocellus Lucamis 

Since claims that Stoics were affected by Aristotle's· de generatione et 
corrupiione have been treated sceptically above (pp. 33, 61) it is only fair to notice 
that proof of knowledge of that work before the time of Andronicus has been 
claimed for the book we know by the name of its alleged author, Ocellus Lucanus. 
The book contains a few undeniable quotations from de generatione, but it is not so 
easy to determine what exactly can be deduced. Ascribed to an early Pythagorean 
named Ocellus or Occelus, it was originally written in literary Doric, but apart from 
extracts preserved by Stobaeus ( 1.20.3-5) exists only in a translation into standard 
Greek, which is generally but not indubitably assigned to Byzantine times. 
Composed with the intention of showing that Aristotle had borrowed some of his 
doctrines from early Pythagoreanism, notably the eternity of the world, the fifth 
element, and the paired qualities of the four terrestrial elements, it contains 
verbatim quotations from de generatione which may provide evidence for 
knowledge of that work before the activity of Andronicus. The author's purpose 
need not have been to brand Aristotle with plagiarism. On the contrary, he may 
have wished to recommend Aristotle's doctrines by emphasising their antiquity and 
their identity with those of a man recognised to have been a great teacher. 

Although the date of the original pseudo-Doric version cannot be determined 
with complete certainty, probability favours one before the first century B. C. The 
earliest writer to refer to the work is Philo, de aetemitate mundi 12, but a mention in 
Censorious, de die natali4.3, is almost certainly derived from Varro. R. Harder, the 
editor of the surviving version, believing Varro to have had his information from 
the so-called Vetusta Placita, a lost doxographical work of about lOO B. C., would 
date the original to the earlier half of the second century (( 1926) 150). In his review 
of Harder's book W. Theiler shows the writer of 'Ocellus' to have been strongly 
affected by Critolaus and supposes him to have written in his time ((1926) 585); R. 
Beutler (( 1937) 2380) would also choose a date of about 150 B.C. I find this dating 
very probable, and it is consistent with the considerations advanced by H. Thesleff 
(1961) 102. It must therefore be asked whether Ocellus provides evidence of 
knowledge of de generatione at that time. 

The quotations from Aristotle occur in paragraphs 24 to 29 and consist offour 
almost verbatim extracts from de generatione B: 329a 32- b 3, 329b 18-20, 330b 25 
- 33la l, and 330b 3-5. The first is quo.ted in 'Doric' form by Stobaeus, so that 
there can be no suspicion that they were absent from the original version and first 
introduced into the later version written in standard Greek. There is no 
acknowledgment that they are quotations; they are presented as if they were the 
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words of Ocellus himself. 
Did the author know that he was quoting Aristotle? If he .did,. presumably he 

included these Doricised extracts to clinch the case for Aristotle's dependence on 
the early Pythagorean. He must then have imagined readers who were, or some of 
whom were, so familiar with de generationethat they would recognise the supposed 
borrowing. If he wrote before Andronicus, this is noteworthy. But it is perhaps 
more likely that in his source the extracts carried no indication of Aristotelian 
authorship and that he did not observe it. 

It is generally agreed that paragraphs 20 and 35 have their origin in teaching in 
the Peripatos. If that is so, neither the writer nor his teachers need have directly 
consulted de generatione; these quotations may have been part of the material 
inherited from the early days of the school when knowledge of that work is easier to 
credit. It is noteworthy that all four extracts deal with basic pieces of the 
Aristotelian system. The fourth, which gives the dual qualities of the four elements, 
might have been written in the same words by any Peripatetic. The second, which is 
a list of opposites, does not follow Aristotle's wording exactly; it has been extended 
by the addition of apat6v and rruKv6v, the absence of which from Aristotle's list was 
to be remarked by Alexander of Aphrodisias as if it were a known problem 
(Philoponus, in gen. et corr. 214.22 Vitelli, Harder l04), and altered by the 
substitution of o~u and CtJ.lPA.u for the less common words yA.toxpov and Kpaupov. 
Harder suggests that the changes were made by the writer of'Ocellus', but he may 
have found them made already in some epitome of Peripatetic physics. A motive for 
a change by him is hard to see, whereas a Peripatetic teacher might well wish to 
emend Aristotle's text by supplying an omission and avoiding an obscurity. It 
seems to me that the facts are most easily accounted for by the supposition that the 
writer recognised and expected his readers to recognise as Aristotelian the views 
expressed in these quotations, but did not know that he was quoting or nearly 
quoting Aristotle's own words. 

There is another place where there appears at first sight to be a reference to de 
generalione. In paragraph 44 there are the words Kae· EK<XOTOV avenA.liproOEV 6 
9&0~ QKQTQArJKTOV 1tOtlioa<; K<ll OUVEXfi TalrtrJV TfJV YEVEOlV whereas de 
generatione 336a 31 has ouverr/..r}prooE to OAOV 6 9eoc; tv3eA.exfi nmr}oac; TfJV 
ytvemv. (Philoponus on this passage read avenA.r}proae, 297, 14 Vitelli). Harder 
argues that Ocellus' preceding clause, GJ.lr\xavov l)v 9VrJ<<'w q>\ivw 9£lou P!ou 
Kotvrovfjoat is related to de anima 415a 29 'i va mu ae\ Ka\ tou Sel.ou IJ.&texrom v (1 
Suvavmt and that the writer will not himself have found and joined the two 
passages; rather the ideas will have been combined by Aristotle himself in the 
dialogue n.:p\ q>tl..oooq>ta<;. This is accepted by Walzer in his collection of the 
fragments (fr. 31) and by DUring (1966) 381 n.237. 

My conclusion is to find improbable the view that the author of'Ocellus' had 
direct acquaintance with de generatione. 
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NOTES 

I. A handy resume of the evidence 'and of the interpretations of modern scholars may be found in 
Outhrie 53-4. . 

2. There is little clear evidence on this. He is represented as' teaching tv AuKsiq> (Apollodorus, 
F.Gr.Hist. 244 F 38). The Lyceum was a public exercise place, popular with lecturers; we hear of its use 
by 'sophists' (lsocr. Panatlr. 18, 33; Athenaeus 3.98f, 8.336c-f) and by the Stoic Chrysippus(Diog. Laert. 
7.185, on the authority ofDemetrius' 'OJ.ImVUJ.IOI,early lstcenl. B. C.; on thesameauthorityChrysippus 
was the first to dare to hold a class (ozo.1..l)v SJ(&tv) in the open air at the Lyceum. This shows that in 
Demetrius' day at least there were roofed lecture-rooms there). They presumably wished to attract 
audiences. Did Aristotle also? Or was he listened to by a narrow circle of attached pupils{Aulus Gellius 
20.5.4, a passage of dubious credibility), as was Wittgenstein in the garden of Trinity College, 
Cambridge? But it is difficult to believe that Aristotle's teaching was entirely conducted in this public 
place. He must have hired a house- not being a citizen, he could not buy one -in which to live and lodge 
his collection of books, and it is probable that this was where he lectured to his regular associates. A 
famous article by H. Jackson, Journal of Philology 35 ( 1920) 191-200, showed that he could point to two 
paintings, one representing the scene described by Plato in Protagoras 33Sc, the other that of the 
Phatdo. A blackboard (or rather a whiteboard) might have been brought by slaves to the public 
gymnasium, but the pictures strongly suggest a private house. A parallel may be found in the Platonic 
school. Although the comic poet Epicrates represented Plato as presiding in the public gymnasia of the 
Academy over the efforts of some young men to classify animals and plants, it is hardly credible that all 
his activities were carried on there for all to hear. Some must have taken place in the house which he had 
bought in that· neighbourhood and which his successors inherited. On the Lyceum as a place of 
education, cf. J. P. Lynch, Aristotle's School ( 1972) 45-6. The use of 'Lyceum' as a synonym for the 
Aristotelian or Peripatetic school is mainly modern, although there are a few ancient examples where the 
word, although primarily meaning the place, is intended to suggest the school: Cicero de orar. 1.98, 
Lucian Piscaror 52, Themistius oral. 4.60. 

3. Demochares, Demosthenes' nephew and anti-Macedonian politician, denounced him as a traitor to 
Stageira and an informer on the rich men of Olynthus; but the date of this attack (Eusebius, Praep. Ev. 
15.2.791d) is not known. Aristotle was not the only philosopher slandered by Demochares. 

4. Diog. L. 5.35 says that he had many pupils (if that is the meaning of yvwpiJ.IOl) but names none here 
except Theophrastus. l. DUring (1966) 35 notes that only Theophrastus and Eudemus were of any 
importance; the former at least had joined him before he returned to teach at Athens, while the latter did 
not remain there but went to Rhodes. Tradition associated Aristoxenus and Dicaearchus with him; but 
many of their known views diverge sharply from his. 

5. Speusippus was mentioned, probably when no longer alive, at Met. 1028 b 19, 1072 b30, EN 1096 b5, 
1153 b 5, Xenocrates in the early Topica at 112 a 37, 141 a 6, 152 a 27. 

6. The origin of the name Peripatetics for the school founded by Theophrastus is fully discussed by K. 
0. Brink, R £ supp. vn 899-904. They were first called o\ tirto (or h:) toii neptrtatou, which may have 
been the nepinato·; left by Theophrastus in his will to 'those who wish to study together' (Diog. laert 
5.52). J. P. Lynch 74 prefers derivation from a public'walk' in the Lyceum. But the school must in any 
case be regarded as a revival, more firmly established, of the group that had for a dozen years been 
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centred on Aristotle. Jaeger's belief, ( 1923) 335, tha.t the buildings bought by Theophrastus were .those 
earlier hired by Aristotle may be true but is entirely unsupported. 

7. It may be asked how much of Theophrastus' teaching and how many of his books were known outside 
his school. Unfortunately the evidence is insufficient to allow an answer. There-is nothing to show how 
much was passed on by word of mouth. As for the availability of his writings, the long list given by 
Diogenes Laertius and probably derived from the third-century Alexandrian Hermippus may be taken 
to show a readiness to allow circulation of those works. But it does not show the extent of circulation in 
practice or how easy they were to come by. Some at least of the works on moral questions were written 
for the general public and it must be supposed that at least some of these were copied comparatively 
often. The famous, or notorious, Callisll11mes or On Grief was one. It may be guessed that Epicurus had 
met his Ph.J•sics (p. 6) and it is likely enough that other scientific works were known at Athens in the third 
century. But the Metaphysics, critical of Aristotle, is not in Diogenes' list and was, according to a 
scholion at the end, unknown to Hermippus in the third century and Andronicus in the first. If it had 
been available earlier, its disappearance would have been most unlikely. But however much opportunity 
the early Stoics had to listen to, hear about, or read Theophrastus,evidencegiven below(pp. 13-15)will . 
suggest that they made little use of it. 

8. But he was consulted on the text of a passage in the Physics by Eudemus, who had taken a copy to 
Rhodes (Simplicius on Physics 923. 7-16 Diets), where he read to some audience a slightly modified and, 
it would seem, abbreviated version of the first six books. There are stories which suggest that Eudemus 
also possessed parts of the Meiaphysics(Asclepius in Me1. 4.4-1 I Hayduck and Ps.-Alexander in Me/. 
515.3-11 Hayduck). 

9. P. Moraux, Der Aristotelismus bei den Griechem ( 1973) 20-30, exhaustively treats the credibility of 
the story and modern attempts to confirm, reject, modify it. lt is accepted by W. K. C. Guthrie, His/Of.!' 
of Greek Philosophy VI 59-65, in a clear and to my mind convincing treatment. 

10. This argument was used by Zelleru 2.153, and has often been repeated. On the nature oft he library 
of the Peripatos see n. 31. 

11. Strabo, when he wrote, counted himself a Stoic, but as a young man he had altended the lectures of a 
Xenarchus, a Peripatetic (14.5.4), and had also engaged in 'Aristotelian studies' with Boethus ofSidon 
(16.2.24). 

12. Galen, TI€pi trov \Sirov P1P:>..irov, XIX 10 KUhn, provides a well-known, although much later 
example. On the meaning of llldlomc; cf. R. Pfeiffer, His10ry of Classical Scholarship (1968) 1 142. 

13. Professor Long insists that more may have been visible to Sbordone than can be seen today. 

14. Cf. E. Bignone, L'Arislote/e Perdwo (1936) 11 106 n.3. E. Schmalzriedt, TIEp\ qnioEroc;, Zur 
Friihgeschiclue der Buchtilel ( 1970) 105, says that in Peripatetic circles 'es bei Wendungen wie tlt ltEpi 
cpiJaEroc; ... nicht nur urn eine Art von Titelzitat, sondern ... urn eine generalisiercnde Themaangabe 
handelt'. cr. Simplicius ill Plrysica 924. I 5 Diels CjlUOlKCt /)£ tKal.ouv ou tU CJICtcO fl6vov {!})..a Kaita JtEp\ 
otipavou Kai nEpi ljiU;(i)c; Ka\ ID.:>..a n:>..Eiota, J. M. Rist( 1972) ix 'a fragment ofEpicuruswhichspeaks of 
Aristotle's physical treatises - though not necessarily of our Physics'. 

15. I. DUring (1966) 35 thinks it proves that Theophrastus edited some works of Aristotle and put them 
in the book trade and states that Epicurus speaks of Ana(l'lics and Phrsics. P. Moraux (1973) 1 11 says 
that Epicurus used and excerpted Anaf!•lics, Physics and De Caelo. Sbordone 127 is certain that the 
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writer of the letter had a thorough knowledge of the works he mentions, 'cum de ipsa fide et auctoritate 
illorum sententiam ferret. Crates Cynicus [why the Cynic and not" the Academic?], praesertim vero 
Aristippus ab eo sine dubio diligenter excussus erat'. None of the passages he then cites (Cic. Tusc. 2. 15, 
Diog. Laert 10.4, Euseb. praep.e1•. 14. 16.763d) mentions Crates or does more than repeat the 
improbable view that Epicurus derived his hedonism. from Aristippus. Moraux, however, (1973)1 11 • 

. accepts that it ea~ be proved that Epicurus had 'so treated', i.e. excerpted, Crates and Aristippus. F. 
Grayeff (1974) 70 reports that 'an Epicurean acquired or wished to acquire the Aristotelian Ana(l'lics 
and Phy.1ks no doubt. including at least parts of the Melaphysi.!:s'. J. Mau (1955) 106 states that 'the 
papyrus expressly says that the works named were well-known to the writer of the letter'. Arrighetti sees 

·in it testimony that Epicurus read 'the great Aristotelian treatises','l. Tanin (1981) 726 that 'copies of 
Aristotle's treatises must have been available in Athens'. 

11 should be noted that bcAtyoJ.IEV is by no means certain - Diano's l:fpeupOJ.IEV and Croenert's 
tyKptVOJ.l&V are not impossible, nor perhaps is ~>..tnolt&v- and even if right does not necessarily or even 
probably mean 'we excerpt'. Arrighetti originally translated it 'abbiamo scelto' and in his second edition 
uses 'prderiamo·. But if 'excerpt' is right, the natural translation is 'such material concerning nature as 
we excerpt', which gives no indication of the source from which the material was taken. Moreover, when 
oioai!&V and Jttcrtov have taken their departure, the simplest way of understanding what remains is' ... of 
Crates and Aristippus, the discourses of Plato on some subjects, and Aristotle's Ana~t·lii'S'. Epicurus, 
who had no use for formal logic, may have expressed disapproval of all the writings here assembled. 

16. This is not the place, nor I the man, to pursue this subject. I note only that on ethics A. Kenny, The 
Aristotelian Ethi<'s(l978) 15, writes 'I am unconvinced that we have any evidence that Epicurus knew 
any of Aristotle's surviving ethical treatises at first hand'. Belief that Epicurus knew the Physics is 
widespread. The studies most frequently quoted are those of W. Schmid, Epikurs Kritik der 
p/atonischen Elementenlelrre ( 1936) = Klassisch-philologische Studien 9, J. Mau, Philologus 99 ( 1955) 
99-111, and D. J. Furley, 7\•·o Studies in tire Greek Atomists( 1967) ch.8. Schmid himself recognised that 
nep\ qn.>..ouol/liac; could be substituted for Physics in his argument, Rh.Mus. N.F. 92 ( 1943) 44, an article 
less frequently remembered. Mau overlooks Diodorus as a more likely influence than the Physics(D. N. 
Sedley (I 977) 86-7). Furley's arguments are skilful and exacting, but may be dependent on the 
assumption that Epicurus studied Aristotle; it ought to be considered whether that is necessary. I think 
that the same assumption is made by B. lnwood. Class. Phi!. 76(1981)273-85. A-H. Chroust, for what it 
is worth, writes ( 1976) 103 that 'it is fairly reasonable to assume that Epicureans had no direct knowledge 
of Aristotle's "acroamatic" writings'; and F. Solmsen, Arist01le's Syslem of the Physical World(l960) 
142 that 'there is no evidence for Epicurus' having first-hand acquaintance with the Physics'. Such 
statements leave open the possibility of unspecified indirect influence. Criticisms of Furley are to be 
found in H. J. Kramer, Platonismus und hellenistische Philosophie (1971) 231-362, and H. J. Mette, 
Lustrum 21 (1978) 101-2. 

17. The exact meaning of the words n)v 8~:wpou~tY1JV l~<tv> (the emendation is Usener's) must be 
uncertain. The verb 8EropE1v ranges from 'perceive' to 'discuss', and in this passage the persons who have 
Aristotle in view may be either anybody who is interested or, perhaps more likely, Epicurus and his 
readers. The word was a favourite with Epicurus, both in the active and in the passive; the passive present 
participle occurs in Episl. ad Herodotum59, 73, 74, 78 and ad Pythoclem 91, 103, 113. Curiously enough 
several translators, perhaps by confusion with 8Edo8m, understand 8&ropouJJ&Vf}V to be a middle, 
seemingly an unparalleled usage, not registered in LSJ and occurring according to TGL only 'errore 
librariorum'. Thus Yonge has 'speculative philosopher', Gulick 'contemplative state', and Arrighetti 
'abito contemplativo'. 

18. This passage is probably part of Theophrastus' Physics, not of the doxographical cpuo1KliiV ~a1, 
seeP. Steinmetz, Die Physik des Theophrastos von Eresos (1964) 350. 
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19. I. During, 'Aristotle in the ancient biographical tradition', .Giitelmrgs Uni1•ersitets rfrsskr!ft 63 
( 1957) 324, who inclines to see Colotes as unscrupulous rather than ignorant. 

20. Discussions of this passage are conveniently summarised by C. W. Chilton, /)iog~l~eso.fOenoonda; 
The .fragmems ( 1971) 40-42; add H. J. Kramer (1971) 63-5. Ross, Aristotelis.fragmel!lo select a ( 1955) 5 
follows \Valzer in assigning the alleged Aristotelian doctrine to some dialogue. · 

21. Professor A. A. Long, who kindly called my attention to Timon, writes{ 1978) 79 'If the Peripatetics 
were as prominent and influential in the early third century as some suppose, it is at least surprising that 
their names do not make an appearance in the passages of Timon quoted by our main sources, 
Athenaeus, Diogenes Laertius, and Sextus Empiricus'. 

22. DUring suggests ( 106) that the 'destruction' of Plato's books refers to the criticism of Plato in n~pi 
qnJ.oooq)m~. 1t may be more likely, as G. E. L. Owen argues (0-'ford Studies in Ancient Philosophyed. 
J. Annas, I ( 1983) 12), that literal destruction of copies in Aristotle's possession was meant. Such 
accusations occur elsewhere in slanderous attacks; they were part of the repertoire. 

23. Other references to the attack are to be found in Diog. Laert. 2.109, At hen. 8. 354c and Themistius 
Or. 23. 285 C. With Eubulides Themistius associates, as enemies of Aristotle, Cephisodorus, and 
Timaeus, both historians, and Dicaearchus. There is no other evidence of Dicaearchus' hostility. 

24. Dilring understands in the latter way, (1957) 387, 'drawn from Epicurus and Timon's Sillol', cf. F. 
W. Walbank 11 343-4. The meaning of £ni ot6111:1 Cji~POILEvov is uncertain. The context suggests 'always 
concerned with eating' (omnia ad gulom re.ferens, Schweighaeuser), but the regular sense of ~rri (to) 
otolla is 'to fall, or lie, with face to ground', sometimes in supplication (Piutarch Arta.r:er:ces 29 fin. trrl 
ot611a nto6vta li&ia9m ICa\ '!K&tEU£tv). So perhaps here the meaning is that Aristotle constantly 
humiliated himself to get favours from his Macedonian friends. 

25. Hesitantly by Zeller 11 2.872, confidently by DUring ( 1966) 36, who writes 'Philochoros zitiert recht 
genau einige Worter aus Meteor. IV'. 

26. On Cephisodorus see DUring (1957) 389-90, G. E. L. Owen (1983) 13-14. 

27. The inscription is not completely preserved and there is a gap at the place where Plato's death would 
have been recorded, if recorded at all. The possibility that he was mentioned cannot therefore be 
excluded. 

28. Yet L. Taran (1981) 724 speaks of'the.fact that the availability of all or most of Aristotle's treatises 
during the Hellenistic age is guaranteed by the ancient lists of his writings'. The rest of his 'evidence that 
most if not all the Aristotelian treatises were available during Hellenistic times at least in Athens, 
Rhodes, Alexandria' is equally flimsy. With equal assurance H. Flashar ( 1981) 56 asserts the opposite: 
'nach dem Tode des Theophrast verschwanden die Lehrschriften des Aristotetes bekamulich zwar nicht 
vollsUindigaberdoch weitgehend aus A then'. (In both quotations the italics are mine. My identifications 
are taken from Dilring (1957) 41-50.) 

29. A. Kenny 40-42 argues that 38 is EE 1-V, 37 (ntpi na9cilv 6pyilt; [sic: DPI!Tt~ Kenny) a') ££VI, 
24 (rttpi qn>..ia~ a') ££VII. 

30. K. Ohly, Stichometrische Untersuchungen (1928), 89-92. By 'line' was meant not 'line of writing', 
but a standard measure of IS-16 syllables. 
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31. Peripatos: P. Moraux (1973) 1 4. Alexandria: I. DUring. Cla.uica ~~ mediemlia 17 (1956) 11. 
Pergamum: F. Grayeff 71-4. I name recent. rather than the lirst, proponents of these views. 1t seems 
likely that the Peripatos possessed some kind of library, although there is no direct evidence. I. DUring 
( 1966) 36 holds that there was no library distinct from that of its head, and H. B. Gottschalk. Hermes 100 
(1972) 333, argues that as the scholarch was the legal owner of the school's property he could not transfer 
anything away from h}mself to it. Th.is suits well with Strata's will which left to his successc:~r Lycon 'all 
·the books except What I have written myselr. But Lycon's will is more puzzling. He left ta ~~ui ~~~J.ia tci 
av&yvooo)leva to Chares and ta &vb;:liom to Callinus to publish. lt is more probable that ta E)la PtPJ.ia. 
means 'ihe books I have written' than 'the books I possess'. In that case he said nothing of what he had 
inherited. What had become of them? Perhaps it was taken for granted that they would pass to Ariston. 
his successor as scholarch (Moraux ( 1973) 1 17). 

32. Ohly 101, F. Schmidt, Di~ Pinak~s des Kallimadws(1922) 39. Moraux (1973)1 13 suggests that the 
occasion for the stichomctry was the copying for the Alexandrian library. Cf. E. Howald, H~rmes 55 
( 1920) 204. 

33. R. Stark, Aristotelesstudien2 (1972) 163 = Zetemata 8. 

34. Diog. L. 7.2, Strabo 13.1.67, Numenius apud Eusebium, Praep. Ev. 14.5 729b, Cicero Ac. Post. 
1.34, Fill. 4.3. D. E. Hahm. The Origlirs ofStoicrosmology( 1977) 221·3. maintains that this report may 
not be true, but have originated with Antiochus of Ascalon, who liked to represent Zeno as essentially a 
Platonist. He points out that if Zeno came to Athens in 312/11, the usually accepted date, he came bt\ 
noUJ.lroVo<;. another Polemo being archon eponymos in that year. This might have led to confusion and 
a belief that he came to study under Polemo the Platonist. All this is possible, but in view of the 
reputation of the long-established Academy and of its apparent influence on Stoicism. it remains likely 
enough that Zeno did listen to Polemo. · 

35. Hahm (1977) 224-5 suggests confusion with Xenophilus the Pythagorean. 

36. Cf. \V. Wiersma, Mnemosyne N.S. 3. 11 ( 1943) 192, D. N. Sedley in Doubt and Dogmatism ed. 
Scholield and others (1980) 5. 

37. Hahm 176, 269-72, cf. Madvig, CiC"ero De Finibus 844, 'Aristotelis mentionem e Cleanthis Iibra 
sumptam esse'. Some scholars believe that knowledge by Cleanthes ofnEp\ ljlt~oompiac; is to be found 
elsewhere. He explained men's belief in the existence of gods as due to four causes: precognition of future 
events, the great advantages conferred on men by the world in which they live, the terror caused by 
lightning, storms, plagues, earthquakes, etc., and, most importantly, the regularity of the movements of 
the heavenly bodies (Cicero, N. D. 2.13-15, 3.16, S VFt 528). Perhaps I. Bywater was the first to maintain 
that he was indebted to nEp\ Cj)IAOOOijltac; (Journal of Philology 7 (1877) 75-87). In The Stoics 70 I 
mistakenly wrote that all but the third of these reasons were to be found in Aristotle's dialogue. In fact 
only the first and the last are reported as Aristotelian (frag. 12). The last is also Platonic (Laws 966d-e). 
This may diminish the likelihood of Cleanthes' having been moved by Aristotle. Nevertheless the 
possibility remains. 

38. K. Reinhardt, Poseidonios (1921) 228-34, RExxu 701 (= Poseidonios von Apameia (1954) 701). 

39. What did Chrysippus mean by litaA&Kn~>~ in this passage, and in the title of his book? There is a 
strong temptation to suppose that he intended that lie id of philosophy to which we give the name of 
'logic'. As Pohlenz writes, (1947) 1 37, 'die Stoiker gern auch die gesamte Logik als Dialektik 
bezeichneten'. But it is more likely, and supported by the observations of A. A. Long, 'Dialectic and the 
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Stoic sage' in The S1oicsed. J. M. Rist (1978) 103-4,_that he was discussing a philosophical me/hod, the 
original sense of the word, which is interestingly examined by G. Ryle, Plalo's Progress(l966) 102-45. 
The Stoics did not forget the derivation of 8ta/..tKnKli from 8wAtyeo9at 'to converse' (SVFII 131, p. 
41.32) and among their definitions of it was 'the science of conversing correctly as regards what is said in 
question and answer'. (SVF 11 48). This points to the form of dialectic developed under Plato in the 
Academy and often renected in Aristotle's Topics. One speaker advanced a thesis and the other· 
attempted by questioning to induce him to contradict this thesis or accept incompatible proposit-ions or 
to involve him in infinite regress. Socrates, whom Chrysippus sees as the prime example of the 
practitioner of dialectic, certainly did not deal systematically with formal logic, but he is often 
represented both by Plato and Xenophon as causing his respondent to advance a definition which he 
proceeds to attack by the method of question and answer. Among Plato's successors both Xenocrates 
(Diog. Laert 4.13 n'j<; rrEpl t6 81aAtyto8at npayfla<do~ PtP/..iat8") and Polemo (Diog. Laert. 4.18) 
envisaged this kind of dialectical discussion. The method was continued by Arcesilaus (Diog. laert. 
4.28); perhaps Chrysippus did not include him among his list ofauthorities for the practice of dialectic as 
being an unrelenting opponent of the Stoa and therefore not to be praised. 

40. It would be a possible and interesting task, although it has already essentially been performed by 0. 
Gigon, Swdfen z11r amikm Philosophie ( 1972) 305·25, a revised edition of Hermes 87 ( 1959) 143-62, to 
trace the evidence for knowledge of Aristotle in the first century B. C. But it would be irrelevant to our 
more limited aim of considering his influence on the Stoics. For if he was then, in Cicero•s phrase( Topica 
3), 'unknown even to philosophers, with very few exceptions', that might not have been true of those 
active two centuries earlier. On the other hand, if the first century saw revived interest in him, as seems 
probable, writings may have then been discovered that had lain unnoticed before. 

41. I am tempted to quote the following warning. 'People are quick to look for musical influences. But 
you have to be careful with Wait on. You can say Elgar, Sibelius or Prokofiev but then discover that he 
had not even heard much of their music when he was first writing' (Aian Frank, The Times 29 March 
1982, p.5). 

42. The other view is taken by J. Longrigg, 'Elementary Physics in the Lyceum and Stoa', /sis66(1975) 
211-29, particularly 222-9. He concludes 'can it bepure(1•accidental that these parallels exist between the 
modifications and changes of Aristotle's cosmology introduced within the Lyceum itself and those made 
by the Stoa?' I should answer 'yes'. 

43. The evidence is to be found in A. Graeser, Die logischen Fragmente des Theophrast (1973) F.29. 
Graeser writes cautiously about a possible relation between Aristotle and Chrysippus (42-6). But he 
assumes without any evidence that Zeno was one of Theophrastus's pupils. 

44. Cf. M. Frede. 'Die stoische Logik', Abh. d. Akad. d. Wfss. in GiJtlingen 83 (1974) 15-18, and M. 
Pohlenz ( 1947) 11 29, a good review of the evidence. Pohlenz suggests however(u30) that O.vano8w:to~. 
the term applied by the Stoics to the basic forms of the syllogism, derives from such passages as An. Post. 
71 b 27,90 b 27, this in spite of quoting Plato Def. 415B, im69Eot<; t'lpx_lj t'lvano8EtK<~. which suggests 
that the word had wider currency. 

45. A recently published papyrus of the second century A. D., P. Oxy. 3320, is a fragment of some work 
very like An Prior. 47 b 29. Its editor suggests that the author was Eudemus or Theophrastus. If that is 
so, it may have been available to Chrysippus. In any case it provides a reminder that others besides 
Aristotle wrote about logic. 

46. Cf. my remarks in Illinois Classical Studies 1 (1982) 213 and A. A. Long, 'it seems to me not at all 
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impossible that the Topics were issued to the public, and that they stimulated Chrysippus'. Chrysippus 
did sometimes use what was in effect an Aristotelian syllogism. For example, Plutarch Stoic. rep. 1041A 
(SV Fm 297) reports the following argument 'verbatim': 'every correct action is a lawful action and a just 
action .. But what is done with self-control or endurance or wisdom or bravery is a correct action. 

:Therefore it is ajust action'. It may be right to see Aristotelian inOuence here, but is it necessary? Did it 
. need Aristotle to~ teach a man to argue thus? 

47. Se.xtus does not el(plicitly say that Stoics are concerned, but, the language is theirs. Nor is there any 
indication of when the substance of his report became orthodox doctrine. It may have been Chrysippus' 

· work, but that is nothing but a guess. Zeno wrote a book m:pi OllJ.IEirov(Diog. laert. 7.4), but its position 
in Diogenes' list suggests that it was not of a logical character. He may have done no more than use 
without analysis the common belief that some things are signs of others in the physical world. 

48. Burnyeat in a very interesting note (30) records that a milk·like substance may be exuded from the 
nipples of a pregnant woman. Aristotle is not advancing the absurd proposition that if any woman has 
milk in her breasts she is pregnant. He has in mind a real practical case, where it is desired to establish 
whether some particular woman is pregnant or not. lf'milk' is present, she is. At Rhel. 1357 b 15 he 
disregards this physiological fact, making milk necessarily a sign of having given birth; had he forgollen 
it, or had he in mind a particular case where it is desired to know whether a woman has had a child (cf. 
e.g. Menander, Samia 266-7)? Sextus' formulation 'has become pregnant (K&KtH]K&)' may be intended to 
cover both pregnancy and consequent motherhood, but I suspect the object to be to exclude the 
meaning, possible if ICUet is retained, 'if she has milk, she is becoming pregnant'. 

49. 11 was already thought by V. Rose ( 1854) 66 to be subsequent to Chrysippus. Alexander may have 
been unable to see nepi tvavtirov, but he does not say so. Aristotle refers(Mel. 1004 a 2) to l') tK>.o'fl'J trov 
tvavtirov, which may have been the same work as m: pi tvavtiOO\', Alexander's silence almost proves that 
he had not seen it, but not that it was unavailable in his time. 

50. Another place where Simplicius finds a<popJ.Iai in Aristotle, this time for Posidonius, is in Physica 
193 b 23 (see below p. 61); again I remain sceptical. 

51. The status of nepi dvnKEtf.!SVOOV, original or late forgery, is not affected by the facfthat it did not 
deal with some questions concerning words of deprivation that were tackled by Chrysippus (Simplicius, 
in c01eg. 396.19 Kalbfleisch, SVFu 177), but also raised many problems neglected by the Stoics. 

52. A useful collection of the material by D. A. Rees is to be found in Essays in ancien/ Greek 
philosophy ed. J. P. Anton and G. L. Kustas (1971) 497-502. 

53. Theophrastus, so far as can be seen from Priscian's account of the fifth book of his Phy:sic.s(3.261·82 
Wimmer; ed. I. Bywater, Supplememum Arislotelicum 1 2 (1886) 23-5) used material provided by 
Aristotle, but one cannot determine how closely he followed de anima. He accepted the sense given by 
Aristotle to <pavtacrf!a. If lamblichus interpreted him correctly ( 1.1 fin.), he argued that <pavtaala was 
an activity, but not an activity of the faculty of sensation ( 1.31 in it.). It was not to be compared with 
moulded wax. The simile of wax imprinted by a seal was applied to <pavraaia by Cleanthes and probably 
intended by Zeno's word dnecrlj)paytcrJ.ISVll. Theophrastus may have seen his account as opposed to that 
of the Stoics, but there is nothing to show that Chrysippus reacted to it. 

54. E.g. I. DUring, (1966) 37, 'The fragments of the Stoics show that they knew the ethical views of 
Aristotle. As sources they obviously had the dialogues of Aristotle, his elhics (seine Etltik) and the 
doxographical work of Theophraslus at I heir disposal. In the fragments that are preserved I have been 
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unable to find any verbal accord with the Aristotelian treatises'. By 'sei.ne Ethik' DUring may have 
intended to avoid committing himself to Stoic knowledge of any of the writings that now surviv.e. 

55. In the standard manner I use 'happiness' to represent sUliatJ.tovlu and 'virtue' for i'.lpstft, although it 
is common knowledge that they are no more than approximate renderings. upnJi is excel)ence and not. 
confined to morality, while &uliatiiOVia is not a subjective feeling, but a state or an activity that ~an be 
defined and recognised. · 

56. The suspicion cannot be avoided that Aristotle is using the word si &I~ ambiguously, 'in two senses', 
as J. A. Stewan puts it (Notes on the Nicomachean Ethics(l892) t 185. When he says that an act can only 
be done virtuously by one who knows what he is doing, he may have in mind, to take an example, such an 
act as exposing oneself to danger. That is not bravely done unless the agent knows that he is exposing 
himself. But a different sense appears in the contrast between the arts and the virtues, that of knowing 
how to do something. 

57. npoaip&at<; is a common word in Epictetus, the first Stoic known to have made much use of it. By it 
he means a general attitude to the moral problems of lire, a basic choice of principle. This is not derived 
from Aristotle. npoa\pEat<; also occurs in a passage of Stobaeus which contains much matter that 
originated with Zeno, Ed. 2.7.11 g, SVF 1.216. (The passage is an extract from the Epiwme of Arius 
Didymus, court philosopher of August us, who summarised Academic, Peripatetic, and Stoic doctrine.) 
When it is said that the good man (onoul:ialoc;) is great on liUvarat tcptKV£1o0at tciiv Katu npoaip&otv 
ovt6lV aOt!j) KalnpoK£1J.tEV6lV, this may be Zeno's own language. J. M. Rist ( 1969) 232 says that 'when 
Zeno used the word npoaiptatc;, everyone would have thought of Aristotle'. (Rist here seems to allow an 
exception to what he said on p. 15, 'the early Stoics avoid the Aristotelian word for choice 
(l{poa\ptou;)'.) I do not see why Aristotle should have sprung to mind. npoaiptot~ was, like to 
npoK&iiiEVOV, a word in general use and often indicated purpose, plan, policy. lt was a favourite with 
Demosthenes, and phrases like 1'1 npoaip&otc; toii ~iou (23.41, cf. Ps.-Demosthenes 48.56) and tv 
npoatptoEt XPJlot~ Kai pi<p ooocppovt (Ep. 3.18) offer precedents for Epictetus' usage. 

58. Aristotle also objects to the metaphor involved in calling o6lcppoouvT] a OUII«P6lVia. This is to be 
found in [Plat.] ~Opot 411 e. 

59. When at EN 1105 b 9 Aristotle concludes that 'it is well said that the just man arises by doing just 
things', he is approving a current view, not a discovery of his own. 

60. The exact meaning of dcpt)..aptivttat, perhaps a hapax, is obscure. The uncompounded verb is not 
recorded at all. The senses of the word \)..ap6<; suggest that what was in mind was the playfulness of 
healthy young animals. ei apa totiv appears to introduce a sceptical note. Perhaps the writer doubted 
whether all first impulses and activities were pleasurable. 

61. I do not venture to translate this word: 'habit' Stewart, 'formal cause' Burnet, 'permanent state' 
Ross, 'fixed disposition of character' Rackham. 

62. Cf. J. M. Rist, Phoeni.>; 28 (1974) 177, who finds 'a distant echo'. See also n.54. 

6~. J. M. Rist ( 1974) 178 says that Cleanthes certainly knew the concept that pleasure was an 
tmy&VVT]J.lU and adds that 'Stoic ethics frequently builds on foundations prepared by Aristotle', This 
statement about Cleanthes goes back to A. C. Pearson, The Fragments ofZeno and Cleamhes(l891) 
310, and is based on Sextus Empiricus ad\•. M. 11.73, SVFI 574 aH.a K)..tav9'lc; J.lEV IIBt£ Kat!Hpuotv 
at>t~V (se. ti!v l'Jiiovilv) £\vat J.lTit' u!;iav E;(&IV aun)v tv r!j) ~l!(l Ka9ansp li& to KUAAUVTpov KUtitcpuotv 
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llli &\vat. Pearson says 'in short, Cleanthes treats pleasure as an bny£wrum', but this appears to me to be 
far from certainly established by this passage. The meaning of Ka>..At:Jvtpov is not clear: the only known 
sense of the word and of its variant KaA.AuvBpov is 'brush', 'broom' (except that it is the name of an 
unknown plant which may have borne some similarity to a brush, Arist. HA 553 a 20) but Pearsonsays 
that it must here mean 'ornament' and refers to Suda s.v. But that entry gives him no support. 
Ka>-Auvtpa· K6ait'ltpu (a word otherwise known only from l: P~ac~ 59, where it explains K6P'llf.U), uvti 
lit toii li6pato; .Ca>.l..uvtpov cpEp(J)V KU\ KO<JKIVOV uvt\ n)~ uanH)o~ !CUt K6cptvov avti Kpavou~. E!lt ovou 
Ka0ryjlEVO~. an extract from some unknown author, seemingly de.scribing tlie humiliation inflicted on, or 
parody made of, some soldier. A brush is certainly an artificial, not a natural thing, and although it is 
difficult to see why Cleanthes should have chosen it as a parallel to· pleasure, he may have had a reason. 
Can it have been merely that a brush is not a possession to be highly regarded? If Ka>-Auvtpov as used by 
Cleanthes has some unknown meaning, the likeliest may be 'aid to beauty', 'cosmetic' (J. M. Rist (1969) 
47): as rouge on a woman's cheek makes her appear more beautiful than she really is, so pleasure makes 
an act seem more desirable than it is. A. BonhOffer (I 890) 314, accepting the Latin calimdrum as a 
corruption, thinks the word means false hair, or a kind of wig, or some form of head-dress. 

64. Cicero, Fin. 3.32, S V F 111 504 posterwn quodam modo et consequens pwandum esl. quod i/li 
bn y&VV'lllCHIK6v appellam. tm ytw'l~.a. perhaps originally a medical term, regularly has the meaning 
cf a Slibs~quem phenomenon. Professor Burnyeat points out its use by the doctor Erasistratus, who 
belongs to the earlier third century (Aetius 4.29). 

65. A. Kenny (1978) 15 points out that nothing is heard of EN before Cicero (Fin. 5.12), who thinks 
them perhaps to be the work of Nicornachus, an attribution apparently also believed by Diogenes 
laertius (8.88), who refers to ££as ta l)OtKti (5.21 ). There may, however, be earlier traces of ££in 
Diogenes'list (n.29) and they were used by Xenarchus in the later 1st century B. C. (Simplicius, decaelo 
55, 25- ££ 1221a 12). Kenny argues (219-20) that MM are a student's notes of a course delivered by 
Aristotle, who used material from ££together with some that was later to be incorporated in EN(cf. J. 
M. Cooper. AJP94 (1973) 327). If this is right, MM do not imply knowledge of EN. Note, too, that it 
would be odd if MM were given the title ta!J&ytiXa ~01Kaat a time when ££and £Nwerewidelyknown. 
Moraux, however, (1951) 87, explains the word pqti>..a as meaning that the two books of MM are 
exceptionally long. 

66. Professor Burnyeat calls my attention to EN 1177 a 18, which he would explain as a reference to 
some exoteric work, but he does not suggest that there is anything to show the appearance in it of the 
concept of an ~nlytV6~t&vov ti:Xo;. 

67. Hahm's position is approved by J. B. Gould, Joumal of/he Hislo~l' of Philosophy 18 ( 1980) 219-22. 
Although I am basically at odds with it, I gratefully acknowledge a great debt to his book. 

68. Cf. H. C. Cherniss, PIU/arch's Moralia XIII 2.809 (Loeb). But I think he is astray when he says that 
Chrysippus made his assertion in direct contradiction of Aristotle's de gmeratione 328 a 26-28. Similarly 
S. Sambursky, Physical World of the Greeks (1956) 146, says that Chrysippus 'explicitly alludes to 
Aristotle's example.' In Physics C?f the Stoics (1959) 13 'explicitly' has become • obviously'. 

69. Another example of the way in which the assumption that the Stoics read and studied Aristotle's 
school-works causes scholars to shut their eyes is to be found in the belief expressed by M. E. Reesor in 
The Stoics ed. J. M. Rist 196: 'In what must be regarded as a direct response to Aristotle, Chrysippus 
asserted that it would not have been necessary for Cypselus to reign at Corinth although that had been 
predicted by the oracle of Apollo a thousand years earlier.' This comes from Cicero, defato 13, who 
represents Chrysippus as replying, not to Aristotle, but to Diodorus: at hoc. Chrysippe. minime uis 
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ma:<imeque tibi de hoc ipso cum Diodoro cerlamen est. Jilt enim ... 111 et quQe non sill/ /lllura posse fieri 
dicis ... neque necesse fulsse Cypselum etc. Cicero's words provide no reason whatever for bringing in 
Aristotle, who never mentions Cypselus. 1t ma)' be guessed that Cypselus came from Diodorus, wlio is 
known to have been greatly concerned with the definition of possibility and necessity'and to have used 
the possibility of being at Corinth as an example (Alexander in an.pr. 184.1 Wallies).D.JI!. Sedley has 
argued {(1977) 96) that Cic. de faro 39 shows that de interpr. 9, where Aristotle .deals with. these·· 
questions, was unknown to the Hellenistic philosophers. (I should prefer'strongly suggests' to.his 'shows 
plainly'.) 

70. I find some support for the view that Chrysippus did not know Aristotle's discussion of Kpao~e; in 
gen. et corr. in Alexander of Aphrodisias, who seems to imply as much at de mhtione 3.216.9: t<iiv yap 
[I:t(J)I!Coiv] IIEt' autov o\ J.IEV Xpuailrlr(fl OUJ.I<p&povtol, o\ St TIV~ a~trov ll'j~ 'AptototiXou~ ~Tl~ 
iiottpov QKOUOOI Suvll9tvt£C; noHa TIDY £\PTIJ.IEV(J)V im' l:KtlVOU ntp\ Kpao£(1)~ ICOi autoi Uyouow, IDV 
~:'t~ l:ott Kai I(J)oty£vll~. hatpo<; 'Avttmitpou. Does this mean that a copy of gen. et corr. came to light 
in the second century B.C. or that some Stoics, including Sosigenes, were in contact with Peripatetics 
who in some way, perhaps by school tradition, knew of Aristotle's views? A similar question arises with 
regard to Ocellus Lucanus (see p. 63). 

71. Cf. M. Lapidge, ''Ap;:ai and Itot;:£1a', Phronesis 18 (1973) 240-75. Lapidge thinks it improbable 
that Aristotle's writings [i.e. our treatises) were known outside his school in 300 B.C. 'Yet some contact 
between Aristotle's thought and the early Stoics - even if only oral - seems likely'. 

72. SVFn427, 612, cf. 413 AiyEo9at niip to nupm!it~rrflvKalatpa toa~p<ilSE<;. Cf. Plato, TimaeusS8c-
6l c, e.g. all fire is pyramidal, but different kinds of fire exist because the triangles that form the pyramids 
differ in size. 

73. de cae/o 3. 306 b 16-22, 312 a 30-33, gen. et corr. 332 a 33 ff. See H. M. Robinson, Phronesis 19 ( 1974) 
168-88, J. H. Meyer, Museum Tusculammr40-43 (1980) 257-67. But W. Charlton, Phronesis 28 (1983) 
197-211, defends his view against his critics, perhaps successfully. 

74. cr. the Stoic doctrine, perhaps Zeno's, Diog. Laert.7. 135. SVFI 102 &v t£ Eivat etov Kal vouv Ka\ 
t\I!UfJIJEVIlV KUl 1\\a. 

75. Stoics frequently used Ot""Etv of the penetration of the KOO!IO~ or of the elements by god, world
soul, or breath. 

76. Plutarch, Moralia 414F, 1013C, IOISD, 1024C, Albinus Eisagoge 8, Aetius 1.19. 

77. cr. Plato Philebus 54 c, for a possible generalised use of iiA.Tl to mean 'material'. 

78. ·cr. R. D. Mohr, Phomi.>: 34 (1980) 138. Theophrastus interpreted Plato in the same, or in an even 
more Aristotelian way, frag. 48 Wimmer: SUo ta~ ap;:li~ Po6A.€t01 (se. nMt(J)V) I!OIElV, to I!SV 
OrtOKEli!EVOV ro<; iiXTIV, 0 rrpoaayopEtitt liaVOE;(E~. toot ro~ o'inov K«l KIVOUV, 0 rtEpuintEI tij tou Otoii 
Kai t[\ tayaOou SuvaJ.itt (Diets, Doxographi graeci 485). 

79. A. Graeser, P/otinus and the Stoics(l972) 13, 'the Stoics' ideas ofii)..Tl developed out of continuous 
discussion of Plato's account in the Timaeus of xoopa'. 
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80. Notice how Alexander, de mixtione 226. 10 has to argue that by 9t:6~ the Stoics mean t\oo~ ril:; 
ui.. lJ~: &\M~ no>~ tiv Xtym&v autij~ tov 9t6v. 

81. H. Ha pp, Hyle ( 1971) 275, thinks it more likely that Aristotle initiated the use of i>XlJ as a technical 
term than that he learned it from Sp_eusippus, Xenocrates, or common Academic practice. But he admits 
the possibility. that ~peusippus did so use the word, in spite of the lack of any evidence that he did. 
Professor Burnyeat has wondered whether Aristotle initiated the technical use of li>..ll while still a 
member of the Academy. 

82. Cf. H. J. Kr:imer'(l971) 108-131, who on the whole emphasises the likeness of Stoic physics to 
Platonist rather than Peripatetic views. He concludes (130) that the Stoics were affected by 
contemporary interpretation of the Timaeus rather than the Timaeus itself. But he notes ( 122) that 
lino\~ u>..lJ is nearer the Peripatetic than the Academic conception of u>..11. 

83. E.g. E. Brehier ( 1951) 115 'la dualit6 de !'agent et du patient est fort certainement empruntee a 
Aristote, mais elle est interpretee d'une fa~on tout autre'. 

84. Pohlenz (1947) 1 71,1141, Hahm 100-102, who argues that in his biological works Aristotle treats air 
as cold, and that the Stoics, regarding the world as a living being, followed him in this. E. Brehier 136-7 
thinks the change due to the Stoic treatment of fire and air as active, water and earth as passive: elements 
opposed in this way could not share a quality, as they did in Aristotle's scheme. 

85. 'Aristoteles bestimmt die cpucn<; daher als den immanenten Zweck, welcher den Staff von innen 
heraus Uberwindet und formt. Erst damit macht er den Weg zu einer teleologischen Naturauffassung, 
wie sie die Stoa vertritt, frei. Der stoische Naturbegriff geht daher in seinen wesentlichen Bestimmungen 
auf Aristoteles zurUck und ist nur durch den aristotelischen moglich.' . 

86. 11 is true that the word autoKivlJro<; itself does not occur with reference to Stoicism before two late 
sources, Sextus and Origenes (S V Fu 311, 988}, but clearly it would have described the Stoic God, if it 
had been used. Aristotle may have introduced it, Physics 8. 258a 2. 

87, Note also Eur. Troades 885 
ooll~ not' &I ou, 1iuot6naoto<; t'\li&vm, 
Z£6<;, e'it' dvciyKTI cpuow<; ehe vou~ ~pou~v. 

88. Nalllra quae per omnem numdrmr omnia me me et ratione con.ficiens flmdiwr, Cic. N. D. 2. 115, 
SVF11 549. 

89. Seneca, Ep. 90. 22, reports Posidonius as saying that the original maker of bread imitated nature: 
millstones are like teeth, etc. (F 284 Edelstein-Kidd). M arcus Aurelius writes ( 11. 10) a\ tt;{VU\ tli<; 
«j)UO&\~ j.llj.!OUVtUI. 

90. This is a subject on which there is very little information, mostly drawn from late and hostile sources, 
Plotinus and commentators on Aristotle. Modern treatments: E. Elorduy, Die Sozia/phi/osophie der 
Stoa (1936) 90-101, M. E. Reesor, 'The Stoic Categories', A.J.P. 78 (1957) 63-82, P. H. De Lacy, 'The 
Stoic Categories as Methodological Principles', TA PA 76 ( 1945) 246-63, 0. Rieth, Grundbegriffe dtr 
stoischfll Etlrik ( 1933), 70-84, 190-91, J. B. Gould, Tire Philosophy ofCirrysippus(l970), 103-107,J. M. 
Rist, Stoic Philosophy( 1969) 152-72 = Prob/tms in Stoicism, ed. A. A. Long(l971) 38-57, A. C. Lloyd, 
Problems ill Stoicism ed A. A. Long, 65-71, H. J. Krlimer Platonisnws usw. ( 1971) 81-96, A. Graeser, 
Plotinus and the Stoics ( 1972) 87-100 and in Les Stoiciens etleur /ogique, Actes du colloque de Chantilly 
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18-22 Septembre 1976 ( 1978) 199-221, A. A. Long, J(ellmistic Plrilo.\op~l.l' ( 1974) 160-3, M. Forschner 
Die stoische Ethik (1981) 43-53. E. Zeller. Philo.wphie der Griedll'll Ill L 93-105 .is still very useful. 

91. Zeller 11 I I. 952. 

92. In Categ. 66. 32 Kalbfleisch ~i<; i;i,,(mova ouottk),&\V a~IOUOI tOV trov llp!lll(!}Vy&vrov apt6~6v. 
Most of Stoic literature was no longer available to Simplicius (334.1 Kalbfleisch), who seems to ·have 
been dependent for their views on Porphyry's commentary on Aristotle's Categories (2.5, 3.2 
Kalbfleisch), Reesor 63. 

93. E.g. Graeser ( 1972) 88: 'The Stoics' division of to ov into four kinds ... had certainly been developed 
from a very critical reply to Aristotle's approach'. This is the modern version of Dexippus' view, in categ. 
5. I 8 Bus se (cf. Simplicius in physim 94.11 Diels), that the Stoics were trying to upset Aristotle. Some 
later Stoics - Athenodorus and Cornutus are mentioned -did attack Aristotle's scheme of categories 
(Simplicius in categ. 18.28, 62.24, 66.32, 128.5, 187.28, 359.1), but there is no evidence that they wished 
to substitute the Stoic 'categories'. As Dr Sedley points out to me, Athenodorus argued that Aristotle's 
ten categories were too few. 

94. This was noticed by P. H. De Lacy, TAPA 76 (1945) 247, with regard toEpictetus. He believed that 
the word otioia \~as used to mean what was alleged to have been called unoK&i!J&Vov. 

95. This is what Philo says: 'Having established [&v toi~ n&p\ ati~avo,..tvou] that it is impracticable for 
two things uniquely qualified (illiro~ notoi) to exist with the same substance (&rti til~ wiril~ oooia<;) he 
[Chrysippus) continues: "For the sake of argument let us suppose one man with all his parts and another 
lacking a foot, the complete man called Dion and the incomplete Theon, and then Dion has his foot 
amputated". The question being put, which of them is destroyed, he alleges that it is more properly 
Theon. This shows more concern for paradox than for truth. How can the man who has not been 
mutilated in any way, Theon, have been wiped out, while Dion, whose foot has been cutoff, has not been 
destroyed? "Necessarily", he says, "Dion, whose foot has been severed, has reverted to the incomplete 
substance of Theon, and two \lliro~ notOi cannot be attached to the same substrate (ntpi ro al.ito 
unoK&i!Jt:vov Eivat). So necessarily Dion remains and Theon is destroyed'". Not only is the conclusion 
paradoxical but the argument also is incoherent. The case imagined would seem to result in the following 
development: "the same \lliro~ not6vcannot be attached to two substances(cf. the familiar Stoic doctrine 
that no two peas are exactly alike), therefore one substance must be destroyed." But that is not what 
Chrysippus said. 

lt can be suspected that the difficulty in understanding Philo's report arises from its incompleteness, 
which may make the task impossible. Nevertheless here is an attempt. The substance (oooia) of a man or 
any living being is never, according to the Stoics, destroyed, but it changes in quantity as he grows or 
loses weight: additional substance is not created but drawn from elsewhere; when he loses substance, it is 
not destroyed but takes another shape outside him. An \lli(J)c; not6; is not a unique quality, but the 
possessor of a unique quality. Theon and Dion are two such persons. There is a unique quality that 
makes Theon Theon even although he changes physically (SVFII 395, cr. Arius Didymus frag. 27, Diets 
Dox. Gr. 462), similarly Dion is Dion. So after the amputation Dion is still one illiroc; notoc; and Theon is 
another; there are still two \lliro~ no10i. But there also appear to be two substances, that of Dion and that 
of Theon. How then would there be any danger that the two \oiroc; notol will be attached to the same 
substrate? Can it be that the substances of the two men are now no more than numerically different, but 
otherwise identical? I! could then be said that the two men, two \lliroc; notoi, had the same substrate, a 
thing which we began by declaring impossible. 

But this would involve neglecting the ambiguity of the word 'same'. The substances are the same 
(quantitatively) and not the same (numerically). But the numerical difference makes possible the 
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simultaneous existence of iliioo; now\. Jt is hard to believe that Chrysippus would not have seen the fault 
in this procedure, which is made slightly more plausible by the substitution of'substrate' for'substance', 
moving from the physical plane, where two different things obviously exist. to the logical, where it is 
easier to play with words. Moreover, as reported, he provided no reason why, if one man must be 
e'timinated. it shou)d be Theon. Can it be that he put up the argument in order that it should be knocked 
down, and some controversialist, Philo's authority, took it seriously, whether through a careless mistake 
or deliberate misinterpretation? 

D. N .. Sedley, Phronesis 27 (1982) 267-70, suggests that Theon and Dion are not two persons but that· 
Theon is a name given to that part of Dion that excludes his foot. If that can be accepted. many of the 
difficulties disappear, bui not all. In what way would the not6rl]~ ofiheon differ from that of Dion afler 
the amputation, so that they could both be lliiru~ nowi? M ore over the language in which Chrysippus 
introduces Dion and The on gives no hint that they are not, as would naturally be expected, two different 
persons, but that Theon is a part of Dion. The fact that they are to be imagined (f:rnvotioOat) is quite 
insufficient to convey this. The verb is used because it is highly unlikely that any reader would in real life 
have met a pair whose relation was that postulated by Chrysippus. 

96. Achilles, /sagoge 8 (SVFn 610), states that the Stoics considered there to be only so much void as 
was necessary to accommodate the expanded cosmos. This is a heretical view, contradicted by all the 
other evidence. lt was ascribed by Aetius to Posidonius (fr. 97 E-K), whom Achilles is known to have 
used, directly or indirectly, elsewhere (fr. 128, 149, 209 E-K). There is nothing to show why Posidonius 
departed from the established line. He may have known and wished to accommodate the arguments of 
Aristotle (see below), as is hesitantly suggested by M. Laffranque, Poseidonios d'Apamee(l964) 310; 
but those arguments were directed against all void whatsoever. Professor Kidd has suggested reading 
Ka9' oaov (for a XX' oaov) autapKI:~ t\~ ti)v liuiXumv in Aetius: void was limited, not absolutely, but in 
so far as it was sufficient to accommodate cosmic expansion. I record, but do not accept, this. 

97. The question whether what was possible must occur sometime had been made well-known by 
Diodorus' famous 'Master Argument' (Epictet. 2. 19. H 1). 

98. Some modern writers call this aether, as does [Aristotle], de mwulo 392 a6. Aristotle himself seems 
in the school-works to refrain from adopting the word, but to regard it as one used by some earlier 
philosophers to denote what he himself did not name (de caelo 270 b 22, meteor. 339 b 20). Perhaps he 
did not follow them because Anaxagoras had used it to mean fire and Empedocles to mean air. To give it 
yet another meaning might have been confusing. The evidence about n:t:pi quXoompia~ is clear: the 
phrases of frag. 27, quintwn gmus uacans nomilte (Cic. Tu se. 1.22) and elementum quod 
aKatov6~taomv ... nominauit (Clement, Re<"ogn. 8.15) outweigh Cic. ND. 2.42 cum in aetlrere sidera 
gignamur (frag.21 ), which is Stoic use of Aristotelian material. 

99. Aristotle, gm. et corr. 326 a 8, Theophrastus, de sensu 61, Simplicius, de caelo 269.4·14, 569.5-9, 
712.27-31, in physica 1318.30-1319.5. O'Brien treats the same problem exhaustively in Theories of 
Weight in tire Anciel!l World I: Democritus. Weight and Size( 1981), particularly 153·248. He concludes 
that Democritus' atoms always had weight, dependent on their size, and that this caused their 
movements (not perpendicular movement through the void, which was Epicurus' invention). 

100. Professor Burnyeat points out that at Met. 1052 b 30 Aristotle himself says that'the lighter object 
has some weight'. 

I 0 I. It will be noted that what is weightless is assumed to have effects opposite to those of what has 
weight, and that those effects are not merely opposite but also equal and opposite. This is further 
evidence that Koiilpo~ and apap~~ are synonymous. For Koiicpo~ is normally the opposite of pupti~; it is 
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an absolute quality, not merely 'having less weight'. 11 must also be understood that to say that the 
cosmos has no weight does not mean that it is a~apq~. 

102. Epicurus was one such. Being a flat-earther, he could understand down in the void as the direction 
parallel to that from his head to his feet when he was standing upright. 

103. Another passage where he apparently contradicted himself is quoted by Plutarch, Stoic. rep. 1054 C 
(SVFn 551) from the fourth book nepi lluvunov. In it he spoke of the cosmos' being in the middle of the 
void and therefore immovable. The passage is hard to use, for it may have been torn from its context. of 
which Plutarch gives no hint. Hahm indeed argues (260-5), ahhough he does not convince me, that 
Chrysippus was quoting someone else's views. 

104. Cf. P. Moraux in Aristotle on the Mind a/1{/ Senses( 1978) 284: 'the two centuries afterthe death of 
Theophrastus show no trace of the use of de animo and we can suppose it was hardly read before 
Andronicus. What we know of Strata and Critolaus shows that they did not base themselves on 
Aristotle's treatise'. 

105. I.e. it is co-extensive with the body, with which it is completely mixed, so as to occupy the same 
space, in accord with the Stoic belief in Kp1iot~ lit' o;l.ou. 

106. The word &unvota seems to be associated with the belief that the body breathes through the pores 
of the skin as well as through the windpipe, cf. Philistion frag. 4 owv yap £imvoft o>.ov to oro11a Kai 
lltt~iu aKcoi.utco<; to nv&UJ.la, byieta yivttat · ou yap J.IOVov Katii to ot6~ta Kai rou~ llUKtijpa~ ti 
avanvo~ yiv&tat oHa Kai Ka9' OAOV to OhlJ.IU, Diocles frag. 141 (p. 178.18 Wellmann) 1!01&115& ti 11EV 
rpiljlt<; to llep~u:ittov ioxup6ttpov ... f) ll£ o11ii~t.; to~ n6pou~ Ka!lapcortpou~ Kat Eunvocortpou.;. (Ar.) 
Prob/. 966a 7 1) 1)£ tpiljll~ &u11VOUV Kai apaulv l!Ot£i tt'lv oapKa. This form of breathing was 
Empedoclean (DK 31 B 100) and Platonic ( Tim. 77e-79e), and presumably accepted by Chrysippus. 

I 07. Zcno is represented by Tertullian, de animo 5 (S V Ft 137) as defining animo as consiws spirillls and 
by Macrobius, in somnium Scipionis 1.14.9 as calling it a conrretus corpori spiritus. The participles 
consiws (from consero) and concretus (from concresco) have a suggestion of growth which makes them 
renderings more suitable to ou11qmro.; than to ouvezl)~ tlii ooi~tatt. Yet concretus corpori may well 
represent ouvexl).; tiP oro~tau in view of Chalcidius' use of conaetio to imply 11i~t~ .llt' c);l.ou (in Tim. 
221, SVFn 796). An allusion to the root q>u- may also be seen in the phrase nawralis spiritus ascribed 
both to Zeno and to Chrysippus by Chalcidius in Tim. 220 (SJIFt 138,11879). But Zeno may have used 
the words ou11cpu!:<; nv£u11a, which appear several times in reports of Stoic doctrine (SVFu 174,778,111 
305), not Olillqt\JTOV 11\'EUI!U. 

108. Wiersma also thinks that Zeno's belief that the soul was nourished by exhalations from the blood 
(SVFt 140 and 141) came from an Aristotelian belief that the innate breath was so nourished, but no 
such belief emerges from the passages he quotes (de respiralione480 a 2 ff. and de gen. ani m. 781 a 23 ff.). 

109. F. Steckerl, 17Je Fragmmts of Praxagoras of Cos ( 1958), places his birth about 340 B.C., Zeno's 
was probably in 334 or 333. 

110. When advances in anatomy had showri the nen·es to be connected with the brain and so thrown 
doubt on Zeno's view, never abandoned by orthodox Stoics, that the 'leading element' of the soul was 
seated in the heart, Chrysippus was to appeal to him as an authority for the derivation of the nerves from 
that latter organ (SVFu 897, Galen, de Hipp. et Plot. I. 7 (81) p. 145 M.) 
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Ill. Notice however that inborn warmth does not necessarily imply connate pneuma or a connate soul. 
Diogenes of Apollonia 64 A 28 Diels yewuo9at11EV tt'l.f}ptq>'l dllfUY.~ tv Otp11aol~ !>& (~v0ep11a !)f; Diels). 
oO.&v to Ell{j)UTOV 0£Pil<'JV EUOE(J}~ npozuO&vto~ TOU f}ptcpou~ lO llfU;(p<'>v E\~ TOV RVEU~-tOVQ tq>ti..KEoOat. 

: 112. In Wellmann's Fragmentsommlung d. griechischen Aerzte 1 the word avciljiU~t~ is accidentally 
omitted in Philistion. frag. 6, but correctly retained in Diocles frag. 15. 

113. G. Vcrbeke, L'evolution de la doctrine du pneuma (1945) 12-15, remarks on the similarity between 
the Stoics and Diodes .. 

114. Hahm 269-72 and F. Solmsen, Mededelingm d. Koninklijkt? Nt?derlandese Akademie Afd. 
Leuerkunde n.s. 24 (1961) 265-89 (=Kieine Schriften 1 436-60) are non-committal. K. Reinhardt, 
Poseitlonios \'Oil Apamea (1954) 701 (=RExxm), Poseidonios (1921) 228-34, thinks that Posidonius 
added the Aristotelian arguments. I do not find it impossible that Cicero himself, who knew n~:p\ 
!pt>..ooocp\u~. was responsible. 

115. V. Goldschmidt, Le systl>me stoicien et /'idee de temps, (ed. 3 1977) 30-45, J. M. Rist (1969) 273-
278, S. Sambursky (1959) 100-105. 

116. Similarly we do not know what caused Chrysippus to modify Zeno's definition to the form 'interval 
of the movement of the cosmos'(SVFu 509, 510); presumably he wished to provide a universal time, as 
opposed to possible private or local times, for example one dependent on the swelling of the Nile and 
another on the blowing of the etesian winds. In any movement or change two instants can be recognised, 
between which there is an interval. Whether this interval is or is not time, it is certainly closely connected 
with time. 

117. But he also said that present time un:ap)(El, while past and future UcpEOTUOl, unapxooot s. oMallcOt; 
(SV Fu 509, 518). There is nothing that explicitly shows that the present time that un:cip)(El is the extent of 
time that we call by that name, that which Katt'l. n>..arot; Atynat (SVFu 509, cf. Posidonius F 98 E-K 
Xtyt:oOat !)1; to viiv Ka\ tov tMxtorov npo~ a"icrO'lolV xp6vov n:t:p\ toii !>toptol!ov toii !t&A>..ovto~ Kat 
n:apt:),:l)>..u96ro~). But I think that must be what Chrysippus intended. Attempts to explain the difference 
between unap;(£tv and ucpEoTitvat are made difficult by the tendency to use a modern vocabulary for 
which there are no Greek equivalents, and by the fact that the words seem not to have been frequently 
used by the Stoics; they were not technical terms. But what \map;( El is 'really there': in the sense of being 
to hand and perceptible, so that to un<ipxov is what causes a cpavmola KataA!JiltlK" (SVFn 60, 97), 
while what u<ptcrtllKE 'really exists', as a man does not after he is dead (SVFn202 a), but as the soul does, 
distinct from the body (SVFu 473, p. 155.26). So present time is one in which we are directly aware of 
movement or change, past and future time have a real existence, but are not to hand, with us, directly 
perceptible. Chrysippus attempted to clarify the meaning of un:ap;.:tt by comparing its application to 
attributes: 'walking un:ap;(EI j.lOl when I am walking, but not when I am sitting' (SVFu509). J. B. Gould 
( 1970) 115 sees that this is an imperfect parallel. There may be more illumination than I can find in A. C. 
Lloyd's discussion in his lecture 'Activity and Description in Aristotle and the Stoa' (I 970) 232-4, He 
translates un:ap)(EI 'actually belongs'. but does not indicate to whom present time belongs. R. K. K. 
Sorabji, in an interesting article 'Is Time Real?', Proceedi11gs of the British Academy 68 (1982) 189-213, 
parallelled in Time, Creation and the Comimmm (1983) 21-6, treats Chrysippus' views as a reply to 
Aristotle's puzzles at Ph.••sit·s 4. 217 b 29-218 a 30, but does not explicitly maintain that Chrysippus knew 
the Aristotelian passage. Sorabji appears to me to involve himself in difficulties by not taking sufficient 
account of the lack of correspondence between Greek and English vocabulary. There is no Greek for the 
word 'real'. Of course the Stoics did not think time to be real if by real we mean a corporeal thng(ov), but 
they did not take it to be a nullity; the word xp6vo~ was not without significance. Time was something 
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real, in another sense of the word. The difference between (mapztw and UCfJEOTlJKEvat is not the same as 
that between corporeal and incorporeal; both words ean be used by Stoi'cs of both kinds of thing. They 
would not have accepted Plutarch's identification of tlvat and urrapzEtV, comm. 1101. ~~74 D. 

118. Although this is not ascribed to any particular author, there is nothing in it to suggest that it is later. 
than Chrysippus. But Aetius' summary does not command complete confidence. When in the middle he · 
talks of 'ways' he may, as Dr Sedley convinces me, mean those of memory and experience; it is not 
necessary to believe that something has fallen out here (as I did, Probli!ms in Stoicism ed. A. A. Long, 
26). But at the end the claim that reason is made up (ou)ltr)..lJpooo9at) in the first seven years is surprising 
and conflicts with all other sources, which give 14 as the age when it is established. The evidence is set out 
and discussed, too easily, by l. Stein, Dii! Erkmnmistht!oriedt!r Stoa ( 1888) n. 232. Aetius seems to have 
confused the beginning of the growth of reason in the first seven years of life with its completion round 
about the age of fourteen. 

119. Aristotle strives after accuracy, but does not attain it entirely. He speaks of memory of the same 
thing, but then seems to substitute memory of the same characteristic common to a number of different 
individuals. A little later he says 'the individual is sensed but the sensation is oft he universal, e.g. of man, 
not of the man Callias'. There is a similar shift in the parallel treatment at the opening of Mt!taplrysics A. 
To quote Ross's commentary, 'after having described [experience) as produced by many memories of the 
same object, Aristotle proceeds to describe it as embracing a memory about Socrates and a memory 
about Callias. These are not the same object, but only instances of the same universal'. 

lt will be noted that, if Aetius is to be trusted, the Stoics used the phrase 'memories of the same kind' 
where Aristotle had said 'of the same thing'. Their version will cover both memories of Socrates, seen on 
various occasions, and memories of the character mall, common to Socrates and Callias. 

Neither Aristotle nor the Stoics explain how the possession of concepts gives rise to reason. But it is 
clear that without concepts there could be no thought. lt is then a fact of experience that the human mind 
combines first concepts and then the propositions given by this combination and from that derives 
further propositions. This is thought and reason. 

120. I would not claim that Zeno actually read any ofXenocrates' very numerous writings. H. Di5rrie 
has maintained (( 1976) 170) that later writers show no direct acquaintance with ·them and that this 
suggests that they were never published. 

121. Ibid. 26S he concludes that Posidonius had access to the Rhi!toric, Ethics, di! animo, and 
,'tfetaphysics and that he wrote for others who could catch an allusion to them. L. Taran (1981) 729 
confidently writes 'Rhodes, where Aristotle's treatises must have been available'. 

122. Professor Burnyeat notes Cleanthes, SVFt 566. 

123. Conscious imitation is implied by other verbs of the same formation; nu9ayopl<ro, Antiphanes 
frag. 226, Alexis frag. 220; l')paK)..errl<ro. Arist. Met. 1010 a 11; Bl!)lOo9&v\<ro. Plut. Cic. 24; 
euptntoaptotOtpavl<ro. Cratinus frag. 307 Kock, 342 Kassel-Austin, cf. dvno9&VIOIU~~ and 
OIOYEVtOJ.16~. Julian, Or. 6.187. I. DUring (1957) 365 says that in Strabo 13.1.54 dptotoTEA\~&tv means 
'carry on research and write scholarly treatises'. That is because the context shows those to be the 
Aristotelian activities imitated. The word must always be understood in its context. 

124. There is no sign that he knew Book IV, which isaseparatecourseoflectures(l. D!lring(l944)). M. 
laffranque, Poseidonios d'Apamel! (1964) 223, thinks he made '!'etude approfondie' of Metl!or. 1-3. 

125. Cf. W. Theiler, Poseic/onios, Die Fragmente ( 1982) 11 44. 
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126. One cannot perhaps absolutely exclude the possibility that all the material Posidonius seems to 
have found in the Meteoro/ogicawas also in the Problemataand taken by him from there, but I think it 
very unlikely. 

'127. F. H. Sandbach, Jllinois Class.ical Sllldies 7 (1982) 210-11, 223-5. 

128. P. Moraux (1973) 1 31. 

129. cf. Laffranque 2_76~ 

130. K. Reinhardt, indeed ((1921) 48}, says 'so gut wie nichts gemein'. 

131. I retain the references to MUller's edition, since his pagination is recorded in that of P. H. De Lacy, 
which supplants it. 

132. P. Moraux in Aristotle 011 the Mind and Senses ( 1978) 284 says that 'il serail osi: de voir dans sa 
thi:orie des facultes de l'Ame le fruit d'une etude personelle du De Anima'. Compare n. 104 above. L. 
Taran (1981) 724 n. 7 too hastily believes that F 149 E-K indicates knowledge of deanima41l b6-JO. 
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Figures in italics refer t~ notes, not to pa!les. 

Academy, 27, 30, 31, 32, 36, 42, 58 
Acropolis at Athens, 11 
activity) (passivity, 37 
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Demosthenes, 7, 14 
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Diocles of Carystus, 47; 106 
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Diogenes of Babylon, 15 
Diogenes the Cynic, 15 
Diogenes Laertius, 5, I I -12, 14, 18, 19; 65 
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Empedocles, 15; 98 
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Epictetus, 41, 53; 94 
Epicurus, 4-6, 7, 8, 15, 16, 37, 42; /4, /5, /6, 17 
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Goldschmidt, V., 115 
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Gould, J.B., 19, 41; 67, 90, 117 
Graeser, A., 43. 79, 90, 93 
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Guthrie, W.K.C., 9 

Hahm, D.E., 31, 43, 44, 48, 49, SO; 34. 35, 37, 84. 103, 114 
Happ, H., 81 
happiness, 24 
Harder, R., 63 
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Heraclitus, 36, 49 
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Hermippus, 12; 7 
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lsocrates, 2, 3, 9 

Jackson, H., 2 
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Jaeger, W., 17, 47, 52; 6 

Kenny, A., 16. 29, 65 
Kidd, I. G., 61 
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Lloyd, A. C., 29; 90, 117 
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Long, A. A., 4, 19, 24-7; 21. 39, 46, 90 
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meteorology, 53, 6o 
Metrocles, 13 
Metrodorus, 6 
Mette, H. J., 16 
Meyer, J. H., 73 
milk, as a sign, 19-20 
Mohr, R. D. 78 
Momigliano, A., SS 
Moraux, P., 14, 20, 29; 9, 15. 31, 65, /04, 128, 132 
Moreau, J., 32 
motion, theory of, 31 

nature, 38-40 
Neleus, 2, 60 

O'Brien, D., 99 
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Ohly, K., 38, 32 
oikeiosis, 29 
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Owen, G. E. L., 22, 26 
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Pearson, A. C., 63 
Pembroke, S. G., 29 
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Peripatetics, 12, 13, 33, 34, 58, 61, 64; 6 
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Pohlenz, M., 21, 29, 31, 33, 41, 58; 39, 44, 84 
Polemo, 13, 15, 16, 32, 56; 34, 39 
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Posidonius, 14, 58, 59-62; 89. 96, Ill, /16 
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Pyrrho, 13 
Pythagoreans, 37, 49, 60,63 

reason, formation of, 51-2 
Rees, D. A., 52 
Reesor, M. E., 69, 90 
Reinhardt, K., 38, 1/4, 130 
Rhodes, 58; 8 
Rieth, 0., 90 
Rist, J. M., 28; 14. 57, 62, 63, 90, 115 
Robinson, H. M. 78 
Rose, V., 14; 49 
Ross, W. D., 14, IS; 20 
Ryle, G., 39 

Sambursky, S., 41, 50; 66, I 18 
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Sbordone, F., 4; 15 
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Schmidt, F., 31 
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Schweighaeuser, J., 24 
Sedley, D. N., 18, 51; 16, 36, 69, 93, 95, 1/8 
sensation, 21-2, Sl-2 
signs, 19-20 
Simplicius, 20, 40, 54 
Socrates, I, 15, 30 
solecism, 20 
Solmsen, F., 3; 16, I 14 
soul, 46-8 
Sorabji, R. K. K., I /7 
Speusippus, 2, 12, 25, 50; 5, 81 
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Stark, R., 33 
Stein, L., I 18 
Steinmelz, P., 18 
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Stewarl, J. A., 56 
Stewart, z., 30 



Stilpo, 13, I 5 
Strabo, 2, 12, 58-59, 60; 1/ 
Strato, I 5, 50; 3/, 104 
substance, 35 
syllogisms, validity of, 9-19 

Taran, L., 15, 28. 121, 132 
Theiler, W., 63; 128 _ 
Theoc.ritus of Chios, 10 
Theophrastus, 2, 3, 6, 7, 12, 13, 14, 16, 17, 18, 20, 31, 32, 33, 59, 61; 4, 6, 7. 15, /8, 43, 45, 53 
Timaeus, 7, 8, 10 
Timae11s of Plato, 5, 36, 43, 47, SO 
time, 50-1; 117 
Timon, 7; 21 
Timosthenes, 61 
Tsekourakis, D., 28 
Turner, E.G., 3 

variables, 119 
Verbeke, G., 113 
virtue, 23, 54 
void, 42-3, 45 

weight, 44-5 
Wellman, M., I 12 
Wiersma, W., 32, 39; 36, /08 
wine, 33 
world, cyclical change, 49 
world-soul, 48-49 

Xenarchus, 1/, 65 
Xenocrates, 2, 6, 12, 13, 16, 25, 32, 35, 37, 56; 5, 39, 8/, 120 
Xenophilus, 35 

Zeller, E., 11, 20, 31; 25, 90 
Zeno, passim 
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Greek Words 

dPapl\<; 44 
OIIElUJll(l)tO:; 27 
dva9ujliam<; 53 
dptotOT£Al~E\\' /23 
dcptA.apuvw9at 60 
UUTOKi VI\ tOe; 86 
StaOemc; 54 
3tUK0011EiV 50 
81CJ),&Kt1Ktl 39 
Mvaj!t<; 53 
dKatOOUVI\ 7 
&K3ootc; 3, /2 
tvtpy&ta 53 
&VlEAE;(Elt! 53 
t:!;tc; 54 
tnt ytwrnta 64 
EUllVOIU 106 
0£rop&io9at /7 
KaHuvrpov 63 
KO{Hpoc; 44 
npoaipwtc; 57 
Olli!Eiov 19 
oocptott\c; lO 
ot6jla, tn! 24 
iik'l 35 
U1!Up;(E1V 117 
UJ!OK&ijl&VO\' 95 
U(j)eoravm /17 
cpavtaoia 21 
(j)UVtaOjla 23 
cpavmonK6v 23 
cptA.aptototEA.Ttc; 60 

Only those words are entered here of which the meaning or usage is discussed. 
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